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Abstract
An emerging trend in contemporary epistemology departs from the traditional preoccupation with

the nature of knowledge, belief, evidence, justification, and the problems of skepticism. This

trend focuses instead on the nature of inquiry itself and especially on the role of questions and

questioning attitudes that arise in and define that activity. Naturally, this emerging trend calls

for a philosophical exploration of the nature of questioning attitudes like curiosity and wondering,

and of the various epistemological considerations pertaining to them. Consequently, this project

primarily addresses two questions: what does it mean to wonder? And what is required to wonder

well? The project is thus both descriptive and normative, aiming to pin down the place that

wondering has in our ontology of epistemologically significant mental states and to determine what

kinds of prescriptive norms it is subject to in the course of rational inquiry.
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Introduction

This dissertation came into existence out of an interest in the nature of questions. That interest

in turn derived from a much earlier (and enduring) interest in the nature of inquiry in general

- the activity of thinking about, reasoning with, and answering questions. At some point in my

undergraduate years in Dublin, I read Plato’s Meno. To the extent that I understood it at all –

and I’m still not quite sure I do – it resonated with me in a lasting way. A central puzzle unearthed

in that dialogue is this: If there is something you are trying to find, you cannot succeed in doing

so unless you are capable of recognizing it when you do – recognizing it, that is, as the intended

object of your search. In other words, you must, in some sense, know in advance what it is you are

looking for. But, since inquiry is the activity of trying to find the answer to a question, it seems

to follow that you must know what answer it is you are trying to find before you find it. On its

surface that sounds paradoxical.

If I do know what answer I am trying to find, then does this mean that I know what the

answer to my question is even before trying to answer it? If so, then what is inquiry? An attempt

to make explicit what we already know implicitly? Plato might have thought so. I am not so

sure. Subsequently, I realized that the resolution to this apparent paradox probably lay in a better

understanding of the nature of questions and answers in general, a better understanding of how

one might know which question one is trying to answer without thereby knowing what its answer

is.

When my graduate studies began, I naturally wanted to focus on the logic of questions and

answers, on the field of study that Richard Whately (a former archbishop of Dublin) had dubbed

erotetics. Since I considered this to be a branch of logic, I soon found myself learning about

various more or less technical innovations in systematizing the logical and semantic properties of

questions. The upshot was that I wrote a paper trying to explore the paradox of the Meno within

the apparatus of Inquisitive Epistemic Logic, a formalism that had emerged from the work of the

Inquisitive Semanticists at the ILLC in Amsterdam.

Eventually – with customary insight – my adviser noticed that one tractable way of exploring

my underlying interests was to ask: what is wondering? Though it can sometimes mislead, having
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a name for what is exercising us is definitely cathartic. And so I undertook the task to answer that

question. The result is a project that I see as falling somewhere in the intersection of epistemology,

logic, and the philosophy of mind and language. It is a project that aims to clarify the nature of a

certain ability we have, of something we know how to do, and which we can sometimes do well or

poorly.

There are two broad investigative themes in this dissertation: (i) an account of what kind

of attitude wondering is in comparison and contrast with other attitudes like belief, desire, and

knowledge, i.e. how wondering is best characterized within the ontology of the mind; and (ii) an

account of the epistemology of wondering, i.e. of how wondering relates normatively to belief,

knowledge, and evidence in its central role as an inquiry-governing attitude. The dominant theme

is (ii), the epistemological project, and everything in (i) is done with an eye to that.

There are six chapters. Chapter 1 kicks things off by situating the project relative to the

distinction between the contexts of justification and discovery familiar within the philosophy of

science. Epistemology has traditionally been concerned with the former while generally neglecting

the latter. I motivate my work by noting that wondering is best understood as an attitude associated

with the context of discovery and by arguing that it is nevertheless relevant to epistemology more

broadly. Research on the logic and epistemology of questions, which has begun to gather momentum

recently in philosophy, makes for a credible starting point, indicating that there is valuable work for

philosophers to do here with the likely payoff being an enriched perspective in both epistemology

and the philosophy of mind.

Chapter 2 addresses the superficially plausible thesis that wondering is identical with wanting

to know. I argue against this identification, but conclude that wondering does necessarily involve a

desiderative component, i.e. a desire on the part of the wonderer to improve her epistemic position

on the question she is wondering about. The remaining component is that an agent wondering Q

attends to or explicitly entertains some possible partial answers to Q. Next, Chapter 3 considers the

relation between wondering and believing, arguing that it is constitutive of wondering Q (where Q

is some question) that one cannot simultaneously wonder Q and occurrently believe some complete

answer to Q. Thus, the core of this chapter closely concerns the distinction between occurrent and

merely-dispositional attitudes in the philosophy of mind.

Chapter 4 discusses wondering in relation to the problem of logical closure, i.e the problem
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of whether, how, or in what sense attitudes are “closed” under logico-semantic relations (like en-

tailment and implication). The problem of closure is most familiar from two areas of philosophy,

namely, epistemology (where it has been discussed extensively in relation to knowledge and the

problem of scepticism) and philosophical logic (where it has been discussed as a problematic ideal-

ization in attempts to formalize the logic of attitudes more generally). But the problem also arises

for wondering. This chapter discusses how that happens and argues that the problem is even more

troubling in this case, so that a satisfactory theory of wondering simply cannot allow for closure of

the relevant sort.

Chapter 5 takes some of the lessons from chapters 3 and 4 and argues that a satisfactory

theory of wondering needs to account for the apparent “double life” of questions as they feature

in wondering. On the one hand, questions need to be the kinds of things that can be attended

to or explicitly considered by the wonderer without all possible answers thereby being cognitively

accessible to her. On the other hand, questions need to be such that an agent wondering Q thereby

attends to or considers at least some possible (partial) answers to Q. In other words, I defend the

thesis that although one can wonder Q without being able to explicitly attend to all of Q ’s possible

answers, one cannot wonder Q unless one explicitly attends to least some possible partial answers

to Q. Put differently, to wonder Q, one must be in a position to explicitly consider or attend to at

least some questions that are suitably related to Q.

Finally, Chapter 6 addresses the normativity of wondering. On my hybrid (desiring+attending)

account, one is wondering Q only if one occurrently wants to improve one’s epistemic position on Q

and for that reason (at the same time) attends to or explicitly entertains possible partial answers

to Q. But this only tells us what wondering is, it doesn’t yet tell us anything about how one should

wonder, or about what it is to wonder well. I clarify the role of two dimensions of normativity that

influence the rational assessment of wondering, i.e. instantaneous versus sequential and quantitative

versus qualitative. Some specific norms relating to these factors are then discussed and evaluated.
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1 A Plea for the Study of Wondering

The title of this chapter is an allusion to the opening chapter of Gilbert Harman’s (1986) Change

in View: Principles of Reasoning. The purpose of that work is to outline and explore various

principles of reasoning that are involved in the formation and revision of beliefs and intentions. As

a paradigm case of this kind of reasoning, Harman opens with the following:

Intending to have Cheerios for breakfast, Mary goes to the cupboard. But she can’t find

any Cheerios. She decides that Elizabeth must have finished off the Cheerios the day

before. So, she settles for Rice Krispies. In the process Mary has modified her original

intentions and beliefs.1

This, according to Harman, is an elementary example of reasoning and of ‘reasoned change in view’.

And on the basis of scenarios like this, Harman proposes a variety of principles involved in the kind

of changes taking place. A distinction is drawn between maxims of reflection and principles of

revision, where the former ‘say what to consider before revising one’s view, for example that one

should consider carefully all the alternatives, with vivid awareness of relevant evidence of possible

consequences of contemplated courses of action’. The latter, on the other hand, ‘concern the actual

changes to be made, the changes that are actually “part of” the reasoned revision, saying such

things as that one should make minimal changes in one’s view that increase its coherence as much

as possible while promising suitable satisfaction of one’s ends’.2

Harman’s primary concern is reasoned revision of one’s beliefs and intentions and the principles

that such reasoning follows. Less central are the so-called maxims of reflection, governing ‘a process

of reflection in which one thinks about one’s beliefs, plans, desires etc. and envisions various

possibilities in more or less detail’. But the case Harman opens with conceals the centrality to

reasoning of the processes these maxims govern. In the imagined scenario of Mary’s breakfast we

go from ‘But she can’t find any Cheerios’ to ‘She decides that Elizabeth must have finished off the

Cheerios the day before’ without any account of what happens in between. What, if anything, is

Mary doing between finding out that what she wants is not there and deciding on an explanation

of this fact that then guides the revision of her intentions? What has been omitted from this

1Ibid. p. 1
2Ibid. p. 2
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‘elementary example’ of reasoning?

My claim is that what is omitted is exactly the kind of activity that maxims of reflection, rather

than principles of revision, are supposed to constrain. And I claim that what these processes and

activities come down to is wondering. In other words, what happens between Mary’s finding out

that there are no Cheerios and deciding Elizabeth finished them yesterday is that she wonders.

Wondering is at the heart of inquiry and, as has been long defended by Hintikka (1981, 1999,

2007), inquiry can itself be understood as interrogative reasoning - evaluating and choosing strate-

gies in the “game” of answering some question. This questioning aspect of inquiry, as opposed to

aspects like believing and desiring, has been comparatively under-examined in epistemology, how-

ever. But no philosophical plea for the study of reasoning should omit it simply because questions

are customarily less center-stage than propositions in philosophical analysis. Concordantly, just as

principles of reasoned revision are concerned with belief and desire – our propositional attitudes

– Harman’s maxims of reflection, I claim, are concerned with wondering – a questioning attitude.

But given its apparent centrality to inquiry, I think it is worth noting and dwelling briefly upon

the comparative absence of philosophical work on wondering.3

A great deal of contemporary epistemology, as well as philosophical work on scientific method,

concerns itself only with the material of what Reichenbach (1938) called the ‘context of justification’,

as opposed to the ‘context of discovery.’ Hintikka, in particular, laments the imbalance:

...our present-day theory of knowledge rests on a number of misguided and misguiding

paradigms. One of them is in any case a defensive stance concerning the task of epis-

temology. This stance used to be expressed by speaking of contexts of discovery and

contexts of justification. The former were thought of as being inaccessible to rational

epistemological and logical analysis. For no rules can be given for genuine discoveries,

it was alleged. Only contexts of justification can be subjects of epistemological theo-

rizing. There cannot be any logic of discovery, as the sometime slogan epitomized this

stance - or is it a paradigm?...[T]he overwhelming bulk of serious systematic theorizing

in epistemology pertains to the justification of the information we already have, not to

the discovery of new knowledge. The recent theories of “belief revision” - that is, of how

3Whitcomb and Millson (forthcoming), note that this trend is starting to change, and that a new inquiry-focused
movement in epistemology is at last gathering momentum.
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to modify our beliefs in view of new evidence - do not change this situation essentially,

for they do not take into account how that new evidence has been obtained, nor do they

tell us how still further evidence could be obtained.4

What Hintikka wanted, and what a great deal of his work aims to develop, is an epistemology of

rational inquiry that emphasizes the central role played by questions, an account of how rational

agents ought to inquire by means of questioning. A ‘logic of discovery’, one imagines, might offer

a set of rules or principles that tell us, not only which questions we may ask for which purposes

during inquiry, but also which questions we ought to ask. In other words, for Hintikka, the logic of

questions and answers is normative for inquiry in that it tells us not only how we are permitted to

inquire but also how we are required to inquire.5

Historically, of course, there are important precedents to Hintikka in this connection.6 But

more recently, a handful of philosophers working in epistemology, philosophy of language, and

philosophical logic have begun to take an explicit interest in questions and their relevance to topics

in epistemolgoy, in effect pushing the discipline to take a greater interest in the context of discovery.7

Mainly, this has involved an increased focus on the ways in which our propositional attitudes,

like belief and knowledge – which customarily feature in the context of justification – may have

content that is non-propositional, e.g. the content supplied by a question. But virtually no serious

philosophical work has been done on those attitudes whose contents may not be propositional at

all, e.g. the attitude of wondering.8

If epistemology is to concern itself not merely with evidence, knowledge, belief, and justification

but also with the kind of thinking that leads to the discovery of evidence and of what is apt to be

4Hintikka 2007, p.1
5See ibid. pp.7-8 where Hintikka alludes to the strategic character of the norms and rules of his interrogative

model of inquiry.
6Hintikka himself (2004) mentions both Aristotle and Kant as having thought of logic and inquiry as pertaining to

the answering of questions. Another obvious historical candidate for an epistemologist of discovery is Descartes (1638,
1701), whose Discourse on the Method and Rules for the Direction of the Mind also treat of rational knowledge-seeking
that amounts to more than merely deducing from what is already known – e.g. in the method of analyzing ideas into
their parts. Whewell (1847) – who coined the term ‘scientist’ – is also to be credited in this regard, noting that in the
discovery of general laws to serve as testable scientific hypotheses, the scientist does not merely inductively infer her
hypothesis from individual data point but creatively generates it by subsuming the data under a general conception.
Whewell calls this creative mental activity ‘colligation’ and went on to debate vigorously with Mill over whether this
activity is really anything other than induction. See Achinstein (1992) for discussion of this debate as it relates to to
inference to the best explanation. And see Snyder (1997) for an alternative interpretation of the debate.

7There are many examples. Some of these include van Rooy (2004), Schaffer (2005, 2007), Friedman (2013, 2019),
Yablo (2014), Hawke (2016), Yalcin (2018), Hoek (2019), Teague (2022), Whitcomb and Millson (forth.)

8Some important exceptions include recent work on question-directed attitues by Friedman (2013), as well as work
on inquisitive epistemic logic by Ciardelli and Roelofsen (2015).
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believed, known, or justified, then attitudes that have contents other than propositions will need

to be explored. Arguably, curiosity, imagination, awareness, and attention are all attitudes that

can have non-propositional content. These attitudes can be thought of in various ways, as states,

as processes, or activities, all centrally involved in the context of discovery. They are attitudes in

that they have content. But they are relevant to more than merely the context of justification in

that this content need not be a proposition – propositions being the usual relata in the relation of

(epistemic) justification. In the section 1.2 below, as part of my plea for the study of wondering, I

make the case that wondering should be understood similarly, that is as a questioning attitude, one

whose content is a question rather than a proposition. Before that however, it is worth dwelling on

the significance of what is being proposed here, that is, of what kind of project I am proposing to

undertake in conducting a philosophical study of wondering.

1.1 An Epistemology of Wondering?

Describing a philosophical project as an ‘epistemology of wondering’ is problematic for at least

two reasons. One is that, as epistemology is primarily concerned with knowledge rather than

other attitudes, the phrase hits the ear with no less dissonance than does ‘the epistemology of

belief’. Still worse is that, unlike belief (of which knowledge may be a species) wondering isn’t even

a propositional attitude. For that reason alone it might be judged even more of a terminological

howler than, say, ‘the epistemology of desire’ – which itself already carries the unfortunate ambiguity

of signalling either the theory of knowledge of desire (how do we know about desires?) or the theory

of knowledge as it merely relates to desire (e.g. how does what we desire depend upon and relate

to what we know?).

What is intended, however, is an account of wondering that aims to make sense of it in much the

same way that epistemology aims to make sense of knowledge, i.e. with an eye to its role in inquiry.

Section 1.8 below will have more to say about how to think about this project methodologically,

particularly in the context of metaphilosophical debates that have become more and more prominent

over the past twenty years or so.9 As a prelude to that, however, we can clarify the kind of task

I’m undertaking here by situating it within the overlap of the traditions with which it resonates

most. Unsurprisingly, one of these is epistemology (both traditional and formal). The other two

9See Cappelen et al (2016)
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are the philosophy of science and the philosophy of mind.

The concerns of the epistemologist and the philosopher of science intersect. Traditionally, the

former concerns herself with the nature of knowledge and justification, while the latter concerns

herself with the nature of scientific method, theory choice, the nature of evidence, and of the con-

firmation and refutation of hypotheses. But since scientific knowledge and science qua knowledge-

seeking enterprise are paragons of human intellectual achievement and endeavor, the epistemologist

does well to take science seriously as a source of insight into the nature of knowledge more gen-

erally. Equally, a philosopher of science of any depth does well to consider the the more general

and searching questions about the nature of knowledge and justification that are the hallmark of

epistemology.

That being said, however, some of the most influential voices in philosophy of science’s history

have generally not been in favour of philosophical inquiry into the context of discovery, to which

the epistemology of wondering is largely addressed. Two notable examples of this negative stance

are found in the work of Reichenbach himself and in that of Popper. In Experience and Prediction,

Reichenbach tells us that the proper concern of epistemology is the ‘internal structure of knowledge’,

which is ‘the system of connections as it [i.e. knowledge] is followed in thinking’. He then says that

From such a definition we might be tempted to infer that epistemology is the giving

of a description of thinking processes; but that would be entirely erroneous. There is

a great difference between the system of logical interconnections of thought and the

actual way in which thinking processes are performed. The psychological operations

of thinking are rather vague and fluctuating processes; they almost never keep to the

ways prescribed by logic and may even skip whole groups of operations which would

be needed for a complete exposition of the subject in question ... the scientific genius

has never felt bound to the narrow steps and prescribed courses of logical reasoning.

It would be, therefore, a vain attempt to construct a theory of knowledge which is at

the same time logically complete and in strict correspondence with the psychological

processes of thought. The only way to escape this difficulty is to distinguish carefully

the task of epistemology from that of psychology. [ibid. p.5]

These remarks are by way of preparing to introduce the distinction between the contexts of discovery
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and justification and, for Reichenbach, ‘epistemology is only occupied in constructing the context of

justification.’10 Furthermore, not content with eschewing an epistemology of discovery, Reichenbach

further distances his aims from actual instances of justification and testing as they take place in

scientific practice. Instead, the humble efforts of the epistemologist should aim only at Carnap’s goal

of rational reconstruction, wherein a theory of the target phenomenon (knowledge, justification) is

constructed but where the resulting construction ‘does not represent the actual process of cognition

in its concrete manifestations, but ... is intended to give a rational reconstruction of the formal

structure of this process’.11.

Such discovery-forswearing sentiments are echoed by Popper roughly twenty years later in his

(misleadingly) titled The Logic of Scientific Discovery :

Some might object that it would be more to the purpose to regard it as the business of

epistemology to produce what has been called a ‘rational reconstruction’ of the steps

that have led the scientist to a discovery—to the finding of some new truth. But the

question is: what, precisely, do we want to reconstruct? If it is the processes involved

in the stimulation and release of an inspiration which are to be reconstructed, then I

should refuse to take it as the task of the logic of knowledge. Such processes are the

concern of empirical psychology but hardly of logic. It is another matter if we want to

reconstruct rationally the subsequent tests whereby the inspiration may be discovered

to be a discovery, or become known to be knowledge. [1959 p.8]

There are yet further (though more careful) repetitions of this theme in Harman (1986), whose own

plea for the study of reasoning partly inspires my own pitch. A key component of Harman’s plea

is for the dissociation in the minds of philosophers of reasoning from logic.12. Roughly, the various

proof systems and abstract formal structures studied as logic should not be misconstrued either as

telling us about how we do reason or about how we should reason. Rules of entailment are not

rules of inference. If you believe a conditional and also believe its antecedent, then rather than

applying the necessarily truth preserving operation of modus ponens and inferring the consequent,

it might be that you have better reasons for simply dropping one of your initial beliefs, either in

10p.7
11Carnap 1928, §143
12See also his 1984
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the antecedent or in the conditional as a whole.

Furthermore, part of Harman’s challenge – which can be understood generally as directed at the

idea that logic is in any sense normative for thought – is that these laws of validity and implication

don’t even issue such comparatively anodyne advice as that you should avoid having inconsistent

beliefs or that you may believe the logical consequences of what you believe. For, given our cognitive

limitations (and considering examples like the Lottery and Preface paradoxes) it may be permissible

to retain inconsistent beliefs if each of those beliefs is individually useful, or hard to deny on our

current evidence, or if they are such that we can easily avoid relying on both simultaneously in our

deliberations. Certainly, upon finding that you believe each of P and ¬P , it would be catastrophic,

if not incoherent (or perhaps impossible), to subsequently believe their conjunction and thence

believe every proposition whatever after heedless application of the Principle of Explosion. Even if

you do have inconsistent beliefs, for goodness’ sake don’t explode.

Moreover, given the limitations of human cognitive capacities, it would also be disastrous to form

a belief in each of the infinitely many trivial consequences of what we believe. Given our bounded

resources, Harman tells us, we ought to avoid cluttering our beliefs with unhelpful and insupportable

trivia.13 My own view on the debate over the normative status of logic is that, until two issues are

distinguished and addressed, it is doomed to confusion. One issue is whether the thoughts (beliefs,

knowledge, desires etc) for which logic is supposed to be normative are understood as occurent or

explicit mental representations (like beliefs in a belief box or specially stored sentences in a language

of thought) or as functionally individuated and implicit cognitive-cum-practical dispositions.14

The other issue is whether the normativity in question is supposed to be regulative or constitu-

tive, in the sense outlined by Searle (1969, pp.33-42).15 Examples of the latter sort of normativity

can be found in games, like football or chess, where actions that violate the rules do not count as

instances of playing the game, as opposed to counting as instances of merely poor play. Examples

of regulative rules, according to Searle, are more typically found in practices or activities that can

predate the invocation of those rules, e.g. the activity of dining predates the rules of dining eti-

quette (contrast “when dining, you shouldn’t play with your food” with ”when playing chess, you

13See 1986, p.12
14Contrasting, for example, Fodor (1975) and Dretske (1988) on the explicit side, and Price (1969) and Stalnaker

(1984) on the implicit side.
15Though the distinction goes back to Kant.
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cannot move your bishop horizontally”). This distinction will play an important role in subsequent

chapters. So here is one way of trying to make it more precise:

Constitutive Normativity

A norm, N, is constitutively normative for an activity or phenomenon, A, just if A

wouldn’t be the activity or phenomenon it is without satisfying N.

Regulative Normativity

A norm, N, is regulatively normative for an activity or phenomenon, A, just if an

instance of A that satisfies N is better at accomplishing the goal associated with A

than an instance that doesn’t satisfy A16

Considering these two distinctions, it seems to me that there is a plausible argument for the

conclusion that (at least some) logic simply must be normative for thought, both in the ex-

plicit/occurrent sense and in the implicit/dispositional senses of ‘thought’. This is because it is

undisputed territory between the explicit and implicit camps that attitudes like knowledge, belief,

desire, and (as I will argue) wondering have content. Knowledge and beliefs have content in the

sense that they have truth and inferential conditions, i.e. there are ways the world can be that make

them true or false and they stand in essential truth- and warrant-preserving inferential relations to

other contents (e.g. entailment, compatibility, and inconsistency). Desires too have content in the

sense that they have satisfaction conditions.17 And wondering has content in the sense that it has

resolution conditions.

On the view I develop, the content of the attitude of wondering necessarily involves a question,

and questions, unlike the truth conditions of propositions, have answerhood conditions. Subsequent

chapters (5 and 6) will go into further detail about this, in particular about how we need to think

16I haven’t said anything illuminating about what a norm is here. Sometimes it’s helpful to think of norms as rules,
other times this way of phrasing things can be awkward. Nor should we equate norms with statements of them, since
it might be that some norms aren’t statable. Moreover, the distinction need not be mutually exclusive. Rationality
is a plausible case: if you are thinking irrationally, you aren’t thinking rationally. But thinking irrationally is still
thinking. Therefore a norm of rationality that is regulatively normative for thought will be constitutively normative
for rational thought. More generally, a regulative norm N1 for an activity A1 will be constitutively normative for
activities defined as satisfying N1. This isn’t a substantive point, of course, merely a clarification.

17Desiring that p is a matter of wanting things to be such that p, so that it becomes possible to investigate logical-
inferential relations among our desires. A lazy dreamer who wants to undertake some new project only to realize, in
conjunction with their evidence and beliefs, that doing so will entail a great deal of hard work might rationally revise
their desires in light of this. Pace authors like Thagard (2006), it is not clear how desires can play an explanatory
role in theories of deliberation and action without granting that they do indeed have propositional content.
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about questions to adequately explain their role in characterizing the attitude of wondering. For

now, it suffices to rely on a broad analogy with propositions: just as the truth conditions of

a proposition determine the content of a propositional attitude, the answerhood conditions of a

question (what it takes for it to be answered) determine the content of questioning attitudes.

As I see it, this perspective makes it clear that we shouldn’t prejudge an epistemology of

wondering as any more ill-motivated ab initio than an epistemology of belief or even just a plain

old theory of knowledge.18 It might be implausible, as per Harman, that logic is normative in the

regulative sense for explicit thought.19 But as to the other three possibilities, I think there is much

more reason to be hopeful. Indeed, it possible to see the concerns of Reichenbach and Popper as

due to a conflation of two importantly distinct issues. One issue is whether there can be anything

like a rational reconstruction of the kind of thinking that is supposed to take place in the context

of discovery. Such thinking will involve curiosity, imagination, attention, and of course wondering.

The other issue is whether the resulting accounts of these attitudes and cognitive activities are a

perfect representation of the actual processes of thinking that take place in practice as real (that

is non-ideal) inquirers discover new hypotheses and form new beliefs that can then be evaluated in

the context of justification.

There is, in other words, a distinction between two questions:

(i) Are discovery-type attitudes and activities like curiosity, imagination, attention, and won-

dering normatively assessable at all?

(ii) Should we expect the actual processes of thought that take place during discovery to be

exactly as a theory of their normative assessment describes?

Since I think the attitudes of curiosity, imagination, attention, and wondering all have content, I

want to say that the answer to (i) is yes. Just like with knowledge, belief, and desire, in order for

us to make sense of what discovery-type attitudes are, i.e. of how they factor into rational thought

and action, we need to understand them in terms of the contents they have and how these contents

18Doubtless, some readers will have reason to be sceptical. For example, those who take a metaphilosophical stance
akin to the anti-theoretical views of the later Wittgenstein might think that theorizing of the sort I am engaged in
is fundamentally misguided. This the Wittgenstein of both the Investigations (1953) and the Blue and Brown Books
(1965). For an overview of the anti-theoretical stance derived from Wittgenstein, see Horwich (2016). section 1.8,
below, on methodological perspectives, will address some of these sceptical concerns more closely.

19See Kolodny 2005,2007a,b
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bring them into normatively assessable relations with other attitudes. That is, an epistemology of

wondering should enable us to say whether (and why) someone counts as wondering Q, where Q is

some question. And it should enable us to say something evaluative about wondering, e.g. whether

someone is doing a good job of it, whether they are making mistakes, or whether they could do

better.

Thus, I am relying on both notions of normativity that Searle highlights: constitutive and regu-

lative. Constitutively, I take it that wondering Q involves constraints: not only is there something

that it is to wonder, there is something that it is to wonder Q in particular, so that there are

limitations on whether or not an agent counts as wondering Q no less than there are on whether

or not an agent moving their chess pieces in a certain way counts as playing chess. Wondering, so

conceived, is not a cognitive free-for-all. Feyerabend’s maxim of ‘anything goes’ is a non-starter

here.20

On the regulative side of things, I am also taking a stand. It is possible to wonder poorly.

In general, one can make strategic mistakes during inquiry, i.e. errors that, while they still count

as instances of inquiry, nevertheless mean that one isn’t doing as good a job of it as one could.

The same is true for wondering, which is a kind of inquiry. For example, suppose that someone

is wondering who will N the next election. In doing so they will come to consider various related

questions, e.g. will it be a democrat, who will the main contenders be, how many people will vote,

etc. But suppose this person is disposed only to consider related questions that, while relevant,

aren’t nearly as helpful as other questions they could consider instead. Such a person might tend

to consider whether the election will be rigged, or whether there is a conspiracy to undermine the

integrity of the vote somehow. Modulo a person’s interests and evidence, it is possible, on my view,

to describe some agents as wondering badly, no less than it is possible to describe someone who

needlessly sacrifices their queen in chess as playing badly.

In providing an epistemology of wondering, then, and as with inquiry generally, I am committed

to the existence of two kinds of rules, corresponding to Searle’s notions of constitutive and regulative

normativity. Respectively, theese are what Hintikka (1991) calls ‘definitory’ and ‘strategic’ rules.21

The first tell you what it takes for something to count as an instance of wondering to begin with,

20Feyerabend 1975
21See pp.31-33, p.179, p.292
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while the others tell you what counts as wondering well in some circumstance. An epistemology of

wondering aims to say something about both.

But in proposing an epistemology of wondering, I am not committing to an affirmative answer

to question (ii) above. Just as accounts of knowledge, belief, evidence, justification and so on do

not presuppose that actual agents’ thinking adheres perfectly to these accounts, the same goes for

the epistemology of wondering.22 At best, I hope to construct a picture of the kind of attitude

that wondering is given that wonderers are rational agents who act for reasons, draw inferences,

revise their beliefs and desires in the face of new evidence or experiences, and try to conduct their

inquiries in ways maximally conducive to their goals.

On this picture of things, whether the attitudes in question are described as implicit dispositional

states of the agent or as explicit occurrent representations that the agent in some sense has, any

view that fails to account for the inferential, truth-conditional, or in general logical characteristics

of attitudinal content will ipso facto fail to address the distinctive phenomena that demarcate these

attitudes as a topic for epistemology. It would be a mistake to assume that the various attitudes and

activities of considering, imagining, and wondering that lead to new beliefs, desires, and knowledge,

are somehow inherently less susceptible to rational/normative evaluation than their counterparts

in the context of justification. Indeed, once one has made the Reichenbach-Popper observation

that even epistemological theories of attitudes in the context of justification are at best rational

reconstructions (i.e. artificial idealizations), it is clear that the path is wide open for epistemologists

to take the same stance on similarly idealized theories of the attitudes arising in the context of

discovery.

A final remark on disciplinary boundaries will be instructive here. I describe my project as

epistemology, but it is also bound up with the philosophy of mind and with both philosophical logic

and philosophy of language. This shouldn’t come as much of a surprise, though, since describing

the attitude of wondering in terms of both constitutive and regulative normativity involves saying

something about how it compares with and relates to other attitudes that are also included in

our ontology of mind, and about the kind of contents the attitude has. Insofar as what we think

about knowledge, belief, and desires will constrain what we want to say about wondering, there is

22And for similar accounts of other discovery-type attitudes. See, e.g. Byrne (2005) and Berto (2018) on how to
think of similar projects for the imagination.
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a natural way in which this project touches upon discussions in philosophy of mind more generally,

for example on debates about the occurrent/dispositional distinction as it applies to belief and

desire.23 And insofar as we take attitudes like wondering to have contents – things that can stand

in logical relations to one another – there is a natural point of contact with philosophical logic

construed as the study of such contents, i.e. contents that might normatively constrain thought

and reasoning in some way.

Lastly, the way we talk pre-theoretically about wondering, how we interpret ordinary language

reports of wondering, are not only relevant to clarifying the subject matter of an epistemology of

wondering, they are also relevant to projects in natural language semantics, in which we already

find proposed lexical semantic entries for the verb ‘to wonder’. From the outset, the philosopher

interested in the nature of wondering should be prepared to take instruction from all of these

disciplines.24

1.2 Wonder and Wondering

When you tell someone that you are interested in the nature of wondering, in what it is to wonder,

it’s not uncommon that they will take you to be interested less in the nature of inquiry than in the

nature of awe or astonishment. Why the same expression is used to denote both a rare state of

transfixed appreciation or bafflement and the humble activity of everyday investigation is no doubt

due to a common theme of epistemic deficiency, i.e. of not understanding what one is experiencing

or not knowing the answer to some question that has become salient.25 Philosophers who have

written on wonder, in the sense of awe or astonishment, have noted this connection, discussing the

phenomenology of the marvelous state as tending in scientific persons to move from an appreciation

of the ‘wonderful’ to mere wondering about some question, and finally to knowledgre and control.26

It would be interesting to better understand why (at least in English) the same term is used both

for awe/astonishment and for the everyday questioning attitude we report in such commonplaces

as ‘I wonder where I left my keys’. Presumably, the explanation incorporates something like the

following: when something is a source of wonder (awe/astonishment), it typically interests us in a

23See Bartlett (2018a,b)
24See Guerzoni and Sharvit 2007, Dayal (2016, p.86)
25Hepburn (1980, p. 6) attributes to Francis Bacon the idea that wonder is a sort of ‘broken knowledge’
26Parsons (1969) briefly mentions Franklin’s study of electricity in these terms.
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way that results in our wondering about it (inquiry/investigation). Conversely, when investigative

wondering is unexpectedly frustrated or prolonged, the result may be a tendency to experience a

more passive (i.e. less actively scrutinizing) state of simply appreciating or contemplating whatever

it is that is defying successful investigation.27

As should be clear by now, my interest is not with wondering in the sense of marveling, that is,

not with wonderment. It is rather with wondering in the sense of the attitude and cognitive activity

we commonly report to explain or describe the thoughts, actions, and behaviours that constitute

inquiry. It is thus particularly concerned with questions and questioning in general, no matter how

unexceptional or everyday.

1.3 A Questioning Attitude

Looking back at the opening case of Harman’s Cheerios scenario, the point of considering these

kinds of situtations is that concrete examples of reasoning can help bring out some of our implicit

and pre-theoretical understanding of it. The same goes for wondering and questioning attitudes

generally. Here is a historical case, more neatly articulated thanks to its scientific context: Towards

the end of the first decade of the 19th century, the French astronomer Alexis Bouvard began to

compile astronomical tables for the recently discovered planet Uranus. However, using data from

sightings of Uranus before its recognition as a planet, Bouvard found no consistent way to describe

its orbit. Thus, he concluded that this pre-discovery data was inaccurate somehow and so opted

to use observational data that came only from the years after Uranus was recognized as a planet.

With the resulting astronomical table complete, Bouvard then expected to be able to predict the

future locations of Uranus in its orbit. To his surprise, however, subsequent observations revealed

that Uranus had not followed the path predicted by his tables. In the face of this anomaly, Bouvard

wondered why his predictions were failing.

In wondering this, Bouvard first rechecked the observations that appeared to contradict his

predictions - perhaps these observations were simply mistaken, he thought. However, finding the

observations to be correct or at least lacking any noticeable defects, he continued to wonder. With

his original question in mind - why did the predictions fail? - he considered different possible an-

27This correspondence is no doubt why Hepburn’s essay on wonder – an inaugural address to the Aristotelian
Society – dwells so much on its role in aesthetics.
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swers. He sought relevant information from different sources and by a variety of means; perceptual,

cognitive, social, etc. Employing his memory, he drew upon his previous experiences with con-

structing astronomical tables for other planets. By imagining, he speculated about unconsidered

factors affecting Uranus’s orbit. Through consulting colleagues, reconsidering old data, and won-

dering about a host of related questions, he acquired relevant evidence and succeeded in advancing

his inquiry: were the observational data used in constructing his tables inaccurate? Were some

of the prevailing assumptions about the laws of orbital mechanics mistaken? Had Newton been

wrong about gravity? Or was there some unconsidered celestial phenomenon that accounted for

predictive failure in this case?

Eventually, Bouvard focused on one specific related question, one whose answer could resolve

his wondering, namely, whether there was an undiscovered large celestial object close to Uranus.

Assuming the accuracy of his previous observations and the correctness of the Newtonian mechanical

paradigm, a positive answer to this question would imply perturbations in Uranus’s orbit sufficient

to explain the failure of his predictions. In other words, such an explanation would constitute an

answer to the question Bouvard was initially wondering.

In an effort to answer this related question about an undiscovered large celestial object close to

Uranus, Bouvard contacted the Paris Observatory and asked that they begin searching for a new

planet in the relevant areas. Eventually, the inquiry which began with Bouvard’s initial attitude

of wondering was taken up independently by J.C. Adams and Urbain Le Verrier, resulting again

in an attempt to answer this related question. This time, however, the inquiry was successful and

the previously undiscovered planet, Neptune, was conclusively observed in 1846, thus bringing to

a close the period of wondering initiated by the failure of Bouvard’s original predictions.28

Considering a case of inquiry like the one which led to the discovery of Neptune, as well as other

more prosaic cases, we typically find attributions of wondering to one or more agents following

an encounter with something strange, puzzling, or unexpected. But just what is it that’s being

attributing here? We interpret and explain the actions of inquiring agents by means of such

attributions and also thereby seek to account for their dispositions to behave in ways that are

relevant to their inquiries. Thus, the active behaviour of the agents as well as their passive, reactive

tendencies are brought together in a single, unified picture.

28See Grosser (1979) for more on Bouvard, Adams, Le Verrier, and the engrossing saga of Neptune’s discovery.
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This picture is one on which these behaviours and tendencies do not merely form an aggregate of

otherwise unrelated attributes that just happen to be associated with the same agent. Instead, such

behaviours and tendencies are interpreted as non-accidentally involved in the activity of inquiry;

given that you are wondering whether it will rain tomorrow, the fact that you subsequently try to

recall the weather forecast, or what your neighbor said earlier about the weather, or glance outside

to appraise the heavens is not an incidental appendage to the mental activity in which you are

engaged. But what is the attitude that allows us to construct such a picture? What is it about

the inner life of a rational agent that allows us to characterize her behaviour and dispositions as

instances of inquiry? I submit that it is the attitude of wondering that allows us to do so. We

make sense of various behaviours and tendencies by attributing this attitude to agents. And so the

guiding question of any philosophical investigation into the nature of inquiry should be: What is

wondering?

Describing Bouvard’s case in more fine-grained detail, we can also attribute propositional at-

titudes like knowledge, belief, and desire. For example, we can say that Bouvard initially believed

that his predictions were true but that he later came to revise this belief when he observed that the

predictions were false. Thus, given that he desired to accurately predict Uranus’s orbit, he therefore

wanted to know why the predictions had failed. His beliefs, desires, and knowledge thus all come

into play in a natural way when interpreting his thoughts and behaviour and in characterizing them

as an inquiry.

As noted previously in Hintikka’s lament, a great deal more philosophical work has been done

to examine such attitudes as belief, desire, and knowledge and their role in inquiry than has been

done for the attitude of wondering. Given the visible centrality of wondering in inquiry, however,

this imbalance in philosophical pedigree is a regrettable trend in contemporary epistemology. My

aim is to remedy this situation somewhat, by answering a number of natural and elementary

questions about wondering, namely: what is its character in the ontology of mind? How does it

relate to other epistemologically significant attitudes (knowledge, belief, etc.)? How does it differ

from related attitudes like entertaining and attending? What does the nature of wondering tell us

about the logic of questions and answers? What regulative norms is wondering subject to? What

constitutive norms? What is it to wonder well?

Ultimately, I will defend a picture of wondering as an inquiry-governing attitude whose content
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is a question, namely, the question the inquiry is intended to settle. On my view, this attitude

relates dispositionally and systematically to belief, desire, and knowledge. But, as I will argue, it

is not reducible to these attitudes, either individually or in combination. That is to say, wondering

Q, where Q is some question, is not equivalent to being in any state of belief, knowledge, and/or

desire. In particular (as the next chapter argues in detail) wondering is not the same as wanting to

know. Instead, upon careful examination, wondering seems to be an attitude sui generis. And so

it deserves its own, distinguished position in the constellation of attitudes studied in epistemology.

The claim that attitudes like wondering have questions as their contents has been explored and

defended.29. To me, this means that the attitude of wondering can plausibly be described as the

quintessential inquiring attitude. And it is unlike the other attitudes not only in the respect of

having questions as its contents but also in how it relates to the varied collection of behaviours

that we interpret as instances of inquiring. For, crucially, although belief, desire, and knowledge

are all involved in inquiry, and although each of these attitudes may involve questions in some

way or another (believing and knowing answers to questions, wanting to know or form new beliefs

about them etc), wondering is involved differently. This is connected with the fact that wondering

involves both a dispositional state-like component as well as a processive or active component

that is subject to various normative constraints. Such dissimilarities between wondering and other

attitudes are highlighted by the distinctively and essentially dynamic role that wondering plays

in inquiry, as well as by the associated differences in the lexical aspect of the verb, “to wonder”.

These dissimilarities are crucial to understanding how wondering governs inquiry in both its active

component - i.e. deliberate inquiring behaviour - and its passive component - i.e. discernment and

receptivity towards inquiry-relevant information.

1.4 Wondering among the Attitudes

Considerations of theoretical economy demand that, as a rule, we should avoid unnecessarily postu-

lating entirely new sorts of entities, i.e. entities that cannot simply be constructed from or reduced

to other previously posited entities. Though logical atomism may be less fashionable than it once

was, the Russellian edict to substitute constructions out of known entities for inferences to unknown

29See Friedman (2013)
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entities, whenever possible, remains an attractive instance of Occam’s Razor.30 That being said,

Quine’s distinction between ontology and ideology suggests that the cost of reducing the number of

entities we postulate is that we will end up further complicating the ways in which previously pos-

tulated entities are held to relate and combine.31 Assuming that this is a reasonable price to pay,

we should pause in our discussion of wondering and ask whether it’s an attitude that is sufficiently

different to others, either separately or in combination, that it ought to have its own epistemology

as well as a distinct entry in our ontology of the mind.

One way to make the case that wondering is sufficiently different to attitudes like belief, desire,

and knowledge is by arguing that it has an irreducibly different sort of content to belief, desire,

and knowledge. In this way, the distinctness of wondering can be seen as piggybacking on the

distinctness of contents.

Knowledge, beliefs, and desires are well-described as propositional attitudes. They have propo-

sitions as their contents and are ascribed to an agent on the basis of whether or not the agent is

judged to bear the relevant attitude to a proposition. Thus, making use of truth predicates and

other prosentential devices, we can interpret such attitude ascriptions in terms which explicitly

refer to propositions. For example, by paraphrasing, we can recast the claim ‘Bouvard believes

that his predictions are false’ as ‘Bouvard believes that the proposition that his predictions are

false is true’. Similar points apply for knowledge and desire.

Due to these attitudes all having propositions as their contents, we find it relatively easy to

talk about how they relate and compare. Thus we know that one can believe some proposition,

p, without knowing that p. And we know that one can believe that p without desiring it to be

the case that p, and so on. Moreover, because of the relations which obtain among propositions

themselves (entailment, implication, (in)compatibility, (dis)confirmation, etc) we can lucidly discuss

how bearing a propositional attitude, A, to p relates to bearing a (possibly distinct) propositional

attitude, A′ to p′, where p′ is possibly distinct from p. With wondering and its contents, we should

be able to hope for similar clarity.

At first, though, when thinking about what makes wondering a questioning rather than proposi-

tional attitude, the issue may seem so painfully obvious that dwelling on it feels hardly worthwhile.

30Russell (1924)
31Quine (1951)
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But I think it is worth spending time on this point, especially since, prima facie, wondering appears

to be closely connected with wanting to know (a combination of propositional attitudes).32

In saying that wondering is a questioning attitude, I am saying that it is importantly different

from belief, knowledge, and desire. For example, in the straightforward sense in which we bear

those latter attitudes to propositions, we do not in that or any similar sense bear the attitude of

wondering to propositions. Rather, on the most blatantly superficial and intuitive level, what we

wonder are questions.33 Since propositions and questions are quite different sorts of contents - to

begin with a proposition is a truth bearer while a question is not - it would seem to follow that

questioning and propositional attitudes are no less different.

But in what way does the difference between wondering and propositional attitudes depend

on the difference between propositions and questions? And what is the status of the claim that

the contents of wondering are questions? Is it supposed to be an obvious truism? Is it known a

priori through our being competent language users or reliable experts on the character of our own

mental states? Or maybe the claim can be derived from a Quinean style indispensability argument:

questions must be involved in wondering because in our ascriptions of wondering we cannot avoid

referring, at least implicitly, to questions.34

To substantiate this last possibility, note that just as ascriptions of belief etc can be seen as

covertly quantifying over propositions, ascriptions of wondering can be seen as covertly quantifying

over questions. That is, we can paraphrase ‘Bouvard wonders why the predictions failed’ as ‘Bou-

vard wonders what the answer is to the question of why the predictions failed.’ Yet, although this

may seem to be an unproblematic unpacking of the underlying meaning of wonder ascriptions, the

claim that the content of wondering is therefore a question rather than a proposition should not be

32Indeed, some semanticists have even analyzed the verb ‘wonder’ solely in terms of wanting to know. See Guerzoni
and Sharvit (2007 p.387) See also Dayal (2016, p.86). Interestingly, Thomas Aquinas too is on record as claiming
that to wonder is to desire knowledge.(Summa IaIIae Q.32 a.8) But this “desire to know” thesis, as I call it, merits
much more extensive discussion than what follows in this section. See chapter 2 for fuller discussion of it.

33Generally, using ‘wonder’ as a transitive verb without ‘about’ seems not to be very common. Thus, instead of
saying ‘Alice wonders many questions’ we typically say ‘Alice wonders about many questions’. I suspect the typical
use of ‘about’ here is non-accidentally connected to the fact that indirect interrogatives (e.g. ‘where the cat went’)
can themselves serve as the subjects of verbs (‘where the cat went is a mystery’) as though their grammatical category
were that of a noun or determiner phrase. Uses of ‘wonder’ in which its complement denotes a question seem to
require ‘about’ in the same way as uses in which its complement is a noun phrase:

c. Alice wonders about the cat.

d. Alice wonders about the question the cat asked.

This requires further comment and I will return to it section 1.7 below
34See Field (1989, pp. 14-20) for an overview of the topic.
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accepted quite so easily.

One immediate concern in this regard is that the method of paraphrase is so flexible that we

can, if pushed, twist ascriptions of wondering into statements explicitly referring to propositions

too. Thus ‘Bouvard wonders why the predictions failed’ can be paraphrased as ‘Bouvard wonders

why the proposition that the predicitions failed is true.’ A proposition is referred to here, but this

doesn’t make wondering a propositional attitude. Indeed, we can construct even more contorted

paraphrases to achieve the reverse effect, turning propositional attitude ascriptions into statements

referring to questions. Thus we can paraphrase ‘Bouvard believes that his predictions failed’ as

‘Bouvard believes the proposition that is the affirmative answer to the question of whether the

predictions failed.’ Consequently, whether or not an attitude should be understood as having either

propositions or questions as its contents should not be decided solely based on whether ascriptions

of those mental states can be paraphrased so as to refer explicitly to propositions or questions

respectively.

1.5 Grammar

Even by focusing on what seem like robust grammatical distinctions that apply to the verb ‘wonder’

we are not guaranteed much immediate clarity as to the question-directed status of the associated

attitude. For example, following terminology from Lahiri (2002), we can note the distinction

between rogative and anti-rogative verbs. Rogative verbs, as the name suggests, take interrogative

complements, i.e. phrases that denote or express questions. Contrariwise, anti-rogative verbs take

declarative complements, phrases that denote or express propositions. Thus we have unproblematic

ascriptions like these:

1a. Bouvard wonders why the predictions failed

2a. Bouvard believes that the predictions failed

Whereas the following ascriptions are taken to be anomalous:

3a. *Bouvard wonders that the predictions failed.

4a. *Bouvard believes why the predictions failed
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Noting the rogative/anti-rogative distinction, it is tempting to then conclude that the case for

wondering having questions rather than propositions as its contents, and so being importantly

different from belief, knowledge, and desire, is sufficiently well made. That is, we might conclude

that what is essential in a wonder ascription is not our use of some linguistic item (e.g. a DP) that

denotes a question, but rather our use of an item that expresses a question (i.e. a wh-clause). To

that end, we might claim that what really matters in such ascriptions is that the verb ‘wonder’

must take an interrogative as its grammatical complement, i.e. a syntactic item that expresses a

question. And yet, as tempting as this line of thought is, it is arguably based on insecure data.

Appealing to the rogative/anti-rogative distinction to argue that wondering has questions rather

than propositions as its contents assumes that ‘wonder’ fits neatly on exactly one side of that

distinction, i.e. the rogative side.35 However, although 5a, above, is indicated as anomalous,

it arguably isn’t. Indeed, many perfectly acceptable non-rogative occurrences of ‘wonder’ exist.

Antiquated though they may seem to contemporary readers, I think that expressions like the

following are only “anomalous” in that they are a little stilted or old-fashioned:

5a. “I wonder you took the trouble of coming so far”

6a. “Do you wonder that I avow this to you?”

7a. “I wonder they have any spirits to dance”

8a. “You will perhaps not wonder that I hear you with no very strong impression of belief”

9a. “I don’t wonder that he does [love that look she gives him]”36

Of course, we do know what the expressions 5a-9a mean. In general, they either attribute

to or deny of some individual a mental state of astonishment, puzzlement, confusion, awe etc.

Moreover, as noted above, astonishment, puzzlement, etc are themselves clearly associated with a

questioning attitude or inquisitive state of mind. When something is not a source of puzzlement or

astonishment, it does not typically incline us to question. Conversely, when we are in such states

we typically are inclined to question. Furthermore, this natural association between questioning

35See Dayal (2016, pp.136-9)
36In order, these uses are taken verbatim from: Pride and Prejudice, Jane Eyre, Vanity Fair, The Strange Case of

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and Dracula. Numerous other examples, including some much more recent ones, can also
be found online in the Corpus of Contemporary American English.
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attitudes and the interpretations of 5a-9a is hardly thrown off by the non-rogative occurrence of

the verb ‘wonder’.37

A further, perhaps more glaring concern about basing the question-directed character of wonder-

ing on the rogative/anti-rogative distinction is the fact that the verb ‘know’, which we canonically

use to ascribe a propositional attitude to agents, can occur either rogatively or non-rogatively38

14a (Non-rog) Bouvard knows that Uranus will pass Saturn tonight.

15a (Rog) Bouvard knows whether Urnaus will pass Saturn tonight.

Clearly, 15a does not attribute a questioning attitude to Bouvard even though it does contain a

rogative occurrence of an attitude verb. Indeed, neither 14a nor 15a imply that Bouvard wonders

or is questioning anything.39 On the contrary, some interpret S knows whether p as implying S

does not wonder Q - where Q is a question and p is an answer to Q.40

What the foregoing observations suggest to me is that we should not take the claim that

wondering has questions rather than propositions as its contents as merely an obvious implication

of the way we use the corresponding verb. Linguistic data about the use of the verb ‘wonder’ are

an important source of evidence for the question-directed character of the attitude we use that

verb to report. But those data do not trivialise the issue or reduce the claim that wondering is

question-directed to a mere platitude. Indeed, as we will see, some have proposed that we treat

wondering as a mere combination of propositional attitudes, in which case the exact sense in which

wondering is a questioning or question-directed attitude awaits decisive clarification.

37Predictably, then, even when ‘wonder’ occurs as a noun, the natural association with questioning attitudes
remains. For example, the related expression ‘marvel’, Whether used as a noun (to denote a state or source of awe
or astonishment) or as a verb (to express an attitude of awe or astonishment), patterns similarly to ‘wonder’:

10a. (Verb) You wonder at my complexion.

11a. (Verb) You marvel at my complexion.

12a. (Noun) It was a wonder he hadn’t been scarred.

13a. (Noun) It was a marvel he hadn’t been scarred.

38Lahiri’s terminology for such verbs is ‘responsive’. Further examples of responsive verbs are: ‘forget’, ‘remember’,
and ‘tell’.

39Nevertheless, the fact that ‘know’ can be used rogatively is important for what follows, specifically for the
connection between wonder and the desire to know that is discussed in chapter 2.

40Ciardelli and Roelofsen 2015
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1.6 Alternativeness and Unsettledness

Thus far we have claimed that wondering is an attitude to be lumped together with curiosity,

imagining, considering, and attending as of relevance primarily to the context of discovery. And we

have examined the claim that wondering is noticeably different to belief, knowledge, and desire on

the grounds that wondering has questions as its contents whereas belief, knowledge, and desire have

propositions as their contents. However, we have also seen that this latter claim does not appear

to follow trivially from linguistic facts about the corresponding verb. Thus, the exact relationship

between the attitude of wondering and attitudes like belief, knowledge, and desire is arguably more

subtle than what is suggested by our grammar.

In this section, I want to zoom in on some of these subtleties and suggest that our primary

way of understanding an attitude as questioning or question-directed is based on the characteristics

of“alternativeness” (the state of involving alternatives) and ‘unsettledness’. In other words, that

these characteristics are both essential to such attitudes in such a way that distinguishes them

definitively from propositional attitudes.

Since we are interested in the attitude of wondering from an epistemological perspective, we

are interested in its role in explaining and characterizing thought, deliberation and the rational

formation, retention, and revision of attitudes that are essential to our understanding of inquiry.

To inquire is to have the goal of answering a question – that is of coming to believe some answer

to it. Loosely, one can think of inquiry by analogy with decision making and problem solving.41

Decision making and problem solving involve alternativeness in a clear way. Stalnaker (1984)

remarks that ‘what is essential to rational action is that the agent be confronted, or conceive of

himself as confronted, with a range of alternative possible outcomes of some alternative possible

actions’42. This picture of things is of course fundamental to the apparatus of decision and game

theory and those who are introduced to these subjects will find themselves presented with a col-

lection of primitive notions that involve alternativeness and are taken as foundational to modelling

41This perspective is especially apt given the work of van Rooy (2003) who explores the interpretation of interrog-
atives as an exercise in determining the contextually salient decision problems faced by the speakers who use them.
Roughly: to adequately interpret the question being asked by means of a given interrogative phrase in a certain
context, one must determine what decision problem the speaker faces in that context and thus which interpretation
of the interrogative, i.e. which question it expresses, would be most helpful in resolving the decision problem if it
were answered correctly.

42p.4
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rational choice.43 Among these basic notions is that of a collection of possible actions from which a

decision-maker makes her choice and a collection of possible consequences of these actions. Though

actions may be instances of inquiry, in the sense that they are performed for the sake of inquiry,

describing inquiry as a kind of action (rather than as simply an activity) is awkward. I take it

that this is due to an ‘external’ bias in how we understand action, so that the cognitive activity of

wondering is unlikely to be thought of as an action by default.

Nevertheless, wondering often does involve deliberation, for example about which of the possible

lines of inquiry one should choose to focus on and devote time and resources to examining. Thus,

it is not entirely unwarranted to think of it as something to which decision theory can apply, at

least in principle. Like decision problems, questions too, which are the contents of wondering,

involve alternatives. In this case, the alternatives are the different possible answers to the question.

Indeed, there is no reason why we shouldn’t be able to describe any instance of decision making,

involving as it does a choice among alternative possible actions a1, a2, , . . . , an, as simply an attempt

to answer the question: which of the a1, a2, , . . . , an should be chosen?44

Problematically, propositions too typically involve alternativeness, and so this feature alone

will not serve to distinguish the questioning attitudes from the non-questioning ones. Notice that,

whether or not we think of propositions as nothing but their truth conditions (i.e. something like

a set of possible worlds or possible situations in which they would be true) they often involve

alternativeness in that they are often “open ended”.

To clarify, take the coarse-grained set-of-worlds view – on which every proposition is truth-

conditionally equivalent to a proposition that is a (possibly infinitary) union of all maximal propo-

sitions that entail it. Setting aside maximal propositions (those true in at most one possible world),

this means that every proposition will be at least a doubleton set of possible worlds. This is a kind

of alternativeness that we might simply think of as incomplete information. That is, where p and

q are any two propositions, if p neither entails q nor ¬ q, then that is a way in which p does not

yield complete information, i.e. a way in which p is alternative-involving.

As an informal example, the proposition Alice is happy doesn’t tell us whether she is very

happy, or only slightly happy. Of course, there are infinitely many other things it doesn’t tell us

43Osbourne and Rubinstein (1994) is a classic text, the most fundamental notions are introduced on p.4
44See Hoek (2022) for an exploration of this connection between questions and decisions.
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too. The point is that every proposition which is such that neither it nor its negation is entailed by

Alice is happy is, in a perfectly intuitive way, open ended; there are infinitely many ways in which

Alice is happy might be true.45 The disjunctive or alternative-involving character of propositions

in general is of course visible in formal logic generally, where the meanings of sentences in a formal

language are identified with their truth tables or with their classes of models, wherein the rows of

the former and the members of the latter are the alternatives.

Even on more structured (e.g. Russellian or Fregean) conceptions of propositions as complexes,

there is still a clear way in which propositions embody alternativeness. This is because, however we

specify its truth conditions, each non-maximal structured proposition, p, will be truth-conditionally

equivalent to a disjunction of conjunctions:

(p ∧ q) ∨ (p ∧ ¬q)

where p entails neither q nor ¬q.46 Nevertheless, all parties can agree on the alternativeness of a

non-maximal proposition, whether or not it is cashed out in terms of this sort of logical equivalence

with a disjunction. For a neutral way of putting this point is just to say that every non-maximal

proposition (whether thought of truth conditionally or not) has multiple possible proper extensions,

in the sense that there are ways of adding to whatever information the proposition comprises –

which is just to say that if a proposition, p, is non-maximal, there are at least two logically stronger

propositions.47 At a certain level of abstraction, then, the alternative ways in which a non-maximal

proposition can be true (or verified) correspond to the alternative possible answers to a question.

These observations resonate strongly with remarks made by Frege:

An interrogative sentence and an indicative one contain the same thought; but the

indicative contains something else as well, namely, the assertion. The interrogative

45This (what I am calling ‘open-endedness’ or alternativeness of propositions) has led the Inquisitive Semanticists
to postulate a notion of propositional content that can be both informative and inquisitive, in the sense that, although
the proposition rules out some possibilities, its content also includes various alternatives that it doesn’t rule out. See
Groenendijk et al. (2019) The formal apparatus of their approach is developed in terms I haven’t gone into here, but
the underlying idea is similar. See Groenendijk and Roelofsen (ms.)

46Of course, this truth conditional equivalence won’t be taken as indicating sameness of meaning for the likes of
intuitionists or relevance logicians, for whom p will not be taken to entail (p∧q)∨(p∧¬q). Assuming that the classicist’s
notion of truth is accepted by all parties, however, there will be no denial of the truth-conditional equivalence itself,
merely that this constitutes sameness of meaning in a way that supports or corresponds to entailment or validity.

47For the intuitionist: where |p| is a collection of possible proofs of p and |q| and |r| are similar collections for q
and r, such that |q| and |r| have no members in common, |p| ̸⊆ |q| and |p| ̸⊆ |r|.
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sentence contains something more too, namely a request. Therefore, two things must

be distinguished in an indicative sentence: the content, which it has in common with

the corresponding ... question, and the assertion. The former is the thought, or at

least contains the thought. So it is possible to express the thought without laying it

down as true. Both are so closely joined in an indicative sentence that it is easy to

overlook their separability. Consequently, we may distinguish: (1) the apprehension of

a thought - thinking, (2) the recognition of the truth of a thought - judgment, (3) the

manifestation of this judgment - assertion. We perform the first act when we form a

sentence-question. An advance in science usually takes place in this way, first a thought

is apprehended, such as can perhaps be expressed in a sentence question, and, after

appropriate investigations, this thought is finally recognized to be true.(1956, p.294)48

I will set aside Frege’s specific remark that the component of a question that is additional to its

proposition-like content is the force of a request.49 Instead, I think that it is worth considering the

more general point, namely that what is distinctive of a question is not its inherent ‘alternativeness’,

which can be shared with propositions, but instead something distinctive that we do with the

content that a question has in common with an assertion. This hints at the idea that we should

consider locating the distinguishing characteristics of questions in, e.g., the attitudes we distinctively

bear to them, e.g. wondering. It would be a turn-up for the books if there were a reversal in the

order of explanation, wherein questions would be identified not as semantic entities separable from

the attitudes we bear to them, and in terms of which we can distinguish attitudes like wondering

from those like believing and knowing, but as inherently defined as the kinds of things that can be

wondered.50

Related to the alternativeness of questions, a noted characteristic of questioning attitudes is

that they are open or unsettled in a way that propositional attitudes are correspondingly closed or

48Echoes of these ideas are also found in Collingwood’s Speculum Mentis (1924). Much more recently, Friedman
(2013) proposes a conception of questions – the meanings of interrogatives – on which they just are open propositions.
Since open propositions, like Russell’s propositional functions, are not themselves truth-bearers, this still avoids an
excessive assimilation of questions to propositions. But the idea that questions, as semantic entities are, so to speak,
constitutively proposition-like is present nonetheless.

49Notwithstanding its being potentially unilluminating to identify the distinguishing force component of a question
using a term that is itself suggests a question (‘request’), it is unclear why this force wouldn’t be better understood
as a command.

50A relevant question here, then, would be whether we could make sense of the idea of a question that cannot be
wondered.
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settled.51 As I will explore further in chapter 3, the sense in which wondering is open or unsettled is

closely tied to its being an essentially active or occurrent attitude as opposed to a merely static or

dispositional one. The unsettledness of wondering thus amounts to its being an essentially changing

attitude. The agent who wonders Q at a given time is such that their attitudes are undergoing

change at that time. This too differentiates wondering from attitudes like beliefs in a crucial way.

Of course, it’s open to a radical fallibilist (perhaps of the kind embodied by Quine in Two

Dogmas) to say that that beliefs are also essentially open to change in the sense of being inherently

revisable. But this is not the way in which questioning attitudes are essentially open or unsettled.

The difference is this: our beliefs, like other attitudes, can be occurrent and active or merely

dispositional and latent. They can be steady.52 What is distinctive of wondering (and arguably

imagining, considering, and entertaining) is that to bear this attitude towards a content, to be

correctly described as wondering Q at a given time, requires that your cognitive state is undergoing

changes at that time with respect to that content in a way that need not be true for beliefs and its

contents. And this difference applies even when the beliefs are active or occurrent, i.e. manifesting

in one’s current thoughts and ongoing actions. Much of this will be explored in greater detail,

however, in subsequent chapters. Before that, some further clarificatory remarks about how we use

the term ‘wonder’ will help set us on our way.

1.7 Wondering and Wondering about

A remaining issue in examining the inherently question-directed nature of wondering concerns

uses of the verb ‘wonder’ that occur without any explicit denotation of a question. Setting aside

antiquated uses of ‘wonder that’, expressions attributing the wondering attitude to agents seem to

take one of the following two forms:

1b S wonders/is wondering Q

2b S wonders/ is wondering about X

Here Q can be replaced with an interrogative clause (an ‘indirect question’) and X with a determiner

51See Friedman (2019)
52I will have much more to say on the longstanding distinction between occurrent and non-occurrent attitudes

later, in chapter 4. For now, a good place enter the extant literature on the distinction is Bartlett (2018a,b), though
there are many classic earlier appearances of the distinction that are relevant here too, e.g. Price (1969), Goldman
(1970), Davidson (1982). For some helpful critical clarification of the distinction see Crane (2013)
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phrase (e.g. ‘Mary’, ‘France’ ‘the cat’, ‘every bishop’ etc). Superficially, sentences of form 2, e.g.

‘Alice is wondering about the cat’, suggest that perhaps wondering is an attitude whose content

may be something other than a question, say, an object or entity or individual of some kind. But

some considerations tell against this.

For one thing, exchanges like the following seem entirely felicitous:

A: I’m wondering about the cat.

B: What about the cat?

Here B’s follow-up question is naturally interpreted as asking something like what are you wondering

about the cat. Note how infelicitous the following possible addition is:

A: I’m wondering about the cat.

B: What about the cat?

A: ?Oh nothing, I’m just wondering about it.

Is it possible to provide a plausible interpretation of A’s follow-up that allows it to be true? I’m not

persuaded that there is. Certainly, other attitude reports might permit this sort of object-directed

attitude ascription; in particular ‘think’ might allow us to say that we are thinking about some

entity without necessarily thinking anything in particular about the entity. But even this seems

implausible, philosophically.

A principle discussed by Evans (1982) and attributed to Russell holds that an agent cannot think

about an object unless that agent knows which object she is thinking about; she must possess a

‘discriminating conception’ of the object.53 For our purposes, if, as I assume, wondering about X

implies thinking about X, then we can offer a stronger principle:

(WA) For any agent, a, and object, x, a is wondering about x iff

∃Q(Q is a question about x and a is wondering Q)54

If the apparent infelicity of A’s follow-up in the dialogue above is genuine, then a principle like

WA – implying that wonder-about reports are committed to there being some question the agent is

53Evans 1982 p.65
54As an analysis of ‘wonder about’, WA follows from a more general proposal, due to Rawlins (2013), for ‘about’

PP denotations. See in particular pp 444-453
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wondering – can explain this fact. It is inadmissible to claim that one is wondering about something

without there being a question one is wondering about it; wondering doesn’t work that way. If this

is correct then the absence of interrogative clauses in wonder-about reports is not evidence that

wondering, as an attitude, need not have questions as its contents.

Going forward, it will be useful to have a principle like WA in the background to clarify some

of our ‘wonder’ talk. In particular, English seems to prohibit ‘wonder’+DP constructions.55 This

means that sentences like the following are both impermissible:

1c. * Alice wonders the cat.

2c. * Alice wonders the question the cat asked.

This brings to light an interesting puzzle that contrasts wondering with other content-directed

attitudes. Take a typical propositional attitude, like belief. So far, this chapter has explored and

defended the idea that the attitude of wondering has questions as its contents in much the same

way that belief has propositions as its contents:

(C) wondering : questions :: belief : propositions

To some extent this analogy is accurate. But in another way it is misleading. Although propositions

may be the contents of attitudes like belief, what believing a proposition involves is not the same

as what wondering a question involves. So wondering does not stand to questions in quite the same

way as belief does to propositions; the analogy is in terms of attitudinal content viewed at a certain

level of abstraction, and not in terms of the way in which we bear the attitude to the content. This

will be explored in greater depth in chapter 3. For now, what matters is that despite whatever

plausibility the analogy in C has, 1c and 2c remain ungrammatical even though sentences like the

following are perfectly fine:

3c. Alice believes the cat.

4c. Alice believes the proposition the cat asserted.

Because ‘wonder’ does not license DP complements, 2c is ungrammatical even though, in a sense,

it is something we often mean. In cases where we wish to say that an individual stands in the

‘wondering relation’ to a question we instead typically say:

55See Rawlins(2013) p. 342
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5c. Alice is wondering about the question the cat asked.

However, given the principle WA, 5c implies there is some question, Q, where Q is about the

question the cat asked such that Alice wonders Q. In such cases, where an individual is reported as

wondering about a question, I think we typically default to a value for Q that is simply a convoluted

way of phrasing the question that Q is about. In other words, we typically infer from 5c:

6c. Alice is wondering what the answer is to the question the cat asked.

Thus, as an interpretative rule of thumb, whenever I say that some agent wonders about Q, I

usually mean by this that they simply wonder Q. In other words, the following qualified principle

should be adopted when interpreting a report that an agent is wondering about Q :

(WAQ) Usually, for any agent a, and any question Q, if a is wondering about Q then a is

wondering Q.

Since wondering reports will feature so much in what follows my uses of ‘wonder about Q’ phrases

should be interpreted in line with WAQ unless I explicitly state otherwise.

1.8 Remarks on Method

Without going too far off track, I think it will prove helpful to keep in mind the kind of project

underway here, what the goal is, and what sort of methodology is involved. Wondering is something

that rational agents do. There may or may not be a neat pattern underlying the uses of the terms

‘wonder’ and ‘wondering’ that perfectly predicts speaker judgments, default intuitions etc about

the concept these terms are used to denote. And there may not be a collection of necessary and

sufficient conditions that perfectly determine the range of admissible applications of this concept.

Currently, I am even open to the idea that it may be vague when sentences of the form ‘S wonders

Q ’ are true.56 This is just to say that I do not wish to go on record as firmly committed to the

idea that the target phenomenon of wondering is sufficiently unified and defined by particular traits

that we can expect a theory of it to be anything more than a potentially useful idealization, or

Carnapian explication.

56Either because it is vague what meaning or proper use ⌜Q⌝ has – even in a given context – or because there are
borderline cases for when the relation of wondering holds between S and Q.
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To briefly channel Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics, offering a clear and exact theory of some-

thing that isn’t clear and exact is a kind of epistemic failure; but it may be worthwhile nevertheless.

As should be transparent by now, I do think there is such a thing as the attitude of wondering.

And I think it is possible to reflect on how we wonder so as to command a broader and clearer

view of what distinguishes it as the kind of attitude it is.

Naturally, given how crucial wondering is to inquiry, the anticipated payoff for outlining a “the-

ory” of it – or even just a clear account of the role it plays in our cognitive lives – is a better

understanding of the nature of inquiry in general. However, with this general aim in mind, a few

caveats are pertinent. The volume of research on propositional attitudes and epistemologically

interesting cognitive phenomena is vast. Philosophical output on subjects like belief, desire, ra-

tionality, and, of course, knowledge is so large that in approaching another equally encompassing

topic one must adjust one’s ambitions accordingly.

Unsurprisingly too, the notion of wondering is philosophically quite rich. Thus any attempt to

begin systematically discussing it – i.e. describing what a theory of it might possibly look like though

ultimately being prepared to accept merely a greater degree of reflective equilibrium concerning it –

could easily invite a very motley assortment of criticisms and reservations. Nevertheless, as I see it,

the task undertaken here is quite modest, namely, to outline or map some epistemologically salient

aspects of wondering in its relation to the activity of rational inquiry and the associated attitudes

of belief, knowledge, and desire. Inevitably – and thankfully – maps are idealizations only, and so

lack the full vitality and complexity of their target terrain. With this in mind, I recall exhortation

of Nelson Goodman’s: “let no one accuse the cartographer of merciless reductionism if his map

fails to turn green in the spring.”57

57Goodman: 1965
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2 The Desire to Know

Despite rebutting the epistemological significance of the rogative/anti-rogative verb distinction

discussed in the previous chapter, we might think the fact that ‘know’ can take interrogative

complements reflects some deeper and important fact about the relation between the attitudes of

wondering and knowing. Perhaps we might even want argue that wondering is, in some sense,

reducible to an attitude that involves knowledge in some essential way. In this chapter, I will

examine some possible theses concerning the relation of wondering to propositional attitudes.

The first of these is a reductionist thesis involving the desire to know. As we will see, although

I argue that there is a constitutive relationship between wondering and wanting, this doesn’t result

in a reduction of wondering to wanting to know. That being said, because ‘know’ can take wh-

clauses as complements, some constitutive relationship between knowledge and wondering is at least

prima facie consistent with the claim that the contents of the attitude of wondering are indeed

questions. In other words, since knowledge can be understood as knowledge-wh, the question-

involving character or wondering doesn’t vanish simply by treating wondering as wanting to know.

The second thesis to be considered aims to account for wondering by reducing it to a desire

merely for belief, rather than knowledge. If such a belief-oriented reduction thesis is correct, and

the resulting analysis of wondering in terms of desire and belief appears serviceable, then the anti-

rogative status of ‘believe’ might be taken to tell against the thesis that wondering necessarily has

questions as its contents. However, this impression can be easily be cleared away. Instead, the

belief-oriented reductionist account of wondering is implausible for reasons that are much the same

as those that tell against the reduction of wondering to wanting to know.

Following Friedman (2013), approaches to questioning attitudes like wondering that aim to

reduce them to propositional attitudes can been called ‘higher order propositionalism’ (HOP),

because they typically involve attributing to an agent a propositional attitude towards her own

propositional attitudes, hence we naturally think of reductionist accounts of wondering in terms an

agent wanting to be in a new a state of knowledge.58

58See Friedman (2013:11-14) for discussion. The verb ’wonder’ is sometimes analyzed in this way too. In lexical
semantics see Guerzoni and Sharvit (2007, p.387). More philosophically, Stanley (2011, p.42) interprets Karttunen
(1977) as committed to this ’want to know’ interpretation of ’wonder’.
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Here is a first pass at what this claim is; we can call it the Desire-to-Know or DTK thesis:

(DTK) For any agent, a, and question, Q : a wonders Q iff a desires to know the answer to

Q

As it is DTK is fairly unrefined and the price of this is immediate counterexamples. That is, as

stated, I think DTK is unequivocally false. First, however, note that although ‘Q ’ occurs on both

sides of the biconditional it need not occur after ‘desires’ on the right hand side. That’s to say,

‘Q’ need not be taken as occurring within the scope of an operator expressing a’s knowledge or

desire. Additionally, since some questions can have more than one true answer, DTK’s reference

to the answer to Q needs addressing.59 These two concerns can be addressed by regimenting DTK

slightly more formally. Here are two possible disambiguations:

(DTK1) For any agent, a, and question Q : a wonders Q iff ∃p(p is an answer to Q and a

desires to know that p)

(DTK2) For any agent, a, and question, Q : a wonders Q iff a desires that ∃p (p is an answer

to Q and a knows that p)

DTK1 implies that in wondering Q there is some particular answer to Q which a desires to know.

At first we might think that this particular answer to Q is simply Q ’s true answer. But that

qualification is not only inadequate, it is redundant. It’s inadequate because questions can have

more than one true answer. And it’s redundant because knowing p implies that p is true anyway.

Thus the DTK2 reading seems preferable, to capture the fact that wondering Q can be general

in the sense that it aims at a true answer to Q without necessarily aiming at any particular true

answer. In effect, it says merely that a desires that at least some answer or other to Q is something

that she knows.

A remaining problem with DTK2 is much more thorny. We might think that an agent who

knows that p, where p is an answer to Q, might nevertheless wonder Q because she hasn’t yet

realized that p is in fact an answer to Q. That is, an agent who wonders Q doesn’t merely want

to know some answer to Q, she also wants to know that it is an answer to Q. This qualification is

crucial for what’s to come (especially in chapters 4 and 5).

59Consider so-called ‘mention some’ questions, e.g. what are some of your favourite films? Such questions arguably
have multiple true answers.
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I might wonder where the cat is, and I might know that if the cat isn’t at my place, then it’s

in the neighbor’s garden, since those are the only places the cat spends time. Nevertheless, after

noting that the cat isn’t at my place, I might fail to recall this knowledge about the neighbor’s

garden. I still have the knowledge, of course (if you asked me whether the cat is in my neighbor’s

garden I would stop wondering and immediately produce the answer). But when I am wondering

where the cat is, I somehow haven’t yet appreciated that my knowledge of whether the cat is in the

neighbor’s garden – i.e. that it is – also answers the question of where the cat is. In other words, I

know the answer to the question of whether the cat is in the neighbor’s garden (I know that it is),

but I haven’t yet appreciated or come to know in the right sort of conscious or explicit way that

this piece of knowledge is also the answer to the question of where the cat is. I know the answer to

a question, without realizing that what I know is the answer to that question.60 More abstractly,

I can know that p, and p can be the answer to Q but I might fail to know that p is the answer to

Q and so fail to know Q61

On the basis of this, we might patch DTK2 as follows:

DTK3 For any agent, a, and any question, Q : a wonders Q iff a desires that ∃p (a knows

that p is an answer to Q and a knows that p) 62

60See Hoek (2022) for discussion of more cases like these and how they motivate a theory of rational decision
making that is sensitive to these question-responsive differences in the contents of our beliefs.

61This distinction can be understood as an instance of the de re/de dicto distinction for propositions (where A(p,
Q) abbreviates ‘p is an answer to Q ’ and Ksp abbreviates ‘s knows that p’):

i. ∃p(A(p,Q) ∧Ksp)

ii. ∃pKs((A(p,Q) ∧ p)
In the next chapter I work with the assumption that propositions that are known, believed, or desired to be true etc
are all known, believed, and desired to be true as answers to questions. This puts some pressure on the idea that one
can, e.g., know that p, where p is an answer to Q, without also knowing that p is an answer to Q. This assumption
of the question-relativity of propositional and questioning attitudes is then explored more fully in chapters 4 and 5.

62Later, when I examine the relationship between wondering and believing, it will be expedient to individuate
answers to questions in a more fine-grained way. In short, if what we know and believe are answers to questions and
if answers to questions are individuated by the questions they answer, then our knowledge and beliefs are transparent
to the questions they’re about. That is, to know that p, where p is an answer to Q, is to know p qua answer to Q,
i.e. to know that p is an answer to Q. Since it will be addressed later, I don’t dwell on this issue in this chapter (see
instead chapters 4 and 5). But the two different conceptions of propositional attitude content each have a distinctive
role to play in our understanding of inquiry – one has it that a proposition can be known/believed independently
of any one particular question it can be known/believed to be the answer to, the other demands that all attitudinal
contents have particular questions built in, so that one cannot know/believe something except as an answer to exactly
one particular question. This is the difference between the following

∀p(Kp→ ∃Q(KA(p,Q)))

∀p(Kp→ ∃!Q(KA(p,Q)))
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To further explore DTK3, we can parse it into its two constituent conditional claims:

N For any agent a, and any question Q : if a wonders Q then a desires that ∃p (a knows that

p is an answer to Q and a knows that p)

S For any agent, a, and any question, Q : if a desires that ∃p (a knows that p is an answer to

Q and a knows that p) then a wonders Q

N and S are, respectively, the claim that the desire to know Q is a necessary condition for wondering

Q and that the desire to know Q is a sufficient condition for wondering Q. Prima facie both of

these conditional claims seem open to counterexample. Beginning with N, consider the following

scenario:

Mysterious Box

You are given a closed box and reliably informed that if you open it, and thus come

to know its contents, utterly terrible things will happen. Such a mysterious situation

piques your curiosity however and so results in your wondering what is in the box? And

yet, on account of the dire warning, you insist you do not want to know what is in the

box. And so, in this situation, you wonder some Q (what’s in the box ) and yet you

apparently do not desire to know Q (what’s in the box ).

Indeed, if one were in the situation described in Box, one would presumably desire not to know

the answer to the question what’s in the box?. What this example appears to suggest, then, is

that wondering Q need not imply wanting to know an answer to Q. Such cases in which wondering

appears to outpace the desire to know resemble cases of ‘morbid curiosity’, scenarios in which we

wonder about things we don’t particularly want to think about.

In addition to morbid curiosity cases, where one’s aversion to know about something seems

to countermand one’s wondering about it, we can also imagine scenarios in which one so enjoys

wondering about something that one does not want to stop wondering about it and so it might

appear that one doesn’t really want to know the answer. Such questions are ones for which the

experience of wondering about them is of greater value to the agent than actually knowing their

answers. For example, when we encounter compelling and enjoyable stories we may so enjoy

wondering how the story will end that we want to continue wondering how the story will end and
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so, apparently, we don’t want to know how the story will end because this will also end the enjoyable

activity of wondering how the story will end.63

Other than questions that arise while we are enjoying some narrative, other questions might

also be so enjoyable to wonder about that we seem not to want to know their answers. Perhaps this

is part of the appeal of conspiracy theories – our inability to fully settle conspiratorial questions

might be part of what makes them interesting to us and thus potentially enjoyable to wonder about.

For such questions, the desire to keep wondering about them seems to outweigh the desire to know

their answers. For convenience we can call cases in which we wonder about these kinds of questions

‘enjoyable inquiry’. Enjoyable inquiry occurs whenever the activity of wondering Q seems more

enjoyable or of greater value than the state of knowing Q.

However we understand the wondering that is going on in morbid curiosity and enjoyable inquiry

cases, these examples do seem to put pressure on principle N, that the desire to know Q is a

necessary condition for wondering Q. Thus they put pressure on the reductive desire-to-know thesis.

And yet, this pressure is not conclusive. Rebuttals of the apparently anti-DTK consequences of

morbid curiosity and enjoyable inquiry aren’t hard to think of; not wanting something to finish

isn’t the same as wanting to prolong its end, after all. For now, let’s first examine thesis S, the

RTL direction of DTK3.

To further refine our understanding of S, we can, as with N, attempt to falsify it. That is,

we should try to construct cases in which an agent desires to know the answer to some question

Q, without necessarily wondering Q. At first, it is easy to raise an immediate and perhaps pithy

counterexample: I know where I live, and I certainly don’t want to forget where I live. In other

words I want it to be the case that I know where I live; it isn’t a piece of knowledge I’d like to lose.

So, it is entirely correct to say that I desire to know where I live. And yet I do not wonder where I

live. Hence desiring to know an answer to the question where do I live does not imply wondering

where do I live?.

This counterexample might naturally prompt an easy modification of S , namely, that wondering

is implied by desiring to know what one doesn’t already know:

63Cf. Willard-Kyle (2023) on the normative significance of ‘delayed epistemic gratification’.
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S1 For any agent, a, and any question, Q : if ¬∃p(a knows that p and a knows that p is an

answer to Q) and a desires that ∃p (a knows that p is an answer to Q and a knows that p)

then a wonders Q

In other words, wondering Q is implied by wanting to know Q as long as one doesn’t already know

Q. But this modification is inadequate. Suppose that I believe I know the way to Tipperary, but

that in fact I do not know the way to Tipperary. Since I consider knowing the way to Tipperary

to be a very valuable piece of knowledge, I also desire that I know the way to Tipperary. Thus,

informally, I don’t know the way to Tipperary but I want to know the way to Tipperary. And yet,

I do not wonder how to get to Tipperary because I mistakenly believe that I already know. Thus,

another patch:

S2 For any agent, a, and any question, Q : if [¬∃p(a knows that p and a knows that p is an

answer to Q) and a doesn’t believe that ∃p(p is an answer to Q and a knows that p) and a

desires that ∃p (a knows that p is an answer to Q and a knows that p)]then [a wonders Q]

That is, desiring to know Q, where one neither already knows Q nor believes that one knows Q,

implies wondering Q. Harking back to our historical case in the previous chapter, S2 tells us that

since Bouvard desires to know why his predictions failed and since he neither knows nor believes

he knows why they have failed, it follows that he wonders why his predictions failed.

We might have required that, in addition to not believing that one knows an answer to Q,

one must believe that one doesn’t know an answer to Q in order to wonder Q. However, I think

S2 already addresses this, because it’s not clear that one can desire to know an answer to Q, not

believe that one knows such and yet also not believe that one doesn’t know an answer to Q. Perhaps

desiring to know some p while not believing that one already knows p guarantees believing that

one doesn’t know p, especially if that desire disposes one to learn p. But if we are prepared to deny

certain introspective theses about knowledge and belief then this needn’t be so.

For example, one might desire to know whether p, but one’s means of acquiring knowledge might

not be transparent, thus one might neither believe nor disbelieve that one knows that p. Such cases

are interesting and, in the light of externalist theories of knowledge, they are also important for

the study of wondering. An externalist defender of the desire-to-know thesis might require that

one disbelieves that one knows an answer to Q if one wonders Q. This complication should be
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addressed in an entirely thorough account of wondering, however I will not do so here. Instead, I

will proceed with S2 as a working refinement of the RTL direction of DTK3.

Here, then, is one apparent counterexample to S2:

Evening Off

Deciding he needs to take some time off from a particularly vexing murder investigation,

inspector Morse joins his colleague, sergeant Lewis, for dinner and a few drinks and

succeeds in taking his mind off work. During dinner however, Lewis recalls a vital piece

of information about the case that he wanted to share with Morse. Thus he is conflicted:

on the one hand he knows Morse is having a successful night off and isn’t wondering

about the case. On the other hand, he knows that, currently, Morse really wants any

information that will help him solve it.

Cases like Evening Off prise apart the dispositional state of wanting to know Q from the activity

of wondering Q. Whereas desires can be passive states – mere dispositions – that need not be

manifesting in one’s current thoughts or actions, wondering is an activity; it is something one

does. The intention is that wondering Q is an attitude that one cannot have passively or merely

dispositionally towards Q. On his evening off, Morse succeeds in no longer wondering who the

murderer is, even though he is strongly disposed to do so as soon as any relevant information is

brought to his attention. We can interpret this disposition as Morse’s desire to know who the

murderer is. And (fortunately, we might think) having a desire at a certain time does not imply

being simultaneously engaged in any activity intended to satisfy it. From an agent’s desiring to

know Q even without already knowing or believing that she knows Q, we cannot infer that she

wonders Q :

1. S desires to know Q

2. S does not know Q

3. S does not believe that S knows Q

̸∴ 4. S is wondering Q
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In other words, desiring to know Q, even when qualified by an absence of knowledge and an absence

of believed knowledge, is not sufficient for wondering Q. The reason seems clear: desires to know,

like all desires, can be merely dispositional. Dispositions are states that an agent may be in even if

those states are not currently manifesting in any way in the agent’s thoughts or actions. Wondering,

as an activity, is not merely dispositional.

For the proponent of DTK3 an obvious response at this point is to restrict that principle

explicitly to desires that are not merely dispositional, i.e. desires that are occurrent or active:

(DTKa) S wonders Q iff S occurrently wants to know Q

The distinction between active (occurrent) and passive (merely dispositional) mental states is one

whose terminology is somewhat derelict. It is unclear for example whether the distinction between

explicit and implicit attitudes is quite the same as that between occurrent/merely dispositional

attitudes.64. However it is worth noting that occurrent mental states need not themselves be

understood as occurrences.65 Rather it is enough to think of them as involved in occurrences.

Equally, we can think of occurrent states as inherently active.66Such states are undergoing some

salient change - perhaps in relation to one’s other attitudes and mental states - and are typically

involved in explaining and characterizing actions.

Thus, when one is acting to achieve some end, the actions and behaviour involved can be

characterized and explained in terms of one’s desire to achieve that end. The report ‘he wants to

find his keys’ is an attitude ascription that characterizes my rifling around in the kitchen drawers

as a search for keys. Watching an agent doing this, we can partly answer the question of what he’s

doing by saying he wants to find his keys. And when an attitude is essential to our best explanation

of some piece of behaviour as an instance of some particular action, that attitude can be said to

be active/occurrent for at least as long as the action is being performed.

Helpfully, the restriction to occurrent desires in DTKa also addresses the two qualifications

given to S above. It might be that one cannot have an occurrent desire to know Q while also

knowing some answer to Q and knowing that it is an answer to Q. If an agent already knows

Q in this sense, then what actions might she perform that would accurately be characterized or

64Harman 1986 (pp. 13-14) Stalnaker (1991, 1999)
65See Crane 2013
66See Bartlett 2018a,b
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explained by attributing to her a desire to know Q? Such situations don’t exactly spring to mind

with any familiarity.

If an agent who knows Q also desires to know Q then that desire is satisfied. But if the desire

is satisfied, in what sense could it be active or occurrent? I expect that, normally, occurrent desires

are occurrent precisely in the sense that they accurately characterize and explain certain ongoing

actions as attempts to satisfy them. Would an agent who is characterized as attempting to satisfy

some already satisfied desire be ipso facto irrational? Maybe. And, if the demands of interpretation

require assuming agents to be (at least broadly) rational, then it might be that we are violating

some interpretive requirement if we explain an agent’s actions as attempts to satisfy some already

satisfied desire. And, since this means that satisfied desires cannot explain actions that are both

rational and attempts to satisfy them, it follows that satisfied desires to know Q cannot be active in

the way required by DTKa. Similar points apply to the qualification in S2, i.e. that the wondering

agent doesn’t believe she knows the answer to her question. If an agent believes she knows Q then

how might a desire to know Q explain her behaviour?

There are a couple of possible remaining complaints here. For example, the action of patting

one’s stomach might be characterized and explained by attributing a satisfied desire for food.

Similarly, the action of regularly reciting a poem to oneself might be explained in terms of one’s

occurrent desire to know what one already believes one knows, i.e. what the lines of the poem

are. But I think these complaints rest on a mistake. The satisfied desire for food might be part

of the explanation of the stomach patting, but, intuitively, the desire that does the explanatory

work here, i.e. the one that allows us to characterize the behaviour as an action, an attempt to

achieve some goal, is arguably different, e.g. a desire to mark or communicate one’s satisfaction in

a conventional way.67 Similarly, the desire that characterizes and explains the behaviour of reciting

a poem one already believes one knows is the desire to retain one’s supposed knowledge by keeping

it fresh in one’s memory. In general, it’s not clear that any satisfied desire for X can explain an

action whose goal is to satisfy the desire for X without thereby implying the irrationality of the

agent.68

67A satisfied desire for food might also be involved in explaining various occurrences that aren’t actions, e.g.
digestion. The thought then is that unsatisfied desires have an explanatory role in relation to action that satisfied
desires typically don’t.

68The thought being that acting to satisfy one’s already satisfied desires is somehow irrational. In the next chapter
I return to the topic of rational interpretation in the context of attributing beliefs to wondering agents.
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But, assuming we can make good on the distinction, does the restriction to occurrent desires

partly save the DTK3 thesis? I’m not so sure. On the current understanding of what it means

for an attitude to be active for an agent, S, during a period of time, [t1...tn], it is sufficient that

the mental state accurately characterizes and explains S ’s behaviour as some kind of action during

[t1...tn]. Nevertheless, it seems that we can find scenarios in which an agent’s behaviour during

a period of time, [t1...tn], is best explained and characterized as a some kind of action by their

wanting to know Q without this implying that they are in fact wondering Q during [t1...tn]:

Library Search

Searching his local library, Morse is wondering where the true crime section is. Even-

tually he recalls that a map of the library sections hangs in the main lobby. He turns

to walk towards the lobby, noticing as he does so a book on the history of brewing.

Suddenly Morse recalls that he is supposed to be having drinks with Lewis later. As he

continues to the lobby, this is what he is thinking about - about where he is to meet

Lewis and at what time, about whether he really expects to enjoy himself, or whether he

should reschedule, or about what he will drink etc. Thus, during the couple of minutes

in which he is walking to the lobby, Morse isn’t wondering where the true crime section

is, he’s thinking about his plans to socialize with Lewis. And yet, Morse’s behaviour at

the time (walking towards the lobby, opening various door on the way etc) is best char-

acterized and explained in terms of his wanting to know where the true crime section

is.

While he is walking to the sign, Morse’s desire to know the location of the true crime section is

active/ocurrent - it explains what he is currently doing and why. But because, as he’s walking,

Morse is thinking about something entirely unrelated to the question of where the true crime section

is, it seems tempting to say that, during his walk, he is no longer wondering where the true crime

section is. I think that in this kind of scenario, there is a at least some pressure to decouple episodes

of wondering from episodes in which one’s desire to know something is active. Perhaps Library

Search is inconclusive in this case; maybe we want to allow that Morse can be, in some way, both

wondering where the true crime section is and thinking about his social plans for later. Perhaps

both issues are somehow entertained simultaneously. So consider the following scenario:
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Rushed Exam

Alice is taking an algebra exam. She first reviews the exam paper, reading through

the questions. She notes the final exam question, Q. This question seems difficult and

she concludes it will take her longer to work out an answer to it than it will to work

out the answers to the easier questions at the start of the exam. Alice really wants to

answer all the exam questions correctly. Hence, she wants to know Q. And because she

believes that finding the answer to Q will take longer, she hurries through the earlier

questions as quickly as she can. While doing so, she focuses solely on those questions

and deliberately avoids thinking about Q.

During the rushed exam, Alice’s desire to know Q characterizes and explains what she is doing at

that time. Thus, her desire to know Q is occurrent. But clearly Alice is not wondering Q. We can

therefore conclude that occurrently wanting to know Q does not suffice for wondering Q.

Supposing we accept that scenarios like Library Search and Exam do show that having an

occurrent desire to know Q doesn’t imply wondering Q, it follows that DTKa is false and that

wondering cannot be equated with an occurrent desire to know. But if having an occurrent desire

to know Q isn’t sufficient for wondering Q, what else is involved? I explore this question briefly in

section (2.3) below, and more extensively in chapter 5. For now, we need to return to the idea that

a desire for knowledge is at least necessary for wondering.

2.1 Against Knowledge: Idle Wondering

Returning now to claim N, i.e. that a desire to know Q is a necessary condition for wondering Q,

we formulated it as follows:

N For any agent a, and any question Q : if a wonders Q then a desires that ∃p (a knows that

p is an answer to Q and a knows that p)

N requires that the desideratum of wondering is knowledge. But it is plausible that we can wonder

about some question in a merely idle way, perhaps just to temporarily amuse themselves, without

genuinely wanting to know the answer. Drucker (2022) thinks we should reject a principle like N

on these grounds:
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... [suppose] someone is trying to pass the time but has misplaced their phone and so

must amuse themselves somehow. Searching around for something to think about, they

think about what the etymology of the word ’power’ is, for example, is it Romance

or Germanic? Initially it seems Germanic because of the ’-er’ ending, but then they

remember the French ’pouvoir’. During all of this, they may be described in the fol-

lowing way ... They’re wondering what the etymology of ’power’ is, but they’re not

actually curious about it; it could have been anything-they’re just trying to pass the

time.’ (p.60)

We can call this sort of scenario Idle Wondering. Clearly, then, it seems there are cases where an

agent wonders Q without having the sort of dispositions that are characterized and explained as

having a desire to know a complete answer to Q. That is, an agent idly wondering Q can lack

any disposition to bring it about that she knows a complete answer to Q. On some conceptions of

desire, this is sufficient to disqualify one as having the desire to know Q.69 That the idle wonderer

lacks this disposition is clear from the fact that while wondering Q she will by default not continue

wondering Q until she knows Q. Intuitively, she voluntarily gives up too readily for her to count

as having this disposition. So it looks like N is dead in the water.70

But I think there’s something right about N . Something that can be salvaged. As Anscombe

(1963) remarked, ’the primitive sign of wanting is trying to get’, and often when we explain an

agent’s actions by saying that they want to know Q, the agent is indeed trying to get something,e.g.

knowledge of Q ’s answer. But sometimes we report that an agent wants to know Q when in fact

they simply want something less, something easier, e.g. to form some new opinion or justified belief

about Q ’s possible answers. Maybe this habit of reporting is in some way due to the fact that, in

English at least, constructions like ’ S wants to believe Q ’ are often ungrammatical:

* Alice wants to believe where the cat went.71

69This is the functionalist/ dispositionalist conception of desire found, e.g., in Stalnaker (1984). On that account
to desire that p is to be disposed to act so as bring it about that p in situations where one’s beliefs are true.

70Since Drucker uses the word ‘curious’ here, I am assuming that we can treat being curious as wanting to know.
The worry would be that ‘curious’ is supposed to imply having a strong desire to know. How this supposition fits with
the commonly used ‘just curious’ though is unclear to me. Are there any decisive cases that motivate distinguishing
curiosity and wanting to know? I don’t know of any.

71Contrast: Alice wants to believe what the Hatter said. In such cases, linguists refer to the wh-clause as a free
relative, as it need not be best understood as a question-denoting expression but might be functioning as a noun
phrase or prepositional phrase. See Šimik (2020) for an overview of free relatives.
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But I don’t want to put too much epistemological weight on this fact of English grammar.

Because, as with wanting to know Q, wanting to believe some answer to Q (or at any rate wanting

to form a justified belief in some answer to Q ) makes perfect sense as a kind of desire one can

have, indeed it is clearly a desire for epistemic improvement. Intuitively, an agent who wants to

form such a belief wants to be in a cognitive state with respect to Q that is closer to knowing

Q than merely having an entirely unsettled stance on Q. But whether a desire directed at some

question is a desire to know its answer or merely a desire to form a justified belief in some answer,

an agent who has such a desire can be described as wanting to improve her epistemic position on

that question. Thus we can call her attitude an epistemic desire.72

However, there’s more to wanting to improve one’s epistemic position on Q than either wanting

to know Q or wanting to form some justified belief in one of Q ’s answers. Sometimes one merely

wants to better understand Q, where this involves knowing or forming some justified belief about

what is relevant to answering Q. For example, Alice might want to know or form a justified belief

about what would count as evidence in favour of some possible answer to the question of where

the cat went. Or she might want to know about what would follow from some answer to this

question, or about which questions are such that knowing the answers to them would take her

closer to knowing where the cat went. Thus she might want to know whether the cat is more likely

to be outside at night. So we should also include wanting to understand Q as another instance of

a Q-directed epistemic desire. There may be other questioning attitudes that count as epistemic

desires too, but for my purposes it suffices to note just these three: wanting to know, wanting to

form a justified belief about, and wanting to (better) understand.73

Now, does having one of these epistemic desires directed at Q automatically suffice for won-

dering Q ? No. The arguments against N and DTKa also undermine the claim that having a

Q-directed epistemic desires suffices for wondering Q. To paraphrase Friedman (2019), there are

72See Falbo (2022), who introduces and deploys this broader class of epistemic desires (though doesn’t name them
as such) to argue persuasively against the claim that the aim of inquiring into Q is to come to know Q so that the
aim of inquiry is knowledge. Falbo argues that knowledge is neither a necessary aim for inquiry nor sufficient aim for
inquiry. That is, sometimes one might merely want a new belief when inquiring, e.g. where knowledge is impossible.
And sometimes inquirers want more than just knowledge, e.g. certainty, as in the case of double-checking. See
(pp.10-12) See also Friedman (2019a,b) as background.

73Obviously wanting to form beliefs about and wanting to understand Q are related. Maybe understanding Q is
just a matter of having the right beliefs about what Q ’s possible complete or partial answers are, or about what is
evidentially relevant to these answers. I’m not sure much hangs on this, though, so for the remainder of the paper
I’ll continue talking about wanting to understand Q as if it were its own kind of attitude. Readers concerned about
parsimony can take wanting to understand Q to be an instance of wanting to form justified beliefs about Q.
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many questions that I right now want to form justified opinions about and to understand better

for example, questions about the origin of the universe - but which I am not currently thinking

about or actively trying to answer. In which case, it follows that although I right now do want

to improve my epistemic position on these questions, I am not ipso facto wondering about these

questions right now. And if those desires should become occurrent then, again, they still don’t

suffice for wondering. Easy modifications to Rushed Exam make that clear. So arguments that

work against DTK and DTKa also work for epistemic desires like wanting to believe, wanting to

understand, and, in general, wanting to improve one’s epistemic position on Q. Thus wondering Q

is not merely a matter of having some epistemic desire directed at Q.

But is having a Q-directed epistemic desire at least necessary for wondering Q? I think it is.

We should accept:

Desire to improve (DTI)

If S wonders Q, then S wants to improve her epistemic position on Q.

In other words, having a Q-directed epistemic desire is necessary for wondering Q. But before

offering more positive reasons for this thesis, note that Drucker’s idle wondering case, while plausibly

a counterexample to N, and so to DTK and DTKa , does not undermine DTI . Returning to the

idle wondering case, it strikes me as implausible that even an idle wonderer lacks a disposition

to improve her epistemic position on the questions she wonders about. After all, Drucker’s own

example shows such improvements: the agent wondering what the etymology of ’power’ is considers

possibilities that bear evidentially upon this question. She recalls and is disposed to acquire evidence

pertaining to the etymology of ’power’, comparing the word with similar words of various origins.

The result may not seem like much, but having sorted through some of one’s evidence to determine

what it says about the question being wondered is still an epistemic improvement. Thus, while idly

wondering Q seems not to involve any disposition to come to know a complete answer to Q, it does

seem to involve a disposition to at least improve one’s epistemic position on Q.

There is also another data-point worth considering in this vicinity. Due to the possibility of idle

wondering, Drucker thinks we can provide an alternative explanation of why attitude reports that

attribute wondering while denying wanting to know seem bad:

?? I’m wondering what the etymology of power is, but I don’t want to know.
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For Drucker, the oddness of utterances like these is not due to some semantic intuition we have

that wanting to know is a necessary condition for wondering, but simply because by default one

wonders Q only if one wants to know Q. The oddness of these utterances, he says, is like that of ’I

want a piece of cake, but I don’t want to eat it.’ Of course, there are many reasons why one might

want a piece of cake other than that one wants to eat it, but eating it is taken to be the default

reason for wanting it. We can thus repair the utterance to reduce its oddness: ’I want a piece of

cake, but I don’t want to eat it; I just want to save it for someone else.’ Similarly, according to

Drucker, the idle wonderer can say: ’I’m wondering what the etymology of ’power’ is but I don’t

want to know; I’m just passing the time.’

But although I think we can safely grant that wanting to know is perhaps just the default

attitude of someone who wonders, I don’t think we can grant this for epistemic desires more

generally. Wondering Q does not imply wanting to improve one’s epistemic position merely by

default, but necessarily. Wondering is an activity, after all. So any satisfactory account of wondering

needs to offer us a story about what the wonderer is doing. And I think that any such story will

have to explain the kind of activity wondering is by citing the wonderer’s disposition to improve

her epistemic position on the question - even if the improvement is as modest as having a better

grasp of the relevant evidence as a result of explicitly considering it in thought.

In effect, Drucker’s idle wondering case appeals to our intuitive verdict about an agent’s cognitive

activities and dispositions in cases where it seems clear that these activities and dispositions don’t

characterize a tendency to come to know the answer to the question being wondered. From this

we are to conclude that the agent lacks the desire to know. My point is that the very same cases,

and the activities and dispositions they involve, actually support the attribution of at least some

epistemic desires to idle wonderers. It’s just that these need not specifically be desires to know.

Hence, unlike N, DTI isn’t plausibly threatened by idle wondering.

Another apparent counterexample to N was the Mysterious Box scenario. In response to it, I

suggested that in general we can divide cases in which an agent wonders Q while apparently not

wanting to know Q into ‘morbid curiosity cases’ and ‘enjoyable inquiry cases’. My aim now is to

argue that such cases do not at all show that one can wonder Q without desiring to improve one’s

epistemic position on Q.

To begin with, it is instructive to re-emphasize that wondering is a kind of activity, i.e. a process
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that has a goal. We can then ask whether it is possible for an agent to undertake an activity without

also desiring to achieve the goal of that activity. Suppose we stipulate that the goal of the activity

of playing chess is to win . Certainly, an unenthusiastic participant in a chess game might play

the game without caring very much about whether or not she wins. But is a lack of enthusiasm

enough to establish a lack of the desire to achieve the goal of chess, i.e. the desire to win? As I see

it, if the lack of enthusiasm does not stop the player from playing to win, then it is not sufficient

for denying that she wants to achieve the goal of playing chess.

But if, on the other hand, the lack of enthusiasm is enough to deny that the player wants to

win – say because it results in abnormally bad or careless moves – then, intuitively, we might be

justified in complaining that the player ‘isn’t really playing’. The player might move her pieces

correctly according to the rules of chess but since she is indifferent to winning or losing, her moves

will not be part of any strategy to achieve the goal of chess, i.e. winning. But if one’s actions

cannot be characterized or explained as attempts to achieve the defining goal of some activity, then

arguably they cannot be characterized as participating in that activity. I think that holds for idle

wondering too – the goal of wondering Q may not be knowledge, but it is improvement, i.e. progress

(however minimal) towards knowledge. Because of that, I think that a desire for knowledge, while

not strictly necessary for wondering, might be a sort of prototypical case. Thinking of knowing

a complete answer to Q as analogous to winning a game of chess, slight improvements in one’s

chances of winning might still be understood primarily in terms of winning outright. Similarly, a

desire for improvement in one’s epistemic position might only make sense as a kind of truncated

desire for knowledge.

The fact that When we wonder Q we often express this by asserting that we want to know Q is

some evidence that knowing Q is the default or prototypical goal of wondering Q. Moreover, it is

hard to accept as a mere accident that wondering generally seems to stop once the wondering agent

comes to know the answer to the question they’ve been wondering about. But what idle wondering

helps us to appreciate is that full blown knowledge isn’t always the goal of someone wondering Q,

and that simply believing some answer (even just a partial one) can be enough.

Depending on just how strong an attitude belief is, from the standpoint of first-person delib-

eration believing p may be indistinguishable from believing that one knows p or even from just

knowing p. This is suggested, in particular, by thinking of belief as a prelude to and component of
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action, where believing p is tantamount to being prepared to rely on p in one’s deliberations. To

rely on p in this sense means taking a definitive stand on whether p is the case, i.e. deliberately

acting as though p. Potentially, exploring the role of belief in action might lead us to the conclusion

that belief is quite strong as an attitude, insofar as it determines a determinate course of action,

and that what it takes to fully believe an answer to a question is to treat that answer as if it were

a piece of knowledge. Indeed, among those who take the concepts of evidence and knowledge to

be coextensive (the evidence = knowledge view), the requirement that one believe only what one’s

evidence supports can be tantamount to endorsing a knowledge norm for belief: believe only what

you know.74 So, there are at least two ways of accounting for the prototypical goal of wondering

Q : either first personally, as wanting to know, or non-first personally, as wanting to have whatever

attitude towards Q would lead us to conclude (first personally) that we do know Q.

As a matter of fact this latter attitude might be belief, though it may be that, to the wondering

agent, it seems like knowledge, i.e. the kind of thing they take as settling their question. Thus,

speaking of another we might be able to say that their actual goal in wondering Q is to come to

believe some answer to Q, whereas their perceived goal, i.e. how they would report on their own

wondering, is that they want to know Q. It’s quite possible that this difference in how we report an

agent’s goals while they are wondering corresponds to some important fact about the relationship

between knowledge and belief in inquiry.

But whether or not the default or prototypical goal of wondering is in fact belief, this doesn’t

much affect the forgoing arguments. In particular, the grammatical behaviour of ‘believe’ doesn’t

seem to bear too heavily upon the status of wondering as a questioning attitude. Strangely enough,

the verb ‘believe’ seems to be non-rogative in only a restricted sense. It licenses DP and that-clause

complements, so you can ‘believe Alice’ and you can ‘believe that Alice is curious’. But you can

also ‘believe what Alice said’, you can ‘believe what you read in the papers’ etc. Other than these

‘what’ interrogatives, though, where the ‘what’ seems to range over propositions (the usual contents

of belief), ‘believe’ does not license interrogative complements:

*Alice believes where the cat went.

*Alice believes whether the cat is nearby.

74See Williamson (forth.), Hawthorne et al 2016
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*Alice believes how the cat vanished.

And so the following construction is also out:

*Alice wants to believe where the cat went.

Thus, on purely grammatical grounds, the ‘desire to believe’ does not fit as naturally with wondering

as the ‘desire to know’. Nevertheless, we can state a perfectly coherent belief-based reduction

principle for wondering:

Desire to Believe (DTB)

By default, for any agent, a, and question Q : a wonders Q iff a desires it to be the case

that ∃p(a believes that p and a believes that p is an answer to Q)

Now, while the question of whether the default goal of wondering is knowledge or merely belief is

interesting for the sake of understanding more about the relationship between belief and knowledge

in inquiry, DTB is open to precisely the same criticisms as DTK in its LTR direction. A desire

to believe some answer to Q, whether that desire is active or merely dispositional, is not sufficient

to constitute the activity of wondering Q. It remains true that something else is needed for an

occurrent desire to believe some answer to Q to imply wondering Q. So it is worth noting that,

aside from the non-rogative status of ‘believe’, ‘wonder’ cannot be taken as typically expressing

an attitude or combination of attitudes whose content is merely propositional. The attitude of

wondering cannot be completely reduced to a combination of merely propositional attitudes like to

wanting to know or wanting to believe. Something else is at work too.

Before turning to what this additional component of wondering is, one final concern seems worth

addressing. At the outset of this chapter, the name given to one kind of reductionist strategy about

questioning attitudes like wondering was higher-order propositionalism (‘HOP’). The appeal of HOP

is purely economical – we should not postulate sui generis attitudes if they can be constructed

from others we are already committed to. We have seen that HOP is implausible insofar as it is

interpreted as either DTKa or DTB. But, given the assumption that wondering is an activity whose

goal must be desired by the wondering agent, and thus that we should retain a thesis like DTI, one

anti-HOP complaint remains to be addressed.

It seems plausible that creatures other than humans inquire, i.e. that they attempt to determine

the answers to various questions, to acquire information for the sake of forming beliefs they can
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act upon.75 But insofar as inquiring behaviour does take place among non-human animals I see

no obvious reason to deny that wondering also takes place among some non-human animals. This

is based on something like the following assumption about the relationship between inquiry and

wondering:

Wondering and Inquiring (WI)

For any agent a, a inquires iff ∃Q(a wonders Q)

In effect, WI equates wondering with inquiring. Of course, as stated, it is much too crude.76 But

in the next chapter I will return to a more sophisticated version of WI that better captures the

relationship between wondering and inquiry. For now, something like WI makes explicit our intu-

ition that an agent cannot inquire without participating in some way in the activity of wondering:

an inquirer must be a wonderer.

2.2 Metacognition and Radical Answer Ignorance

Given principles like DTI, we might worry that attributing the attitude of wondering to a non-

human agent still requires attributing a higher-order mental state to that agent. If the dog is

trying to find the cat, it might sound needlessly anthropomorphizing or arch to describe him as

‘conducting an inquiry into the cat’s location’ or even ‘wondering where the cat went’. But still,

this might very well be what is going on. Certainly , as the dog frantically sniffs and searches

around the cat’s last known location, it seems relatively unproblematic to say that the dog wants

to know where the cat went. Even characterizing the dog’s behaviour as ‘searching’ seems to involve

attributing a desire to find something. But, if it is appropriate to describe the dog as ‘wondering

where the cat went’, does this mean, given N, that it is appropriate to attribute a higher order

mental state to the dog? Is it plausible that the dog has a desire to be in a certain mental state,

i.e. knowledge? Can the dog desire knowledge or is this implausible on the grounds that a dog’s

attitudes cannot be about its own attitudes, i.e. that the dog cannot represent its own mind?

75See Carruthers (2018)
76There are counterexamples. Essentially they hinge on the fact that an inquiry, as an activity, is a continual process

(it survives interruption) whereas wondering, as an activity, is a continuous process, it ends when its interrupted. In
other words, inquiries may still be ongoing even when nobody is actively inquiring into anything. For example: the
impeachment inquiries into Donald Trump were processes taking place over a period of time and were ongoing even
when the participants weren’t actively participating, e.g. when they went home to sleep. Contrasting with this, once
the participants were asleep, they may not have been wondering at all.
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Fortunately, we can work around this apparent consequence of the desire to know thesis and

its weakened versions DTI and DTB. As stated, these theses do involve a desire whose content

includes another attitude. But we need not conclude that a wondering agent therefore represents

her own mental states. With respect to knowledge, these theses seem to involve a de dicto desire

to know: in wondering Q one desires it to be true that one knows Q. But DTK, DTI and DTB can

all be recast as involving only a de re report:

NDR By default, for any agent a, and any question Q : if a wonders Q then ∃p1( a desires

that p1 and □(p1 ↔ ∃p2 (a knows that p2 is an answer to Q and a knows that p2))
77

In effect, NDR says that a typical agent who wonders Q desires something. What they desire is to

know Q. But NDR does not imply that a wondering agent must therefore have any concept of mind

or of their own cognitive attitudes as such. Rather, NDR implies that a wondering agent desires

de re to know Q. In other words, there is something that the wondering agent desires, and this is

to know Q. But the agent need not therefore be in a position to represent her own mental states.

The satisfaction conditions of the desiderative state might coincide with whether or not the agent

knows Q, but this need not imply that the agent is representing her own knowledge state as such,

i.e. qua her own knowledge state.

This interprets S wanting to know Q as S having a de re desire whose content is the proposition

that S knows the answer to Q. It does not force us to say that S has a de dicto desire about her

own knowledge, i.e. that her desire to be in a certain epistemic state is represented to her as

such. Nor does it make dispensable use of a term referring to a question. According to NDR , to

know Q is not merely to know Q ’s answer independently of knowing that it is an answer to Q.

One must also know the proposition that answers Q qua answer to Q.78 Ditto for other epistemic

desires; mutatis mutandis they too can be interpreted de re and so do not force a metacognitive

reading on which anyone who has an epistemic desire towards Q is representing their own mental

states as such. Thus DTI does not reduce the questioning attitude of wanting to know to a merely

propositional attitude whose bearers must be capable of metacognition. At most it requires that

wanting to know implies having a de re desire for question-directed knowledge.

77The necessity operator here can be interpreted expressing as any kind of necessity for which the necessary
equivalence of two propositions implies their identity.

78See Drucker (2022) p. 77. See also Schaffer (2004) and Yalcin (2018).
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Nevertheless, NDR does interpret ’wanting to know Q’ quasi-propositionally, as being about

a possible propositional answer to Q, and the same goes for DTI when it too is given the de re

treatment. According to NDR , a desire to know Q is an attitude towards a proposition whose

content is an attitude directed towards an answer to Q. The content of wanting to know Q is thus

itself partly constituted by a possible answer to Q. And the same will be true of other epistemic

desires.

But this residue of propositionalism poses a challenge: can’t you wonder Q even if you have

no way of representing Q ’s possible answers? Mightn’t you be so radically ignorant about the

possible answers to a question, or so conceptually impoverished, that it is wildly implausible that

any of your attitudes or representational mental states are about any of those answers? Here is

how Freidman puts the issue:

...that a subject cannot meet the representational burden of any of a question’s possible

answers does not mean that she won’t be able to meet the representational burden of

the question itself... think of a question as an open proposition, e.g., x caused the Big

Bang (Q). Any possible answer to Q will be that open proposition except with the

variable replaced with a possible cause of the Big Bang. But then grasping a possible

answer to Q requires conceptual resources that go beyond those required for grasping

just the question itself... This opens up the possibility of cases in which subjects cannot

have thoughts about any possible answers to some question, but can nonetheless grasp

the question itself. (p.162)

If wanting to know Q or indeed having any Q-directed epistemic desire requires being in a mental

state that represents Q ’s possible answers, then Friedman’s case of Radical Answer Ignorance

suggests that one can wonder Q without having an epistemic desire directed at Q, that is, without

wanting to improve one’s epistemic position on Q by coming to know (or form new beliefs about)

Q’s possible answers. If this suggestion were right, implying that one could have question-directed

attitudes like wondering without having propositional attitudes directed at the question’s possible

answers, then the link between wondering and epistemic desires would be cut; having the latter

would not be a necessary condition for engaging in the former.

But Radical Answer Ignorance as Friedman presents it does not sever the link between wondering
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and epistemic desires. For one thing, as in my response to idle wondering in the previous section,

any satisfactory story about wondering owes us some account of what an agent wondering Q is

doing. Wondering is an attitude and an activity, after all. As an attitude, wondering has content,

namely the question being wondered, and as an activity it is also something we do, taking both

time and effort. A good account of wondering should tell us about both of these - what the content

of the attitude of wondering is and what sort of activity wondering consists in. If the content of

radically ignorant wondering is a question, as Friedman insists - and as I agree - we still have to

determine the activity. What is it that the radically ignorant wonderer is doing with this question?

Presumably, when Alice wonders, she is not just subvocally repeating some interrogative over

and over again in her head. That’s not wondering. Moreover, even if Alice is in a state of conceptual

poverty with respect to some question, this can’t imply that she cannot even consider some of its

partial answers. That way lies madness. For at the very least anyone wondering Q must know

that its answers are consistent with what they do know. We know, for example, that any complete

answer to the question what caused the big bang needs to be consistent with everything we already

know, e.g. that there was once a bang and that it was big. But that in itself tells us something

about the possible complete answers to the question, and so offers a partial answer to it. We know

that, whatever caused the big bang, it wasn’t something whose occurrence is incompatible with

what we already know about the universe - on the contrary, it should help explain what we already

know about the universe. This is fairly meagre of course. But that’s alright, because I don’t think

that wondering is quite so demanding as Friedman’s Radical Answer Ignorance would suggest. At

the very least, if an agent wondering Q is not even representing and attending in thought to some

of its possible partial answers, then it seems utterly mysterious what they are supposed to be doing

while wondering.

This ’lightweight’ picture of wondering, on which one can wonder Q despite lacking the con-

ceptual requirements necessary to explicitly represent its complete possible answers in thought, is

tempting. What is not tempting, though, is an extension of this picture to allow for the possibility

of wondering Q without representing even partial possible answers. In particular, if we take wanting

to understand Q to be an epistemic desire that characterizes thinking about such possible partial

answers - thinking about what they imply, what evidence bears upon them etc - then it is tempting

to say that even a radically ignorant wonderer is in an attitudinal state representing at least some
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possible answers to Q, it’s just that these will be at most partial answers. If I am incapable even

of representing possible partial answers to a question, then how can I wonder it?

Additionally, beyond characterizing and explaining our tendency to explicitly consider possible

partial answers to the questions we wonder about, epistemic desires play a further explanatory

role. There are cases in which radical answer ignorance does not seem to undermine the claim that

someone wondering Q is in a mental state that is about Q ’s possible answers. Consider this one:

Aristotle’s Wonder

Suppose Aristotle knows that the cosmos originated with a first cause, an ”unmoved

mover”. Thus Aristotle knows a partial answer to the question of what the origin of the

cosmos was. But Aristotle isn’t satisfied with this partial answer. He believes there’s

more work to do in fleshing out exactly what he knows. Thus he wonders what the

nature of the first cause was. Intuitively, in wondering about this, Aristotle is trying to

extend his knowledge of the same question - what the origin of the cosmos was - which

is something he knows a little, but not a lot, about.

Now, in the fifth-century B.C.E. Aristotle cannot meet the representational burden of considering

whether, say, the first cause was a quantum fluctuation in the void. But if, by some miracle,

someone were to come and explain contemporary physics to him, would we expect him to deny

that the cosmos’s originating in a quantum fluctuation is a possible answer to what he has been

wondering about? In other words, would we expect him to insist that, since he wasn’t originally

in a position to explicitly think about that possible answer and meet the conceptual burden of

representing it in conscious thought, that it therefore cannot be a possible answer to his question?I

think not. But then the natural conclusion is that, although he wasn’t in a position to know it

explicitly or consider it consciously in thought, Aristotle was indeed wondering about something

answerable by quantum mechanics. His question, the very question he was wondering twenty-four

centuries ago, was one with answers he couldn’t begin to imagine. And yet he was still wondering

it.

At first blush, it might seem hard to credit a theory on which one’s thoughts can be about

things one cannot explicitly consider. But that is exactly what Aristotle’s Wonder seems to suggest:

that although our concepts may change or become more refined so that the way we think about
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our questions changes, the questions themselves can remain the same. Having whatever possible

answers they do, we pose and wonder about questions partly with an eye to how we revise our own

understanding of them. And it is here that epistemic desires come into play.

What the Aristotle example suggests to me is that one’s initial curiosity, one’s initial desire

to know Q, can be satisfied by coming to know answers one couldn’t previously have imagined.

When it comes to curiosity, then, our reach indeed exceeds our grasp. It is in part to Aristotle’s

questions that the possibilities discussed in modern cosmology are addressed, meaning that there

was something about him, about his mental states, his wondering, all those years ago that was

about those possibilities. But clearly Aristotle’s thoughts and ideas at the time were not explicitly

about quantum mechanics, he wasn’t explicitly attending to quantum mechanics when he posed

cosmological questions the way he was explicitly attending to subject matters like form, god, or

causation. And yet there was something about his wondering, something non-explicit, that was

about quantum mechanics. About it insofar as his wondering could have been resolved by an answer

given in its terms. Aristotle might have dismissed as deranged any time-travelling cosmologist who

came to him claiming to have all the answers, but not because her revelations were off-topic. If you

share this intuition, then you’re in the camp that thinks radical answer ignorance is not necessarily

a barrier to having propositional attitudes with contents of which you are, in Friedman’s sense,

radically ignorant.

So we need to account for something in wondering that explains how we succeed in wondering

Q even when we cannot explicitly represent all of Q ’s possible answers to ourselves in thought.

This, I claim, is the role that epistemic desires play in wondering. Recall that the analysis in

DTK commits us only to a de re conception of an epistemic desire. Hence, it is a desire whose

satisfaction conditions do not depend on what the agent can explicitly conceptualize or represent

in thought. The idea is that the satisfaction conditions of epistemic desires can track contents that

are inaccessible to the explicit thoughts of their bearers - an idea no more unfamiliar in philosophy

than that of referential opacity.

However, if DTI is false and having epistemic desires isn’t a necessary condition for wondering, so

that having them isn’t a necessary part of what it is to wonder, then it’s not clear what can account

for the fact that our wondering can be about possibilities (possible answers) we cannot explicitly

consider. In other words, to account for the intuition that presently inconceivable or unconsidered
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possibilities can be the answers to the questions we wonder about, we need to postulate question-

directed attitudes like epistemic desires that can be understood de re.

2.3 Is desire really necessary?

We have seen how generalizing from wanting to know to the epistemic desire of wanting to improve

one’s epistemic position serves as a rebuttal to the idle wonderer argument. And, as in Aristotle’s

Wonder, we have seen how those same epistemic desires have a positive role to play in explaining

how a wondering agent’s mental state can be about possibilities they cannot explicitly consider.

But are there other positive reasons for insisting that wondering entails epistemic desires? I think

there are. However, as with my reply to Friedman’s radical answer ignorance, I think these reasons

can be best appreciated by noticing what is missing from an account of wondering that doesn’t

include such desires. To that end, this penultimate section examines such an account, due also to

Drucker (2022).

Drucker grants that wondering is an end-directed activity, and notes that we might be inclined

to think that ’when a creature engaged in an activity is guided by a certain end, the creature must

desire that end.’ (p.72) However, he continues:

...the guidance-desire link is simply false. Many animal activities are guided by ends

that the animals don’t explicitly represent to themselves in desire. Playing, for example,

might teach cubs how to be good hunters, but they don’t play with the desire of being

a good hunter later. When I say the play is guided by the end of being a good hunter,

I mean that, for example, the specific forms the play takes will tend over time to make

them better hunters, and that forms of play that don’t serve that (or other ends guiding

the play) will tend not to recur... An agent’s desire for the end of an activity is not the

only way the activity can [be guided by] that end. Natural-selective processes might

have ensured that animals pursue given activities with the end - the function - of making

them better hunters, etc. (Ibid.)

I call this idea of Drucker’s, on which guiding mechanisms direct some process or activity

without there being any corresponding desired end non-desiderative guiding. And I think we can

allow that there is such a thing as non-desiderative guiding. The sun guides the movements of the
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planets, we might say, but not because the planets have any wish to orbit it. But the question

before us here is whether this is the sort of guiding at work in wondering. Drucker thinks it is. I

don’t. To see why, let’s first get Drucker’s full view of wondering on the table:

Druckerian Wondering

’S wonders Q [iff] S considers sufficiently many of Q ’s potential answers, p1 . . . pn, as

answers to Q, which considering is guided by mechanisms whose function is to make

S epistemically better off with respect to at least some of the pi ’s and ceases when

(among other possible terminating conditions) S is consciously certain that some pi is

the complete and exhaustive answer to Q’.(p.78)79

I think this account has a lot going for it. The inclusion of considering captures the explicit, active,

and essentially occurrent character of wondering. And the inclusion of a guiding mechanism that

can function independently of what the agent explicitly represents to themselves in thought speaks

to the Aristotle-style case I introduced in the previous section. Perhaps such a mechanism can

explain how it is that while Aristotle is wondering about the origins of the cosmos his mental state

is somehow about possible answers he cannot imagine. It is the mechanism, we might say, that is

tracking such possibilities and not the explicit thoughts of the wonderer it guides.

But I think the operation of such guiding mechanisms in guiding one’s considerations towards

epistemic improvment on Q do not always suffice for wondering Q. So I reject the RTL direction

of Druckerian Wondering. Recall the famous scenario in Plato’s Meno of Socrates supposedly

demonstrating that an uneducated slave boy possesses knowledge that he has not acquired during

his earthly life. A common complaint against Plato here is that the geometric knowledge the

boy seems to manifest is actually just the product of Socrates’s promptings. ’The slave boy isn’t

demonstrating a priori knowledge of geometry’, we might complain, ’he’s just thinking in line

with Socrates’s loaded questions.’ But such cases, in which a teacher directs the attention and

considering of a student in order to get them to learn something, bear directly upon Druckerian

Wondering.

In the Meno case - whatever we think of it as an argument for a priori knowledge - it is intuitively

79This is Drucker’s own statement of the view almost verbatim. He uses ‘=’ instead of ‘iff’ suggesting that wondering
and structured considering are identical. Having ’iff’ is thus technically weaker than Drucker’s claim. But Drucker’s
‘=’ version entails it.
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correct to say that Socrates’s keen questioning is guiding the boy to consider various possibilities,

and that the function of Socrates’s questioning is to make the boy epistemically better off with

respect to the question at hand (the question of how to construct a square with twice the area

of a given square.) Now, the position that tempts me here is to first admit that there likely is

something, some cognitive activity, that looks like wondering in this case. But the problem is that

it is unclear that the cognitive activity in question is sufficiently ”sourced” in the boy himself.

To clarify, Socrates explicitly knows the answers to the leading questions he puts to the boy. So

Socrates is not wondering how to construct the square. But in prompting various considerations,

Socrates is doing much of the work that we would ordinarily expect to be done by the boy, i.e.

by the agent who doesn’t already know the answer and who is supposed to be the one wondering

what it is. In this case, the slave boy is that agent. And, for sure, he is considering the possibilities

Socrates suggests, and doing so eventually does make him epistemically better off with respect

to the question of how to construct the square. But clearly, to some degree at least, the boy is

participating in this activity passively, merely noting immediately for each considered possibility

that it is as Socrates says it is.

I think the Meno case provides a template for possible counterexamples to Druckerian Won-

dering. The boy considers sufficiently many of the possible answers to the questions put to him,

and his doing so is guided by a mechanism (Socrates’s teaching) whose function is to make him

epistemically better off on that question. But some of the ’wondering work’ has been outsourced.

Socrates is doing the cognitive heavy lifting that is characteristic of wondering. What the boy is

doing is more like the cognitive equivalent of nodding along. In other words, it’s not clear that what

the boy is doing while considering and accepting the possibilities Socrates presents is an activity

he is participating in in the right way for it to count as wondering.

We can sharpen this intuition with a slightly different case. And we can also preempt the

temptation to think that Druckerian Wondering can be saved from such counterexamples if we

insist that the guiding mechanism has to be ”internal” to the wonderer - internal in the way that

Socrates’s prompts clearly aren’t, since they’re coming from Socrates and not from the boy himself:
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The Socrates Pill

The year is 3023 , and humanity has somehow made it. Among the technological mar-

vels of the age are sophisticated nanotechnologies with biomedical and entertainment

applications. There are pills that can make you hear your favourite music and audio-

books playing in your head, and that can occasion all sorts of thoughts and experiences

related to subject matters of your choosing. At a party, a mischievous friend decides to

slip one of the latest products into your drink. And so, while enjoying your beverage,

out of nowhere a thought suddenly occurs to you and bubbles up like a voice in your

head: ’What is justice?’ And then another one: ’Is justice whatever is desired by the

mighty?’ Again, this is followed by another thought: ’No, for justice cannot be wicked’,

followed by the consideration, ’is justice then giving to each what he is owed?’, followed

by another refutation. And so on.

With this example, my angle, of course, is that the victim of the Socratic spiking is not wondering

what the nature of justice is. They’re just enduring a mechanical procedure forced upon them by

the pill. The intuition I’m pumping then is that this sort of passive enduring of forced considering

that de facto improves one’s epistemic position on some Q does not amount to wondering Q. If

you share this intuition, then you will reject Druckerian Wondering on the grounds that what the

wondering agent is doing isn’t merely considering or entertaining possible answers to some question

in such a way that tends to make them epistemically better off on that question.

The key difference between wondering and structured considering seems to be this: the wonder-

ing agent is considering possible answers to Q because she wants to improve her epistemic position

on Q. She is not merely guided by some mechanism that would tend to satisfy such a desire whether

or not she actually has it. Rather it is because she has the desire that she tends to consider pos-

sible answers to Q in the way that is characteristic of wondering Q. As a mechanism for guiding

consideration, such epistemic desires may of course be opaque to the agent who has them, in the

sense that - like Aristotle wanting to know about the origins of the cosmos - the agent might not

be in a position to explicitly consider or represent in thought what would in fact satisfy them.80

Furthermore, the intuition that the victim of Socratic spiking isn’t really wondering about

80Ironically enough, I take this point about the opacity of desires to resonate strongly with a position outlined and
defended by Drucker elsewhere, namely that of policy externalism. See Drucker (2019)
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justice speaks to the idea that wondering is an activity, something actively participated in by an

agent. The spiking victim is involved in structured considering involuntarily, patiently waiting for

the ordeal to be over so that he can get back to considering things himself rather than being made

to consider them by something that is intuitively not himself. Indeed, even if the the victim did

urgently want to know what justice is, and so was grateful for having been spiked with the Socratic

pill, there is still something odd about saying that the considerations that come to his mind because

of the pill are part of his wondering.81 For sure, the considerations could be part of somebody’s

wondering, e.g. Socrates’s. But the fact that the party-goer is clearly not coming up with these

considerations himself makes it intuitively correct to say that this considering does not amount to

his wondering what justice is.

2.4 Wondering, desire, and internal unity

I have argued that wondering entails having certain kinds of desires, epistemic desires. These

include wanting to know, wanting to form justified beliefs, and wanting to understand. Arguments

like Drucker’s Idle Wondering and Friedman’s Radical Answer Ignorance purport to sever this link

between wondering and wanting. But I’ve shown how those arguments can be rebutted. Both fail

to do justice to the kind of activity that wondering consists in. In Drucker’s case, the dialectical

move from wanting to know (DTK) to the more general attitude type of wanting to improve (DTI)

shows that it is implausible to conclude that the idle wonderer lacks all and any epistemic desires

directed at her question.

In Friedman’s case, I’ve argued that the radically ignorant wonderer who is supposedly wonder-

ing Q is either not really wondering or else can at least explicitly represent possible partial answers

to Q. These partial answers are what the wonderer is actively considering as part of wondering Q.

And, as with Aristotle wondering about the origins of the cosmos, she need not be in a position to

explicitly represent in thought the contents of her Q-directed epistemic deisres. In fact, it seems

essential to our understanding of wondering that we can want to know Q, and so have attitudes

that are about Q ’s answers, even when we cannot currently and explicitly represent those answers

81To further complicate things: perhaps we imagine a case where the agent occurrently wants to know Q, and so,
to satisfy his desire, he deliberately takes a pill that compels him to consider possible answers to Q in such a way that
makes him epistemically better off on Q. This is a case where his own desire causes his subsequent considerations and
epistemic improvement. And yet the considerations are again, intuitively, coming from elsewhere. He isn’t generating
the possibilities himself and then considering them. They are being given to him by the pill and he is receiving them.
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in thought.

In wondering, as in thinking generally, there is an explanatory role for the de re.

Finally, I’ve argued that Druckerian Wondering, which tries to make do without appeal to

epistemic desires, founders on the requirement that the activity of wondering originates in the

wonderer herself, rather than in the operation of mechanisms that are intuitively external to her.

In the case where the agent considers possible answers to Q because she herself wants to improve

her epistemic position on Q, this problem of the source of the wondering doesn’t arise. Drucker’s

account of wondering is definitley progress - it captures the sense in which it consists of an activity

of considering and attending to possible answers and the sense in which that activity is guided

by an epistemic end. But the link between these two, the considering and the epistemic end, is

missing, leaving the account open to the Socratic Pill counterexample.

Thus, we are left with a picture of epistemic desires on which they characterize the activity

of wondering in two ways, which we can call unity and internality. That is, (i) epistemic desires

account for the unified content of wondering across contexts, by allowing that an agent wondering

Q has an attitude whose full content they may be unable to explicitly represent in thought at any

given moment, and (ii) they account for the intuition that the agent herself, or at least her desires,

are the source of the activity of structured considering that wondering consists in. Pace Friedman

and Drucker, then, I think we should accept that without wanting there can be no wondering.

2.5 Attention

Druckerian Wondering adds something to the account of wondering that I have been deferring. In

this chapter, I have reached conclusion that an agent a is wondering Q only if a occurently wants to

improve her epistemic position on Q and is therefore involved in an activity whose goal is to make

epistemic progress on Q. It also seems that no specific actions are essential to this activity. Reading

a signpost related to Q or asking Q of someone nearby are both actions that can be explained in

terms of wondering Q, but so too might the “action” of standing quietly and merely thinking about

what the answer to Q might be.

Returning to the Library Search example, when Morse is wondering where the true crime section

is he might have done any of these things, he might have checked a nearby sign, he might have

asked someone, he might have simply stood there and tried to either recall or work out where the
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true crime section is on the basis of what he already knows. What seems relevant in each of these

possibilities is not only that Morse’s desire to know the location of the true crime section is active

(unlike with his Evening Off) but also that Morse is paying attention to the question he wants to

know the answer to (unlike with his Library Search and Alice’s Rushed Exam). We can call this a

difference in attentional state.

When Morse begins to think about his plans with Lewis later, his attentional state changes,

it is no longer focused on the question he currently wants to answer, but is instead focused on

his upcoming social plans. Similarly, while trying to answer the algebra question in the Exam

scenario, Alice is attending to that question in a way that she is definitely not attending to the

calculus question. This difference seems to matter for the sake of determining how appropriate it

is to attribute the attitude of wondering Q to an agent in a context. When an agent doesn’t seem

to be attending to Q during a period of time, [t1, ..., tn], there is a temptation to resist saying that

she is wondering Q during [t1, ..., tn].

Indeed, at any time at which the agent is not attending to Q in the right way I think there is a

sense in which it is appropriate to say they are no longer wondering Q. So it is important that the

the agent who counts as wondering Q during a period of time, [t1, ..., tn], attends to Q throughout

[t1, ..., tn], where the point of this qualification is to rule out extended subintervals in [t1, ..., tn] in

which this exercise of attention might end. For example, if the period of time is [12:00...13:00] and

Morse pauses from 12:30 to 12:50 to attend to something other than the question he is trying to

answer – e.g. he pauses to answer a phone call and so stops explicitly thinking about the question

– it seems appropriate to say that, for twenty minutes at least, Morse stopped wondering Q.

Thus we can upgrade the desire to know thesis (DTK3) by incorporating both occurrent desires

and attention. In order to do this, however, I think we should also refer to the period of time in

which wondering takes place. As an activity, wondering is takes place over time, so it seems natural

to include this in any attempt to say what wondering is

Wanting and Attending (WA)

For any agent a and any question, Q, a wonders Q during [t1, ...tn] iff (i) a occurrently desires

to know Q during [t1, ...tn] and (ii) a attends to Q throughout [t1, ...tn].

WA seems promising insofar as it captures the fact that wondering is an activity. The desiderative
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element of wondering (the desire to know) fits with the fact that activities are goal-directed. The

restriction to active desires captures the fact that the attitudes characterizing and explaining some

behaviour as an activity cannot be held merely dispositionally when the behaviour is occurring.

Finally, the inclusion of a continuous exercise in attending to the question being wondered about

captures the fact that what the agent is doing when wondering is related to the desire to know in

a non-accidental way. This brings us to an important qualification of WA:

In WA it matters that (i) and (ii) aren’t both true independently of one another, merely by

coincidence as it were. In particular it seems to matter that (ii) is true because (i) is true. The many

specific things Morse might do while acting on his desire to know where the true crime section is

– checking signposts, asking people etc – all seem non-essential to wondering where the true crime

section is. Undoubtedly one can wonder about this without doing these things. But it seems that

attending to Q in some way or other is not accidentally involved in wondering Q. That is, an agent

wondering Q directs her attention to Q in some way that is essential to her wondering Q.

Recalling Harman’s opening example of Mary seeking the Cheerios, I claimed that what happens

between her finding out that there are none left and concluding that Elizabeth finished them off

is that she wonders, e.g. she wonders what happened to the Cheerios. According to WA, doing so

involves Mary in an activity that she participates in because she wants to know where the Cheerios

are. This activity is an exercise of attention, i.e. attending to the question of what happened to the

Cheerios.

Much remains to be said about what exactly the attentional component of wondering involves.

In particular, the way in which an agent is attending to Q seems to matter. Thus WA demands

further scrutiny. Attending to Q because you are trying, say, to remember who it was who recently

asked you Q may not be the right way of attending to Q to count as wondering Q. Attending

to Q in this way might involve thinking about the context in which Q first occurred to you, or

about some fact concerning Q the knowledge of which seems extraneous to the task of answering

Q. Thus what seems relevant is that, however it works out in detail, the activity of attending to

Q is supposed to further the goal of wondering Q, i.e. is supposed to bring the wonderer closer

to satisfying the desire to know Q. Subsequent chapters have more to say about the attentional

component of wondering, including to what extent it is normatively constrained by the desire to

know Q. (This issue becomes increasingly pressing given the puzzles explored in chapter 4.)
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To recapitulate, I have so far offered a preliminary account of what wondering Q is in terms

of two major components, the desiderative component of actively desiring to know Q and the

attentional component of attending to Q throughout some period of time. But this account of

wondering is not meant to be merely descriptive. Of course, only by observation and reflection on

actual cases of wondering – as well as on actual uses of the verb ‘wonder’ – can we hope to say

anything accurate about it. But there’s more to the story than this.

As an activity that is clearly meant to achieve some goal, a satisfying account of what wondering

is will also have a regulative normative dimension – it will say something about how one ought to

wonder and about whether or how the regulative normativity of wondering relates to our other

attitudes, e.g. knowledge and belief. So, since the activity of wondering is itself normatively

constrained in this way, there will be better or worse ways to wonder Q given that one’s aim in

doing so is to come to know Q. Consequently, as per Hintikka’s concerns over the possibility of

rational constraints in the context of discovery – i.e. a ‘logic of discovery’ – some account of what

norms wondering is subject to is called for.

But the account of wondering that I’m giving will be normative in another way. Not only is the

target phenomenon of wondering subject to constitutive and regulative constraints (about what

it is to wonder and what it is to wonder well), any theory of it will also be normative insofar

as it involves idealization. 82 By focusing only on some aspects of what’s going on when an

agent wonders, by selectively abstracting some features of context but not others, our account of

wondering will idealize the phenomenon in some way. Clearly then, idealizations include implicit

assumptions about what ought to be included in the target domain of the theory, as well about

what it is permissible to leave out.

If Morse typically happens to scratch his head whenever he wonders about something, it is

an assumption implicit in my approach that this specific behaviour has no crucial bearing on the

nature of the activity he’s engaged in. Wondering neither forbids scratching one’s head nor requires

it – such behaviour is, from the outset, disregarded as independent from or only accidentally related

to wondering. So an account of what wondering is need not include a theory of head scratching.

In other words, an account of wondering that idealizes away from such details implicitly sanctions

head scratching as something one might or might not do while wondering without this undermining

82Harman makes this point about his own project (1986 p.4)
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the activity in any way. Similarly, insofar as some aspects of what happens in wondering aren’t

abstracted away in my account, e.g. the desiderative component, it follows from my view that any

scenario lacking those aspects doesn’t involve wondering – an agent who doesn’t want to know Q

ipso facto isn’t wondering Q.

The normativity stemming from a theory’s idealizations might thus be taken to correspond

to assumptions about what the phenomenon essentially or necessarily involves. This would be

diagnosed as an error in some quarters. For example, a certain kind of Wittgensteinian view might

hold that taking the limitations on our practices of theorizing and superimposing them on the target

phenomenon to conclude that the phenomenon has some corresponding essential characteristic is

a mistake. This mistake would be one of confusing a fact about how we proceed for the sake of

convenience in some practice with a fact about whatever the practice is supposed to be about. But

I do not propose that we think about the desire to know Q in this way, i.e. as a mere idealization

made to satisfy some practical convenience in our theorizing. Instead, I think the normativity

of idealization, i.e. what follows from the theory simply because it is an idealization, can be

distinguished from the constitutive normativity of the theory’s subject matter. It’s reasonable

to conclude that desiring to know Q relates to wondering constitutively - that part of what it is

to wonder is to want to know. A possible idealization in an account of wondering that doesn’t

necessarily correspond to some essential part of the attitude could be that an agent wondering Q

knows for each p whether or not p is a possible answer to Q, i.e. they know what would count as

a possible answer to the question they are wondering.

Disentangling the constitutive and regulative aspects of wondering is a key step in attempting

to specify which kinds of norms wondering is subject to. If it is possible to wonder Q in better

or worse ways for the sake of coming to know Q, then we will need some sense of the difference

between activities that constitute wondering badly from activities that just aren’t wondering at

all.83

83In the next chapter, this dynamic between the constitutive and normative aspects of wondering is considered
more fully as it applies to wondering and believing.
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3 Wondering and Belief

3.1

To reiterate the opening theme of my plea for the study of wondering, philosophical investigations

into the nature of inquiry have typically focused only on those attitudes most commonly associated

with the context of justification, e.g. attitudes like belief and knowledge. However, as I understand

it, the attitude of wondering is especially relevant to inquiry. Thus, one might imagine ideal

inquiry as starting out in the context of discovery with an inquirer wondering about some question.

Eventually, through this wondering, she discovers a possible answer and goes on to test that answer

in the context of justification. In that context she examines and appraises her evidence for the

answer and revises her beliefs concerning it. So described, the process of inquiry is a transition

from the context of discovery, where we wonder, to the context of justification, where we form and

revise beliefs. But how do these two contexts of inquiry relate to one another? Are they properly

distinct? Or do they overlap somehow?

As part of answering this, one question that immediately suggests itself is how what we wonder

about bears upon what we believe and vice versa. Does wondering about something have implica-

tions for what we ought to believe? Does it have implications for what we in fact believe? Or is it

both? In other words, to what extent are the attitudes of wondering and believing best understood

as relating to one another regulatively - via principles that constrain our assessment of rational

thought and action - and to what extent should they be understood as interacting constitutively

- i.e. in terms of what it is to have these attitudes? Here, I aim to bring some clarity to these

questions and to go some way towards answering them.

The key target of explanation here is that there is an apparent tension between wondering and

believing. Two sorts of consideration, originally discussed by Friedman (2019) help to clarify and

draw this tension out further. The first of these involves what we can call, following Friedman,

‘ersatz inquiry’, i.e. behaviour or actions that mimic genuine inquiry while nevertheless lacking

something necessary to genuine inquiry.84 The second sort of consideration involves cases of so-

called abominable conjunctions, strongly infelicitous utterances that conjoin reports or expressions

of mental attitudes, in this case wondering and believing. How we explain these kinds of cases and

84Friedman (2019, p.302)
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the tension they reveal will help us clarify the relationship between believing and wondering and

will tell us something about how they interact in inquiry.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: In the next section, I introduce these two considera-

tions before outlining Friedman’s position on what they tell us about the rational incompatibility

between belief and question-directed attitudes. For my purposes, I will focus on this incompatibility

specifically as it arises for believing and wondering. Wondering is a salient example of a questioning

attitude, so focusing on it promises to tell us a lot about how these sorts of attitudes relate.

Section 4.3 lays the groundwork for an alternative interpretation of Friedman’s considerations

by appealing to the distinction between occurrent and non-occurrent (‘merely dispositional’) atti-

tudes familiar from the philosophy of mind.85 In my approach to this distinction, I follow Bartlett

(2018,a,b) on which occurrent mental states are best understood as those that are changing in

certain salient ways. Given this distinction, I introduce in section 4.4 a notion of constitutively

incompatible attitudes, arguing that there are some attitudes that cannot be held both simultane-

ously and occurrently. Thus equipped, I return to Friedman’s considerations in section 4.5 and

argue that they need not be interpreted as implying the existence of any rational incompatibility

between wondering and believing. Instead, I suggest a constitutive account of the incompatibility

between these attitudes, one that can also explain the intuitions at work in these considerations.

Some potential problems for my account, as well as some questions it suggests, are also briefly

explored.

3.2 Ersatz Inquiry and Abominable Conjunctions

Consider a scenario like the following:86

Inspector Morse

By nefarious and subtle means an enemy of inspector Morse has deceived him into

believing that he has committed a murder. The following day, as he is called in to

investigate the crime he falsely believes he himself has committed, Morse vividly recalls

the evidence that has been fabricated to signify his guilt. He has false recollections of

his motive, means, and even of the grim details of the deed itself. And yet, during the

85See Goldman 1970
86I have adapted this example from Friedman (2019)
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police investigation, Morse acts as though it’s business as usual: he examines the crime

scene, interviews relevant people, and compiles a list of suspects. In general, he behaves

just like someone who is trying to answer the question: who is the murderer?

In a case like this, the information we are given about Morse’s beliefs – namely that he believes

that he is the murderer – leads us to conclude that there is something off or not quite right about

characterizing his investigative behavior as genuine inquiry. Most naturally, we are inclined to say

that his “investigation” is a sham, or a ruse. In other words, his apparent inquiry is in fact ersatz

inquiry, which is to say he isn’t really wondering who the murderer is. But why, given what we

know about Morse’s beliefs, do we draw this conclusion? What is it about his beliefs that prevents

us from characterizing his actions as genuine inquiry and, even more strongly, leads us to judge

outright that he isn’t wondering who the murderer is?

Friedman’s suggestion is that our judgment here supports a regulatively normative conclusion,

i.e. while it is possible for Morse to wonder who the murderer is while nevertheless believing that he

is the murderer, this would be a rationally inappropriate or suboptimal state.87 If this is so, then

our judgment of ersatz inquiry could be explained by appealing to a normative principle or rule

that rationally constrains inquirers. And this is indeed the sort of principle Friedman proposes:

Don’t Believe and Wonder (DBW)

An agent ought not to wonder Q while also believing a complete answer to Q.88

The thought here is that if agents are presumed (at least implicitly) to obey such a principle,

then the fact that Morse already believes a complete answer to his question explains why we judge

that he isn’t really wondering. Thus the judgment of ersatz inquiry follows upon the presumption

of rationality: Morse is presumed to be rational in a way that forbids him from simultaneously

wondering who the murderer is while also believing some complete answer to that question. In

other words, since we interpret Morse as rational, and so interpret his actions as according with

whatever rationality requires, we presume that he does not do what rationality forbids. Hence,

87Friedman doesn’t use the terminology ‘regulative’ and ‘constitutive’, but this is the essence of her view. See
Friedman ibid. pp. 7-8

88Friedman’s formulation, a principle she calls ‘Don’t Believe and Inquire’, is more general, but it implies my
formulation. And since I am focusing on the questioning attitude of wondering, my version of Friedman’s principle
is slightly more expedient in this context.
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given his belief, we conclude in accordance with a principle like DBW that Morse doesn’t wonder

who the murderer is.

Another consideration that seems to serve as evidence for such a principle is the oddness of

conjunctive attitude reports indicating that the speaker believes some complete answer to a ques-

tion while simultaneously bearing a question-directed attitude towards it. Like the ‘abominable

conjunctions’ of Moore-paradoxical fame, these utterances seem to violate some rule or principle

concerning the attitudes they involve.89 In this context, relevant examples include the following:

1. ??I believe Morse is the murderer but I wonder who the murderer is.

2. #Morse is the murderer but who is the murderer?

An utterance of 1 reports that the speaker simultaneously believes some complete answer to a

question, Q, while nevertheless wondering Q. An utterance of 2 has a similar effect, except that,

instead of reporting their attitudes, the speaker attempts to directly expresses these attitudes by

simultaneously asserting an answer to Q while also posing Q.

Utterances of sentences like 1 and 2 sound problematic when uttered in any context. As Fried-

man (p.10) notes, an agent who sincerely utters 1 or 2 is in a conflicted or incoherent state and

represents themselves as being aware of this. But since being minimally rational requires us to re-

solve such incoherence when we are aware of it, first-personal utterances like 1 and 2, which imply

this awareness of ones own incoherence, sound odd. To explain why, we can again appeal to DBW

as a requirement of rationality. That is, since rational agents are subject to this norm, they violate

what rationality requires of them whenever they are aware that they both believe some complete

answer to Q and are wondering Q. The oddness of sincere utterances of 1 and 2 is thus interpreted

as a sign that such utterances imply some obvious irrationality on the part of the speaker. For

Friedman, this irrationality can be interpreted as a violation of DBW, indicating that it is a genuine

norm of inquiry: perfectly rational inquirers do not simultaneously wonder and believe in this way.

These two sorts of consideration or data points – judgments of ersatz inquiry and the infelicitous

status of abominable believe-wonder conjunctions – therefore seem to lead to the conclusion that

principles like DBW are regulatively normative for wondering, i.e. that they rationally constrain

89See Moore 1942
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the attitudes of inquiring agents, so that an agent who violates them is thereby in a rationally

defective or inappropriate state.

There is much to be said about these kinds of principles, e.g. concerning the scope and nature

of the modal ‘ought’ they involve as well as an exact account of the normative pressure they exert

on agents, i.e. an account of what reasons an agent has for abiding by them.90 However my

aims are more modest. I want to propose an alternative interpretation of the significance of these

considerations, one that need not lead us to infer the existence of a norm like DBW. Before turning

to this, though, we first need to take a brief detour through the metaphysics of believing and

wondering.

3.3 Occurrent and Non-Occurrent Attitudes

Ordinary agents can have various implicit and merely dispositional attitudes that are in some way

“screened off” from their awareness or deliberate actions. For example, consider my desire to know

where my house keys are. Typically, this desire is not something I am consciously aware of since

most of the time I know where my keys are and have little interest in them beyond this. But this is

just to say that my desire to know where my keys are often isn’t manifesting in either my actions

or my conscious thoughts. However, my desire sometimes does manifest in this way, e.g. when

I decide to leave the house, remember my keys, and start to look for them. When my desire is

manifested in my conscious thoughts or actions, we can say that it is occurrent, otherwise we can

say that it is merely dispositional or non-occurrent.

There is some unfortunate terminological dereliction surrounding the distinction between occur-

rent and non-occurrent mental states in the philosophy of mind. In particular it isn’t always clear

how the distinction relates to that between implicit and explicit attitudes or between conscious or

unconscious attitudes.91 Following Bartlett (2018a,b), I take the distinction between occurrent and

non-occurrent attitudes to be a matter of whether the attitudes in question are active, where this

implies that the attitude is undergoing some sort of change with respect to some salient property.

90See Broome (2007a), Kolodny (2005, 2007), and Fogal (2020) on the issues of scope and normative pressure.
91On implicit versus explicit belief see Stalnker 1991, 1999, and Harman 1986 Ch. 2. Crane (2013 p.165-67)

explicitly calls the notion of occurrent belief into question. I agree with Crane’s assessment - beliefs that are occurrent
are not themselves occurrences, though they may be involved in occurrences. Thus I take Crane’s reservations as
quite compatible with what I have to say here.
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The relevant contrast is thus with attitudes that are in the same respects inert or inactive.92

As an example of how this distinction applies to our attitudes, consider again my desire to

know where my keys are. While I’m reading the news in the morning or otherwise occupied with

a task that doesn’t require me to make use of my house keys, my desire to know where they are is

non-occurrent. Certainly I do have this desire – you need only ask me whether I know where my

keys are to demonstrate this – but since I am otherwise occupied with reading the news, it isn’t

currently manifested in any of my conscious thoughts or actions. However, when I notice that the

weather forecast predicts a nice evening and decide to take a walk, my desire to know where my

keys are undergoes a change. I start to think about where my keys are, where I last saw them etc,

and start to act in ways best characterized by attributing to me a desire to know where they are.93

This is to say that my desire is now interacting with my conscious thoughts and actions in a way

that it previously wasn’t. Before deciding to take a walk, my desire to know where my keys are

was inert; no part of what I am doing while reading the news and weather is best understood or

described in terms of my wanting to know where my keys are.

The situation is analogous when it comes to my beliefs. When I am reading the news and looking

at the weather forecast, my belief that I last saw the keys on the kitchen table is non-occurrent.

Only when I begin to look for the keys following the activation of my desire to know where they

are does my belief about them become occurrent. At that point my belief undergoes changes with

respect to my conscious thoughts and actions, as well as with respect to my other beliefs and desires

– I recall the corresponding impression of seeing the keys on the kitchen table earlier and so I walk

to the kitchen to retrieve them. And this is just to say that my current thoughts and actions are

now explicable and characterizable in terms of my having this belief about my keys. Thus, for

beliefs and desires at least, we can see how the occurrent/non-occurrent distinction applies to our

attitudes in a natural way. Non-occurrent attitudes are idle with respect to one’s current conscious

thoughts and actions whereas one’s occurrent attitudes are centrally involved in them.

92Batlett refers to Goldman’s (1967) notion of standing beliefs. It is also worth noting that I’m taking my cue from
Bartlett when I opt for ‘occurrent/non-occurrent’ rather than ‘occurrent/dispositional’. Bartlett astutely observes
that the latter distinction doesn’t quite capture what is meant by occurrent, insofar as ‘occurent’ is not equivalent
to ‘manifested’. In other words, occurrent attitudes are not the same as manifestations of dispositional attitudes. A
superstitious belief that black cats are bad luck may be non-occurrent even if that belief it itself a manifestation of
the dispositional state of gullibility. Thus being a manifestation of a disposition is at best a necessary condition for
being occurrent and is not sufficient. See Bartlett 2018a p. 2

93As in Stalnaker (1984), I take it that attitudes like desire, belief etc are primarily understood in terms of how
they characterize and explain the behaviour and other attitudes of rational agents.
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But for question-directed attitudes like wondering, the application of the occurrent/ non-

occurrent distinction is less straightforward. While it seems coherent to say that an agent can

have desires or beliefs that are non-occurrent and somehow ‘stored’ as temporarily inert disposi-

tions to act in various ways, it isn’t clear that wondering is an attitude like this.94 Indeed, in

addition to being a question-directed attitude, wondering seems to be a kind of (cognitive) activity.

Wondering Q, where Q is some question, is something we actively do, it takes time and energy and

is also typically something we can choose to stop doing. Though it is quite beyond the scope of

this paper to elaborate on precisely what kind of activity wondering is, what matters here is that

wondering inherently involves change and thus, as an attitude, it necessarily undergoes changes

with respect to our other attitudes and actions.

When I resolve to go for a walk in the fine weather, my desire to know where my keys are

becomes occurrent, and in the instant before recalling that I last saw my keys on the kitchen

table I briefly wonder where my keys are. In other words, I bear the question-directed attitude of

wondering to the question where are my keys. In doing this, there are a number of different things

that happen in relation to my other attitudes and actions. Before I recall seeing the keys earlier, I

may glance around my immediate vicinity or briefly check my pockets in the attempt to find them.

I become poised to notice and attend to evidence that I recognize as bearing upon the question of

where my keys are. These changes in conscious thought and action are all part of what it is for me

to wonder where my keys are in this context.

But whatever specific changes occur while wondering some question Q, it seems difficult if not

impossible to make sense of an agent who is wondering Q without some such changes taking place.

To wonder Q thus seems to necessitate changes with respect to one’s actions or other attitudes.

Consequently, when I wonder where my keys are, my beliefs about possible locations (somewhere

in this room, in my pockets, etc) as well as my desires to check these locations become occurrent

too. Likewise my behaviour (glancing around, patting my pockets) can then be characterized

and explained in terms of wondering where the keys are. What this essentially change-involving

nature of wondering amounts to in this context is that we can classify the attitude of wondering as

94Though, arguably, curiosity is. If being curious as to Q means desiring to know Q, then, as per chapter 2, one
can be curious in a purely dispositional way. Even on her off days, on which she doesn’t actively investigate an
ongoing case, a detective does want to know who committed the crime. Thus, being curious as to Q is not the same
as wondering Q.
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necessarily or essentially occurrent. Thus to wonder Q is to bear an essentially occurrent attitude

towards the question Q. There is consequently no merely dispositional or non-occurrent attitude of

wondering the way that there are merely dispositional or non occurrent attitudes of believing and

desiring.95

A further example may help to flesh out the occurrent nature of wondering as an attitude

that essentially invovles change. Returning to the duped Inspector Morse, we can contrast his

cognitive activity during his ersatz inquiry with that of his colleague, sergeant Lewis. Naturally,

Lewis does not suspect Morse at all and initially has no idea who the murderer is. As usual,

he accompanies and assists Morse during the “investigation”, receiving all of the same evidence

Morse does. However, throughout their investigation, Lewis’s mental activity is intuitively very

different to Morse’s. Unlike Morse, Lewis is primed to revise and modify his beliefs about who

the murderer is and does so when he encounters new and relevant evidence. With respect to

such evidence, he is receptive and responsive in a way that Morse is not. Thus, when a witness

says something interesting or potentially useful, Lewis registers and assimilates the information,

attempting to narrow down the possible suspects as part of the activity of wondering who the

murderer is. Furthermore, Lewis is not only primed to receive this sort of information, he is also

actively searching for it. Morse, on the other hand, remains inert in these respects. His mental

activity is quite different with respect to the question of who the murderer is.

Intuitively these differences between Morse and Lewis are just what is meant when we say that

Lewis, unlike Morse, really is wondering who the murderer is. But clearly this picture of Lewis’s

mental activity during the investigation involves various changes as he wonders about his question.

Indeed, to echo a metaphor of Friedman’s, Lewis’s mental state seems to be ‘in motion’ with respect

to the question of who the murderer is, whereas Morse’s mental state is in the same respects ‘at

rest’.96 These motion-based metaphors are especially useful for contrasting the attitudes of belief

and wondering – no doubt similar ideas are at work when we talk of ‘settling’ a question or of not

yet having a ‘settled opinion’ on some issue.

95Again, the situation is different with being curious about Q. Being curious as to Q is potentially a merely
dispositional state, and this tallies nicely with the idea that there can be things one is curious about in a latent or
general way regardless of what one is currently doing. A detective investigating a murder is thus curious as to who
the murderer is even when she is not currently entertaining this question consciously or acting so as to figure out
some answer to it. Consequently, as will become clear, my arguments here do not apply to the questioning attitude
of being curious.

96see Friedman ibid p. 15
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On the basis of these observations, and equipped with some metaphors of motion, our meta-

physics of belief must allow that an agent’s beliefs can be static and unchanging, whereas our meta-

physics of wondering requires that it is inherently active and dynamic, both in terms of changes in

what the agent attends to, imagines, recalls, or focuses on and in terms of changes in how she acts

while she is wondering. Though the specific changes in thought and action that a given instance of

wondering involves will presumably vary depending on the agent, her context, and the question she

is wondering, I contend that some notion of change is essential to coherently attributing the atti-

tude of wondering to her. With belief, this is not so. Thus, to reiterate, the attitude of belief may

be occurent or non-occurrent depending on whether it is undergoing the relevant sorts of changes,

whereas the attitude of wondering is necessarily occurrent: an agent whose thoughts or actions are

unchanging with respect to Q throughout a given length of time simply isn’t wondering Q during

that time.

Before continuing, a couple of initially plausible objections to this conception of wondering are

worth noting and defusing. First, some intuitive ordinary language uses of ‘wonder’ seem to suggest

that it is appropriate to describe an agent as wondering Q at a given time even when their attitudes

and actions aren’t undergoing any changes with respect to Q at that time. For example, suppose

some of Lewis’s police colleagues notice him sleeping in his office chair late at night with his notes

spread out on his desk before him. The following exchange seems entirely felicitous:

Colleague 1: What’s Lewis doing here at this hour?

Colleague 2: Oh, he’s still wondering about that murder case.

What Colleague 2 says here seems acceptable. She is asked for an explanation of Morse’s behaviour

and is given one: Lewis in the office so late because he is wondering about the unsolved murder.

But clearly, since Lewis is asleep, he’s not occurrently wondering about the murder. So it appears

one can count as wondering without wondering occurrently.

I think we can disarm this apparent counterexample to the claim that wondering is necessarily

occurrent by interpreting Colleague 2’s claim as an instance of loose speech.97 When the standards

of precision at work in a given discourse context are sufficiently relaxed, one may felicitously utter

what one knows to be literal falsehoods. Thus, for example, a surface can be described as flat even

97In the sense of Moss (2019).
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if it is not completely smooth (lacking any indentation) nor completely parallel to the ground. And,

as another common example, one may felicitously report the time as twelve o’clock when asked

what time it is, even if one’s wristwatch reads 11:59. And one can describe a container as being

empty even when one knows it is full of air.

Such standards of precision can vary from context to context. Indeed, for the sake of humour,

we can imagine Colleague 1 exploiting this fact, replying to Colleague 2 by explicitly changing the

standards of precision at work in the discourse context:

Colleague 1: What’s Lewis doing here at this hour?

Colleague 2: Oh, he’s still wondering about that murder case.

Colleague 1: Really? Looks like he’s asleep to me.

The joke is that, because he’s asleep, Lewis literally is not wondering about the murder case.

Indeed, even if he’s dreaming, he might not be wondering about anything. Moreover, the felicity of

Colleague 2’s utterance can plausibly be accounted for by noting that it does contain a partial truth,

i.e. that, even while asleep, Lewis does count as wanting to know who the murderer is. Desires are

dispositional states, after all, so they can endure even when not manifesting in occurrent thoughts

or actions. And, in this case, Lewis’s desire to know about the murder case does explain his presence

at the late hour. So, if we accept (as I think we should) that wondering Q implies wanting to know

Q, we can interpret Colleague 2’s utterance as literally false but still felicitous on the grounds that

it sufficiently approximates to the truth given the standards of precision prevailing in his discourse

context. What he says is true enough.

Aside from our intuitive judgments about the felicity of wonder reports, we might still think

that there is something off about the claim that wondering is necessarily or essentially occurrent.

We might think this, not because we think wondering needn’t necessarily involve some changes in

the agent’s mental state during a period of time, but because we think these changes do not need to

be continuous throughout that period. For example, if Lewis is wondering about who the murderer

is for an hour before going home from the office, is it not plausible that this could be true even

if there are occasional moments in that hour when his attention is on other things? Mightn’t the

cognitive activities we associate with wondering be interrupted without it being the case that he

longer counts as wondering during those interruptions?
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Here, I think that the temptation to deny that wondering requires continuous, i.e. uninter-

rupted, change in order to occur should be resisted. Wondering is an activity. Indeed this is

reflected in the lexical semantics of the verb ‘wonder’. The aspectual class (aktionsart) assigned to

the verb ‘wonder’ is that of an activity (as contrasted with a state, an achievement, and an accom-

plishment in Vendler’s (1967) categories of aspect.)98 But this is no mere teminological coincidence

arising from the aspect literature. Wondering is a cognitive activity. It is an activity that involves

the continuous exercise of various cognitive abilities, like attending, recalling, imagining, deducing,

and so on.

There are a variety of intuitions that surround our concepts of activities and how they relate

to time. Sometimes it doesn’t seem necessary to insist that changes be occurring at every moment

in a given interval of time in order for it to be true that the activity constituted by those changes

is occuring during that interval. In other words, some activities don’t necessarily have to be

occurring continuously during a period of time in order to count as occuring during that period.

In categorizing how processes relate to the intervals of time in which they unfold, Rescher and

Urquhart (1971) discuss several possibilities and introduce some useful terminology. One of these

is the category of a homogeneous process, in which the processes count as occurring during an

interval only if they are occurring at every sub interval. For example, flying a plane is a process or

activity that counts as taking place during a period of time, ∆, only if it is occurring during every

sub-interval of ∆. Contrariwise, drinking a glass of wine is a process or activity that gets classified

as occasional, allowing for breaks when no wine is in fact being drunk.99

Qua process then, and in line with the metaphors of motion discussed previously, I contend that

the activity of wondering is a homogeneous process in this sense. It is true that one is wondering

during a given interval of time only if the activities that constitute wondering occur continuously

throughout. Whatever pressures from the pragmatic conveniences of discourse may arise to suggest

98Aspectually, the verb phrase ‘wonder’ cannot be classified as a state, like ‘believe’ can, since the test for this is
whether the verb occurs comfortably in the progressive. ‘Lewis is wondering’ is fine but ‘Lewis is believing’ is off. It
also cannot be classed as an achievement verb, like ‘find’, since these allow ‘in’-adverbials as temporal modifiers. The
sentence ‘Lewis wondered about the murder in an hour’ is ruled out, whereas ‘Lewis found the answer in an hour’ is
fine. Finally ‘wonder’ cannot be an accomplishment verb like ‘draw a circle’, since the progressive past tenses of these
verb phrases do not entail their simple past tense versions, e.g. ‘Lewis was drawing a circle’ does not entail ‘Lewis
drew a circle’ (since he might not have finished it), whereas ‘Lewis was wondering about the murder’ does entail
‘Lewis wondered about the murder’, no matter the outcome of his wondering. Hence, the lexical aspect of ‘wonder’
can only be that of an activity. See Filip (2012) for an overview of these tests for aspectual classes.

99See Rescher and Urquhart ibid. p.160
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otherwise, when it comes to the cognitive phenomenon of wondering itself – constituted as it is

by such occurrent attitudes as considering, attending to, imagining, recalling, deducing, etc –

interruptions in its activity are interruptions in wondering tout court. In other words, the moment

these processes and activities cease to occur, however briefly, wondering also stops. Moreover, I

think any intuitions to the contrary can be explained, not as cases of wondering persisting despite

no longer being occurrent, but as cases of the desire to know that partly constitutes wondering

as persisting. Often, we report that we want to know Q when we in fact mean something more,

i.e. that we are wondering Q. And as long as these distinct question-directed attitudes are not

conflated, the cognitive activity that wondering consists in will remain clearly in view as something

continuous; when it is interrupted, it stops.

3.4 Constitutively incompatible attitudes

In line with the possibility of non-occurrent beliefs, there is a large literature on the phenomenon of

inconsistent or incompatible beliefs and on the rational and epistemological significance of an agent’s

holding such beliefs, i.e. of both believing that p and believing that not-p for some proposition, p.

A common thought is that having inconsistent beliefs is a mark of some failure in rationality, such

as a violation of some specific rational requirement governing our attitudes and how they relate.100

And such requirements are explored in much the same spirit as the DBW type principle suggested

by Friedman.

But another pertinent question is how it is even possible for an agent to hold inconsistent beliefs

in the first place. This is a puzzle in part because of how belief is taken to relate to action. A

classic picture of belief defended by Stalnaker (1984) depicts the attitude as a disposition to act

in ways that tend to bring about what the agent desires in those scenarios in which the belief is

true. But if we make this claim about belief, i.e. that to believe that p is at least in part to be

disposed to act as though p were true, what does this imply for agents who believe p and believe

not-p? Does this agent posses incompatible dispositions? Is it possible for her to act on both of

these beliefs simultaneously?

A well-known approach here is fragmentation.101 On this account, an agent’s beliefs are rep-

100Though see Kolodny 2005, 2007 for arguments against this view.
101See Lewis (1982), Davidson 2004a, and for more recent discussion see Yalcin 2018 and Bendana and Mandelbaum

(Forthcoming)
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resented as consisting of ‘a number of semi-independent structures’.102. Thus, when an agent

has inconsistent beliefs her overall belief state is ‘broken into (overlapping) fragments’.103 And,

although the information present throughout the agent’s belief state is inconsistent, ‘something

about the way it is stored, or something about the way it is used, keeps it from appearing all at

once.’104 So described, the fragmentation approach has at least two benefits for understanding

how our attitudes relate. One benefit is that fragmentation fits well with the independently useful

distinction between occurrent and non-occurrent attitudes. Intuitively, beliefs in one fragment of

an agent’s overall belief state may be occurrent at a given time while those in another fragment

are at the same time non-occurent. To illustrate this, consider the following example adapted from

Lewis:

Inconsistent Navigator

David has inconsistent beliefs about the layout of the town he is in. He believes that

Nassau street runs east-west and that the railroad runs north-south. But he also believes

that the two run parallel. When walking towards the nearest train station he takes

Nassau street, as he expects this route to intersect with the railroad, from where he can

navigate to the station. But being in no particular rush he stops at a café where he

eventually realizes that his train is due much earlier than he initially thought. Fearing

he will miss it, he resolves to walk instead to the next nearest station down the line,

thinking that since Nassau street and the railroad are parallel, he should continue on

Nassau street to get closer to the next station before the train arrives.

,In situations like this, inconsistent beliefs can manifest at different times, potentially resulting

in errors in our planning. At first, David’s belief that Nassau street and the railroad intersect

leads him to navigate in one way (taking Nassau street to the nearest station) while later on in

the café his belief that the two are parallel leads him to navigate differently (taking Nassau street

to the next station down the line). Of course, many agents might quickly realize this kind of

inconsistency in their beliefs, perhaps revising one of them or reviewing their evidence for each

belief more carefully. But until the inconsistency is noticed it seems that we can operate under

102Davidson ibid p.170.
103Lewis ibid. p.436
104Ibid.
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each of a pair of incompatible beliefs we hold, albeit at different times and in difference contexts.

Now, nothing in the example clarifies just what it takes for different beliefs to manifest in our

thoughts and actions at different times and in different contexts. But given the roles that the two

beliefs play at different stages of the scenario, we can describe each belief as being occurrent at

different times. At first the belief that the routes intersect is occurrent, because David’s conscious

thoughts and actions at that point are interacting with it and are best characterized and explained

in terms of his holding it. But later in the café that belief is no longer occurrent. For whatever

reason – perhaps absent mindedness or distraction – David switches from one belief to another.

Now it is his belief that the two routes are parallel that is manifesting in his conscious thoughts

and actions, leading him to navigate differently.

Crucially, at no one point in his journey do both of David’s beliefs about the layout of the town

become occurrent. That is, he is never simultaneously thinking or acting under both assumptions,

i.e. that the two routes intersect and that they run parallel. Indeed, what would it even mean

for an agent to be doing this? In other words, when an agent believes that p and believes that

not-p, what would it mean for both of these beliefs to be occurrent simultaneously? On the given

understanding of occurrent attitudes, a belief is occurrent at a time t, only if the belief is undergoing

relevant changes in some of its properties at t, e.g. if the the belief is being held consciously at t

or if it is actively guiding a piece of behaviour that is unfolding at t. At the very least, if a belief

is occurrent it should be possible to reference it as a way of characterizing or explaining what the

agent is currently doing.

On this picture it is hard to make sense of an agent ever having two incompatible occurrent

beliefs simultaneously. Try to imagine what might transpire if, for example, an agent who believes

that it will rain today and who also believes that it will be dry all day attempts to act upon both

beliefs at the same time. What kind of thoughts, plans, intentions, or actions do we imagine? Does

the agent become paralysed in a confused attempt to both bring and not bring her umbrella? Does

she try, in other words, to bring about some result that depends on both beliefs being true? This

seems incoherent, if for no other reason than that simultaneously acting as though p and acting as

though not-p seems not to correspond to any possible action.

Contrast this with an agent acting on two compatible beliefs. An agent who believes that it will

rain today while also believing that it will be cold today might act upon these beliefs simultaneously
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by seeking her umbrella and her scarf. In general, there doesn’t seem to be the same problem in

principle with holding two compatible beliefs occurrently and simultaneously. If this is correct,

then we have at least some reason to propose and subscribe to the following sort of principle,

No Incompatible Occurrents

For any agent, S, proposition, p, and time t, it is impossible for S to both occurrently

believe p at t and occurrently believe not-p at t

The modality here is intended to be alethic and can be interpreted as some sort of nomic or meta-

physical modality, though I take no especially strong stand on this. No Incompatible Occurrents

should just be taken to reflect the intuition that (metaphysically/nomologically/conceptually) an

agent cannot simultaneously act upon inconsistent beliefs nor even hold inconsistent beliefs both

consciously and simultaneously. Of course, that is not the the same as saying that an agent can-

not entertain the contents of inconsistent beliefs simultaneously or realize that her beliefs were

previously inconsistent, or know that she must have at least some inconsistent beliefs about some-

thing; it’s just that these mental states and activities do not amount to occurrently believing those

contents simultaneously.

I think my dialectical position here bears notable similarity to one that Davidson was in when

he suggested that

We cannot ... ever make sense of someone’s accepting a plain and obvious contradiction:

no one can believe a proposition of the form (p and not-p) while appreciating that

the proposition is of this form. If we attribute such a belief to someone, it is we as

interpreters who have made the mistake. (2004b p.198) 105

Granting that it is incoherent to attribute beliefs in ‘outright’ contradictions, what I am suggesting

is that to occurrently believe p while at the same time occurrently believing not-p is to conjoin these

beliefs in one’s conscious thoughts and actions. When two beliefs are held occurrently at t both are

‘in play’ with respect to one’s ongoing thoughts and actions at t, i.e. both beliefs are undergoing

changes in their salient properties and in relation to one’s conscious thoughts or deliberate actions,

105Unfortunately, if not unexpectedly, Davidson does not here consider dialethism and it is beyond the scope of my
own aims to speak to the objections that a dialethist might raise here.
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where these changes allow us to characterize the thoughts and actions in terms of the beliefs. Hence

I am suggesting the following sort of principle for occurent belief:

Conjoined Occurrents

For any agent, S, propositions, p, q, and time t, if S occurrently believes p at t and S

occurrently believes q at t, then S occurrently believes (p & q) at t.106

As stated, Conjoined Occurrents does not imply any claim about the agent S conjoining her

beliefs consciously nor explicitly making any sort of inference. Furthermore like No Incompatible

Occurrents, this principle is a claim about the nature of occurrent belief as a cognitive phenomenon

and not a regulative claim about what an agent ought to believe or about what rational requirements

her beliefs are subject to. It is only intended to capture what it is to have multiple occurrent beliefs

simultaneously.

If we accept Davidson’s suggestion about the incoherence of attributing beliefs in contradictions

(and I think we should), then we can infer the principle of No Incompatible Occurrents from

the principle of Conjoined Occurrents. If one occurrently believes the conjunction of what one

occurrently believes, then if it is incoherent to attribute beliefs in contradictions, it follows that it

is incoherent to simultaneously attribute an occurrent belief that p and an occurrent belief that

not-p since this would imply an occurrent belief that (p &¬p).

The fragmentation approach to inconsistent beliefs seems specifically intended to capture the

fact that, as Lewis says, something about the way inconsistent beliefs are stored or used prevents

them from ‘appearing all at once’. On my view, what it is that ‘prevents’ such beliefs from appearing

all at once, in the sense of becoming simultaneously occurrent, is that doing so is ruled out by the

very nature of occurrent belief: agents are incapable of both occurrently believing p and occurrently

believing not-p at the same time. An occurrent belief that p is constitutively incompatible with an

occurrent belief that not-p. Moreover, as I discuss in the next section, I take this kind of observation

to apply to the attitude of wondering as well.

106Similar principles have been suggested and explored for the notion of explicit belief. See Anderson and Belnap
(1975) and Levesque (1984). As noted previously, I am not entirely certain (and the extant literature is not entirely
clear) about whether the notions of explicit and occurrent belief are supposed to be equivalent or to what extent they
are even similar.
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3.5 Wondering and Occurrent Belief

As with occurrent belief, I think that the necessarily occurrent attitude of wondering Q, for some

question Q, is also constitutively incompatible with occurrently believing a complete answer to Q.

That is, where p is a complete answer to Q, there just is no such possible mental state or activity

as both occurrently believing p and wondering Q. Indeed, similar reflections seem to support this

claim as support No Incompatible Occurrents.

An agent who occurrently believes that it will rain later holds this belief consciously or at least

is acting upon the belief, say by fetching her umbrella. But, intuitively, an agent who wonders

whether it will rain tomorrow is doing something quite different. She is actively thinking about

this question in an attempt to answer it. She is thus receptive to information that bears upon its

answer, and will potentially act in ways aimed at bringing it about that she learns or comes to

believe some answer to it. The differences involved are much the same as those between Inspector

Morse and Sergeant Lewis noted above. With respect to the question who is the murderer, Lewis’s

mind is unsettled and active in the same sense in which Morse’s is settled and inactive. We can

codify this view in terms of the following claim:

Can’t Believe and Wonder (CBW)

For any agent, S, proposition, p, question, Q, and time t, if p is a complete answer to

Q, then it is impossible for S to both occurrently believe p at t and wonder Q at t.

As with DBW, this principle tells us about what is possible in terms of combining different kinds of

attitudes. But here the modality is not one of rational obligation but of metaphysical constitution:

what the attitude of wondering Q is rules out the attitude of occurrently believing a complete

answer to Q. By contrast, other attitudes can be occurrent simultaneously. For example, it is quite

coherent and even familiar for an agent to occurrently believe p while at the same time occurrently

desiring that not-p. An agent who reaches to scratch an annoying itch occurrently believes that

she has an itch at the same time as occurrently desiring not to have an itch.

Returning to the examples of ersatz inquiry and abominable belief-wonder conjunctions, a

principle like CBW can explain why we judge that Morse is not really inquiring despite his inquiring

behaviour. When one occurrently believes some complete answer to Q one simply cannot also be

engaged in the process or activity of wondering Q. Morse occurently believes a complete answer
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to the question who is the murderer and so we judge that he isn’t really wondering this question.

Indeed, the picture of wondering that intuitive examples like those of Morse and Lewis suggest tell

us that the mind of an agent wondering Q is continuously changing with respect to Q ; one might

even describe it as being “in motion” with respect to Q. Along the same lines, the mind of an agent

who occurrently believes some complete answer to Q is “at rest” with respect to Q.107 And with

respect to a given question “motion” and “rest” are mutually exclusive.

Likewise, we might describe an agent who wonders Q as being open and unsettled regarding

Q and as attempting, through inquiry, to become closed and settled with respect to Q.108 My

point here is that being simultaneously settled and unsettled in the same way and with respect

to the same question is arguably impossible. Indeed, I hold that it is impossible. Furthermore, I

think that we naturally intuit this impossibility when forming judgments about scenarios like ersatz

inquiry. In Morse’s case since we already know that he occurrently believes a complete answer to

his question, we also know that his mind is settled in the relevant sense. And since we grasp that

wondering Q would require being unsettled in this sense, we automatically infer that, despite his

behaviour, Morse is not really wondering and so not really inquiring.

Likewise, the constitutive approach to the belief-wonder incompatibility embodied in CBW can

explain what is wrong with (i.e. what is so ‘abominable’ about) utterances like 1 and 2:

1. ??I believe Morse is the murderer but I wonder who the murderer is.

2. #Morse is the murderer but who is the murderer?

I take it that when an agent sincerely asserts or reports that they believe some proposition, the

belief in question is occurrent if the assertion/report is true. By sincerely uttering 1, then, an

agent is representing themselves as having an impossible combination of attitudes. They are ut-

tering something that is intuited as necessarily false. No agent can simultaneously wonder Q and

occurrently believe some complete answer to Q, hence utterances like these are instantly taken to

be infelicitous.

With conjunctions like 2 the infelicity is arguably even more stark. By uttering 2 an agent

appears to be attempting to express (as opposed to merely report) an impossible combination of

107If, due to modern physics, we no longer think of motion and rest as contradictories, the reader can drop this
metaphor and think solely in terms of change and the absence of change.
108See Friedman (2019) who explicitly uses this vocabulary to describe inquiry.
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attitudes. And since we grasp that one cannot wonder Q while occurrently believing a complete

answer to Q, sincerely asking Q and asserting one of its complete answers is an incoherent and, a

fortiori, infelicitous speech act. An agent who did so sincerely wouldn’t be making some sort of

strategic or operational error in their wondering, they would merely be incoherent or confused.

Relatedly, it is sometimes noted that an additional test for the ‘badness’ of conjunctions like

1 and 2 is to see how they sound when embedded in a conditional or under an imperative to

suppose.109 For 1 the effect arguably persists:

3. ??Suppose I believe Morse is the murderer but I wonder who the murderer is.

4. ??If I believe Morse is the murderer but I wonder who the murderer is then ...

To the extent that these embedded versions of 1 sound any better than 1 on its own, I predict

that this is due to an implicit repairing of the utterance, whereby we interpret each of 3 and 4

respectively as follows:

5. Suppose I believe Morse is the murderer without realizing I hold this belief and that I

wonder who the murderer is.

6. If I believe Morse is the murderer without realizing I hold this belief and I wonder who

the murderer is, then ...

On my account there is nothing wrong with 5 and 6 because wondering is incompatible with

occurrent belief only.110111

In addition to cleanly and intuitively explaining these cases, CBW is further supported, I believe,

by how it fits with the goal oriented nature of wondering qua mental process or activity. The idea

here is that wondering Q has as its natural goal or aim the formation of an occurrent belief in one

109Cf. Yalcin 2007,2011
110This suggests that occurrent belief (and perhaps other occurrent attitudes) might be ‘luminous’ in the sense of

Williamson (2000, ch. 4), i.e. that if one has an occurrent belief at t, one is in a position at t to realize/know that
one has this belief. This is to say that, among those who believe a complete answer to Q, only those who don’t realize
they hold this belief can at the same time wonder Q. This also resonates with the idea that an agent who realizes at
t that they hold some belief, thereby holds that belief occurrently at t.
111The second abominable conjunction, 2, does not comfortably embed in the antecedents of conditionals, nor under

‘suppose’. But this doesn’t tell us much, since direct questions do not embed coherently in these contexts anyway:

*Suppose Morse is the murderer but who is the murderer?

*If Morse is the murderer but who is the murderer, then...

What these suggest if anything is simply that questions – as non-truth apt expressions – cannot be coherently
supposed or assumed. Questions may have presuppositions but cannot themselves function as assumptions.
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of Q ’s complete answers and that, when this goal is attained, the activity of wondering Q ceases

and can only begin again if the occurrent belief is revised or otherwise lost. In general, any process

that is partly constituted by an ‘end state’ is one that cannot continue to unfold once that end

state is reached. So the process can only begin again when the end state is somehow canceled,

undone, or lost.

A helpful analogy is the activity of searching. The intended end state of searching, one that

partly defines what searching is, is to find the object of the search. When this is achieved, one

simply cannot search for the object again until one first loses it. One might continue to look

around, to retrace one’s steps, to examine clues as to the object’s location - but this would be

“ersatz searching”. Another analogy concerns games that have defined end-states, e.g. chess.

When a player has been mated in a game of chess,then no matter how much they subsequently

move one of their remaining pieces around, that player is no longer playing chess. As such, the

belief-wonder incompatibility that explains our judgments about ersatz inquiry and abominable

belief-wonder conjunctions exists because no activity can be simultaneously and in the same sense

both finished and ongoing. With respect to a given question, wondering and occurrently believing

are complementary and metaphysically incompatible attitudes. As with incompatible occurrent

beliefs, it is not a failure of rationality to hold such occurrent attitudes simultaneously; it is an

impossibility.

3.6 A Remaining Role for Regulative Normativity

The availability of a constitutive account of the belief-wonder incompatibility means that the two

considerations of ersatz inquiry and abominable conjunctions discussed in section 2 needn’t be

interpreted as arising due to the operation of a regulative principle of rationality, i.e. one that is

regulatively normative for the believing and wondering of rational agents. There certainly may

be such principles - chapter 6 will explore some possible candidates for these. But given that the

beliefs involved in the two considerations in this chapter are occurrent, and given that wondering is

essentially occurrent, the constitutive interpretation of the incompatibility demonstrated by them

means that we need not infer from these considerations any principle about what rational agents

ought to do, how they ought to think, or about what cognitive states they ought not to be in.

Indeed, as is pointed out by Archer (2018), one can have good reason to wonder Q even if one
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already believes (or even knows) some complete answer to Q. This can happen whenever one is

temporarily unable to recall or access one’s beliefs about Q. Indeed, when this happens, far from

being a rational failure, wondering Q might be exactly what one should do, so as to regain access

to the belief. In the vocabulary I prefer, when one has a momentarily inaccessible belief that p,

where p answers Q, wondering Q can be part of a legitimate attempt to make this belief occurrent,

i.e. to make it conscious and accessible to one’s deliberate actions.

Several questions still remain for my account however, not least pertaining to the distinction

between occurrent and non-occurrent attitudes. Further clarity about exactly when an attitude is

occurrent, what specific sorts of changes an attitude needs to be undergoing in relation to conscious

thought and deliberate action to count as occurrent, would be a start. For example, if it is unclear

or vague as to exactly when a belief is occurrent, it might be unclear and vague whether one can

wonder the question to which the belief is an answer. But I think I can grant that it can sometimes

be unclear or vague as to when the changing of an attitude or the interaction of an attitude with

conscious thoughts and actions is sufficient for the attitude to be occurrent. What matters is that

there are at least some clear cases where an attitude is occurrent. And when these cases are ones

of occurrent belief in some complete answer to Q, then wondering Q is ruled out as impossible.

In addition, exploring how the occurrent/non-occurrent distinction relates to the fragmentation

approach to inconsistent beliefs might also yield some valuable clarity on how the attitudes of

believing and wondering relate. Especially when we consider that being fragmented – having

inconsistent attitudes – might be an unavoidable consequence of our limited cognitive capacities.

If we are rationally required to avoid wondering Q whenever we non-occurrently believe some

complete answer to Q, or to avoid having such a non-occurrent belief whenever we wonder Q, then

it would be good to have a clearer sense of whether or how rationality can require us to avoid

that which is forced upon us by unavoidable cognitive limitations. This indicates that there is still

reason to consider rationality and failures of rationality in explicating any residual belief-wonder

incompatibility once occurrent belief has been accounted for. If there is some such residual tension

involved in wondering Q while non-occurrently believing some complete answer to Q, then this

might indeed be explained in terms of some failure of rationality.

Finally, the modal question – i.e. the question of exactly what sort of necessity is involved in

CBW – hasn’t been fully answered here. Beyond the modality being alethic I am not yet convinced
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of any particular interpretation, e.g. an analytic necessity pertaining to our ordinary ‘pre-theoretic’

concepts of WONDERING and BELIEF, or a physical necessity like the one ruling out the possibility

of an object simultaneously moving and being at rest with respect to the same frame of reference,

or indeed some metaphysical necessity pertaining to the nature of believing and wondering as

incompatible occurrents, like the states of being finished and being ongoing that can apply to a

search. All of these options remain live.
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4 The Closure Problem

In Chapter 2, I argued that wondering Q cannot be equated with desiring to know Q. Those

arguments were largely based on the fact that wondering is both an attitude and an activity -

something occurring - whereas desire can be a merely dispositional state. And I argued that even

confining our account to active or occurrent desires is not sufficient to capture what wondering is

– to say that our desires can be active does not mean that desiring is itself any kind of activity.

In this chapter I explore this difference even further. In particular I consider a problem for

theories that do equate wondering with a dispositional state like desire, this is what I call the

closure problem. The closure problem is not particular to wondering, however. In the context of

belief, knowledge, or desire, it is the familiar problem of whether or to what extent these attitudes

are closed under logical consequence. If an agent believes, knows, or desires that p, and p entails

q, then does that agent also believe, desire, or know q?

One way of presenting the problem is to consider how it arises in an approach to content-directed

attitudes that Stalnaker (1984) calls the ‘pragmatic picture’. On Stalnaker’s account propositional

attitudes are dispositions to act. This fits with a general approach to representational mental

states on which they are essentially connected with action. Attitudes like belief etc are attributed

to agents as part of an attempt to characterize and explain behaviour as instances of action. Here,

for example is what he says about desire

To desire that P is to be disposed to act in ways that would tend to bring it about that

P in a world in which one’s beliefs, whatever they are, were true.112

For clarity we can explicate this principle somewhat further :

Dispositional Desire

For any agent, a, and any proposition, p, a desires that p iff a is disposed to bring it about

that p in worlds where a’s beliefs are true.

To see how an approach based on Dispositional Desire gives rise to the closure problem, consider

the following argument:

1121984 p. 15
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1. a desires that p ... assume

2. p entails q ... assume

3. a is disposed to bring it about that p ... from 1 and D

4. a is disposed to bring it about that q ... from 2 and 3

∴ 5. a desires that q ... from 4 and D

Paradoxes and puzzles arising from the interaction of logical entailment and attitude reports

abound.113. Some are to do with specific entailments of our attitudinal content, for example,

it seems odd to say that if I want to post a letter then I want to post it or burn it. But this follows

from D (substitute ‘the letter is posted’ for p in the above argument and ‘the letter is posted or the

letter is burned’ for q). Other less obviously problematic entailments are also problematic however,

simply because it’s not clear that we always do believe, desire, or know any particular consequences

of what we believe, desire, or know.

Another way of seeing how the problem of closure arises for propositional attitudes is to consider

the possible worlds model of attitudinal content. On this way of modeling desire, for example, an

agent’s desiderative state – their desires considered as a whole – makes a cut in logical space,

dividing it into those worlds in which the desires are satisfied and those in which they are not.

The content of one’s desiderative state is thus interpreted as a set of possible worlds. In effect,

on the coarse-grained conception of propositions as sets of possible worlds, the possible worlds

approach to attitudinal content takes that content to be propositions, i.e. sets of worlds. One’s

overall desiderative state is thus the conjunction of all the propositions one desires to be true, i.e.

the conjunction of the contents of ones desire’s, i.e. the set of worlds in which one’s desires are

satisfied. We then interpret a desires that p as saying that p is true in every world in which a’s

desires are satisfied.

This however guarantees that one’s desires are closed under logical entailment. On the possible

world’s approach to propositions, p entails q iff {w : p is true in w} ⊆ {w : q is true in w}. But

if the content of one’s desires is the set of possible worlds in which one’s desires are satisfied, then

since whatever one’s desires entail will also be true at these worlds, it follows that whatever one’s

113Cf. Ross’s puzzle, Forrester’s paradox of gentle murder, Kalodny and MacFarlane’s miner’s paradox etc
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desires entail will be true at every world in which one’s desires are satisfied. And this means that

whatever one’s desires entail are also one’s desires.

If desire is indeed a disposition, then it may well be that it is closed under entailment. After

all it’s not necessary that we manifest any particular disposition we have, even so far as explicitly

thinking about it. Our dispositions could easily be be infinite and so house all of the consequences

of what we desire, believe, etc. But our actions and active thoughts will likely not be. For example,

suppose that I haven’t realized that anchovies are fish. Then, when I develop a desire for pizza

with anchovies on it, I develop a tendency to bring it about that I get a pizza with anchovies on

it. But that means I develop a tendency to bring it about that I get a pizza with fish on it. And

this is true even if I never realize that I like or want fish on my pizza; whether or not I realize

it, fish on my pizza is a desire I have. Thus my desires, as dispositions, reach beyond what may

be accessed consciously or actively in thought or action throughout my life - it may be that most

things I want are things I’ve never heard of, because my desires have entailments I either won’t or

can’t explicitly entertain.

And it is precisely this – that dispositions need not ever manifest in active thought or action –

that would make the problem of closure so distinctively problematic for an attitude like wondering.

4.1 The problem of closure

On the traditional unstructured possible worlds approach to propositional attitudes, an agent is

said to bear a propositional attitude to some proposition just if that proposition is true in all

members of some designated set of possible worlds (Hintikka 1962; Stalnaker 1984; Lewis 1986):

Unstructured Attitudes (UA)

An agent S bears the propositional attitude A to the proposition p iff p is true in all of

S’s A-worlds.

As a familiar example of this, letting A be the attitude of knowledge, and the A-worlds be the

epistemically possible ones (i.e., the worlds compatible with what S knows), S knows p whenever

p is true throughout these epistemically possible worlds. However, this approach famously runs

into difficulties. Given that a proposition p entails another proposition q iff q is true at a world

whenever p is, an immediate consequence of UA is the following:
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Attitudinal Closure (AC)

If an agent S bears the propositional attitude A to a proposition p, then S bears A to

all of p’s consequences.114

For the case of knowledge, the relevant instance of AC is commonly known as “logical omniscience”:

Logical Omniscience (LO)

If an agent S knows p, and p entails q, then S knows q.115

Ordinarily, AC is taken to be a problem for our attempts to represent the logic of propositional

attitudes by means of the unstructured possible worlds approach to attitudinal content.116 One

reason for this is that many (perhaps all) epistemic agents are logically non-ideal. We humans, for

example, often seem not to know, believe, or desire the consequences of what we know, believe, or

desire. At first glance, there are a couple of reasons why this might be the case. Most straight-

forwardly, we might lack the attentional and computational resources (e.g., the time, memory, and

focus) required to deduce the consequences of our attitudes; in fact, the basic UA account seems

to leave no room for deduction in the first place (Stalnaker 1984, ch. 5). We might also lack the

conceptual resources required to hold attitudes towards entailments, as suggested by the following

example from Stalnaker (1984):

William III of England believed, in 1700, that England could avoid a war with France.

But avoiding a war with France entails avoiding a nuclear war with France. Did William

III believe England could avoid a nuclear war? It would surely be strange to say the he

did. (p. 88)

In a case like this our default judgment is typically supposed to be that if we were to conclude that

William III believed England could avoid nuclear war, simply because this is entailed by what he

did believe, then we would be making some sort of mistake about the nature of belief. And the

114There are, in fact, multiple “problems of closure”, e.g. the problem of closure under necessary equivalence, closure
under conjunction, and closure under believed/known/desired implication. Here I stick with closure under entailment,
though the points I make apply mutatis mutandis to other forms. See Yalcin (2018), pp. 4-5 for an overview of these
problems.
115Note that logical omniscience implies that every epistemic agent knows all logical truths. For a survey of logical

omniscience and various responses to it see ch. 9 of Fagin et al. (1995).
116As well as the logic of some modalities, e.g. deontic modality. A classic version of the problem as it arises for the

logic of obligation is Ross’s paradox (Ross, 1941): if you ought to post the letter then you ought to post it or burn it.
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same point applies, mutatis mutandis, to other propositional attitudes.117 Thus, the unstructured

possible worlds account of attitudinal content, when applied to propositional attitude reports, seems

like a failure in characterizing anyone but the most logically perfect angels; by subscribing to this

account, we end up representing ordinary agents as having knowledge, beliefs, or desires that they

ostensibly do not have.

But the unstructured approach has proven useful for thinking about intentionality and content

in a broad sense, and has advantages that some more structured approaches do not.118 As a result,

there have been many attempts to hold on to as much of the unstructured approach as possible

while nevertheless altering it to avoid a full commitment to AC. One way of doing this is to add

slightly more structure to the account by introducing some additional parameter to our analysis of

propositional attitudes, effectively relativizing these attitudes to the parameter. Examples of such

additional parameters include sets of contextually relevant alternatives (as in Dretske 1970, 2005;

Lewis 1996), topics or subject matters (e.g., Yablo 2014, 2017, Hawke 2016), or questions (Schaffer

2004, 2005; Yalcin 2018; Hoek forth.). Adding more structure or additional parameters allows us to

avoid AC by denying that all there is to bearing a propositional attitude towards some proposition

is for that proposition to be true in all of some designated set of possible worlds, though the details

will vary based on the proposed relativity to a particular parameter. In this paper, I focus on

proposals that take belief and other propositional attitudes to be sensitive to a question.

4.2 Question sensitivity

What exactly is it for a given propositional attitude to be sensitive to a given question? We might

say: to believe, know, or desire p is not merely to stand in a two-place cognitive relation to p

but to believe, know, or desire p as an answer to a particular question. As Yablo (2014) puts it,

the contents of our propositional attitudes are “directed” at questions or subject matters. Yalcin

(2018) provides the following characterization:

117Stalnaker himself is openly ambivalent about this example, however (locus cit.). This is, I take it, because his
dispositional conception of propositional attitudes calls the problematic status of closure itself into question.
118It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss these; the literature on the issue is large. A useful starting point

is Stalnaker (1984) ch. 2, which explores the benefits of the unstructured approach in part by contrasting it with
the drawbacks of a more structured approach, specifically a linguistically structured approach of the sort discussed
in Field (1978). Yalcin (2018, p. 3) also discusses the advantages of the unstructured approach in capturing holism
about attitudinal content. Fodor and Lepore (1992) is a classic examination and criticism of holism, though see Perry
(1993) for a rebuttal.
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To be sensitive to a question seems at least to be equipped with possible states that

distinguish possible answers to the question, and to be receptive to information which

speaks [to] the question...Understood in this way, question-sensitivity is the sort of

thing simple measuring devices [in addition to propositional attitudes] can manifest.

My thermostat is equipped with possible states that distinguish possible answers to

the question, within what range is the temperature in this room?, and it is receptive

to information which speaks [to] that question. It is not equipped with possible states

that distinguish possible answers to the question how is the weather in Topeka? ; it is

not receptive to information which speaks [to] that question. (p. 13)

As another example, consider the proposition that cicadas are making that loud noise. On a

question-sensitive account, one might believe or know this proposition as an answer to at least two

different questions:

Q1. What is making that loud noise?

Q2. Are cicadas making that loud noise?

Even in a scenario where a true answer to both of these questions is indeed that cicadas are making

that loud noise, it nevertheless seems plausible that someone might believe or know the answer to

one of these questions without necessarily believing or knowing the answer to the other. As one

manifestation of this, an agent might have the ability to truly and reliably answer Q2 when this

question is asked without having a similar ability with respect to Q1.

Taking beliefs and other attitudinal contents to be answers in this way involves treating these

contents as question-sensitive propositions; not mere unstructured propositions (i.e. sets of possi-

ble worlds), but propositions qua answers to questions (Schaffer’s 2005 “contrastive” structures’,

Yablo’s 2014 “directed contents”, Hoek’s 2019 “quizpositions”). The full technical details of how

we might flesh out a question-sensitive account of attitudinal content are interesting and there is

scope to develop the notion in different ways, e.g. depending on exactly how one models questions.

However, here, for the sake of simplicity, I assume that questions can be modeled as partitions of

logical space (following the influential work of Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984), and I take answers (or

question-directed propositions) to be ordered pairs of the form ⟨p,Q⟩ consisting of a set of possible

worlds p and partition Q, where p is a union p1 ∪ ... ∪ pn of cells from the question Q :
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Questions and answers

A question Q is a partition of logical space and a (directed) answer to this question is a pair

⟨p,Q⟩ where p is a union of cells in Q.119

This apparatus also allows us to distinguish between complete answers and partial answers, where a

complete answer to Q is a pair ⟨p,Q⟩ where p is an element of Q, while a partial answer is an answer

that is not complete.120 What I have to say about questions here primarily concerns approaches

on which they are unstructured entities, i.e. sets of sets of unstructured propositions. Restricting

myself to a model on which the sets identified with questions are specifically partitions is thus only a

cosmetic issue; my arguments are intended to carry across to any similarly unstructured approach.

However one models questions on an unstructured view, what matters is that if one’s attitudes

are question-sensitive, we can arguably make some progress towards a substantiated denial of AC.

Going back to Stalnaker’s William III example, a question-sensitive account can begin to explain

why the eighteenth century monarch did not believe England could avoid nuclear war despite

his believing that England could avoid war. Roughly, the story goes as follows: although the

proposition that England can avoid war truth-conditionally entails the proposition that England

can avoid nuclear war, such propositions are only ever believed relative to questions that they

answer, i.e., they are only believed as answers to questions. But any two questions, Q and Q′,

are not the same question if one has a possible complete answer that the other does not (formally,

this just amounts to Q and Q′ being different partitions). And the question of whether England

can avoid nuclear war has a possible complete answer that the question of whether England can

avoid war does not, i.e., the answer that England can avoid nuclear war. Hence these questions

are distinct, and so their complete answers—thought of as question-directed propositions—are also

distinct. Given that beliefs are answers to questions, then, it follows that one can believe that

England can avoid war (relative to Q) without ipso facto believing that England can avoid nuclear

war (relative to Q′ or some other question).

In general, when Q andQ′ are distinct questions like this, the claim is that it is possible to believe

119While the partition approach goes back to Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), Lewis (1988) also models questions
in this way. Those interested in relevant applications can explore Yalcin (2018) or Hoek (2019) both of whom take a
similarly unstructured approach to questions. Another central theory comes from Ciardelli et al (2019) who develop
a theory of issues covering both informative and inquisitive content. On this latter account, attitudinal contents
are modeled as downward closed sets of information states (coarse-grained propositions), allowing that the same
information state may constitute a different content depending on which issue/question it resolves.
120A partial answer might thus be modeled as a union of complete answers.
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a given proposition as an answer to one without believing it as an answer to the other. Furthermore,

when one proposition that constitutes an answer to Q entails another that constitutes an answer

to Q′, one can believe the former proposition as an answer to Q without necessarily believing the

latter as an answer to Q′. More concretely, William III might believe that England can avoid war

without thereby believing that England can avoid nuclear war, because those beliefs are complete

answers to different questions. The former completely answers the question of whether England can

can avoid war whereas the latter completely answers the question of whether England can avoid

nuclear war. On the question-sensitive view, the distinctness of these two questions—visible in

their different answerhood conditions—underlies the distinctness of belief contents.

Clearly there is much more to be said about question sensitivity. For example, how should

we characterize cases where one’s propositional attitudes are entirely unsettled on some question?

What should we say, in other words, when one has thought long and hard about a question Q

but one’s attitudes simply remain undecided with respect to Q in that one doesn’t know, believe,

desire, etc any of its answers to be true? In such unsettled cases, to echo Yalcin (ibid, p. 13), one’s

attitudes are still receptive and responsive to information relevant to settling Q, so it seems natural

to hold that one’s attitudes are sensitive to Q, despite being unsettled in this way.

One way of cashing this out further is to note that, in the case of William III, in addition to not

having any beliefs about nuclear war, his propositional attitudes weren’t receptive or responsive

to information relevant to settling questions of nuclear war. I take it that this lack of receptivity

and responsiveness at least implies that William III was not in a position to consider, entertain, or

wonder about any questions concerning nuclear war. Thus, what “being in a position” to consider,

entertain, or wonder about Q amounts to at least involves having the concepts required to explic-

itly consider, entertain, or wonder about Q, though it might also involve having the quantitative

resources (time, memory, focus) required to do so. This supports the following partial explication

of question-sensitivity:

Question sensitivity (QS)

For any agent S, S ’s propositional attitudes are sensitive to Q only if S is in a position

(e.g. has the relevant concepts) to consider, entertain, or wonder about Q.

Given these considerations, the fact that the set of worlds in which England can avoid war is a subset
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of the set of worlds in which England can avoid nuclear war no longer guarantees that someone

who believes the proposition identified with the former also believes the proposition identified with

the latter. The distinctness of the questions involved, as well as the possibility that one is in a

position to consider, entertain, or wonder about one of those questions without necessarily being

in a similar position with respect to the other, underpins the separability of belief contents. And

this is so despite the fact that the coarse-grained propositions that partly constitute those belief

contents are such that one truth-conditionally entails the other. The same conclusion can then

be applied, mutatis mutandis, to other propositional attitudes. Consequently, it really looks like

AC can be avoided thanks to the question-sensitive approach, though we might still hold on to a

restricted version of closure requiring that attitudes about any particular question be closed under

entailment.

4.3 Questioning attitudes and the logic of questions

With questioning attitudes like wondering, considering, and entertaining, however, a version of the

problem of closure resurfaces, and it’s not clear how the appeal to question-sensitivity can help.

I assume that the content of such questioning attitudes is simply a question (see Friedman 2013

for extensive argument for this claim).121 And, in much the same way as the traditional possible

worlds model of content brings with it a commitment to AC, analyzing the content of questioning

attitudes in an unstructured setting, e.g. by modelling questions as partitions, results in a version

of closure for these attitudes as well.

Questions, like propositions, have a logic all of their own.122 And just as we speak of knowing,

believing, and desiring propositions to be true, we speak of resolving, settling and, most commonly,

answering the questions we wonder about, consider, or entertain. In line with this, we not only

have propositional attitude reports to contend with, we also have questioning attitude reports such

as the following:

121In linguistic circles, there is a classification of attitude verbs as being rogative, anti-rogative, or responsive de-
pending on whether they license interrogative complements only, prohibit interrogative complements altogether, or
allow either interrogative or non-interrogative complements, respectively (see for instance Lahiri 2002). For example
‘wonder’ is rogative, ‘believe’ is anti-rogative, and ‘know’ is responsive; one can say, e.g., ‘I know that it’s raining’ as
well as ‘I know whether it’s raining’. Since I take knowledge to be a propositional attitude however, it is not clear
that these syntactic categories perfectly match the distinction between propositional and questioning attitudes.
122Indeed, as with propositions, there are various logics (plural) of questions that have been extensively explored.

See Hamami and Roelofsen (2015) for an overview.
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(i) Alice is wondering what’s making that loud noise.

(ii) Bob is considering whether cicadas are making that loud noise.

So, along with the project of determining the truth conditions and logic of propositional attitude

reports, there is the related project of determining the truth conditions and logic of questioning

attitude reports. Indeed, given the central role that questioning attitudes play in inquiry, this

project seems especially important from an epistemological point of view.123

The unstructured possible worlds account of propositions offers ways to interpret logical rela-

tions among propositions in terms of set theoretic relations among sets of possible worlds. Similarly,

a partition-based interpretation of questions, on which they are sets of sets of possible worlds, offers

ways to interpret various logical relations among questions. For example, on the partition approach,

we can define an analogue for questions of the relation of propositional entailment (which I here

call ‘q-entailment’):

q-entailment

A question Q q-entails a question Q′ iff any proposition that constitutes a complete

answer to Q entails some proposition that constitutes a complete answer to Q′.

Taking questions to be partitions of logical space, q-entailment is the relation between two par-

titions, Q and Q′, that holds just when any p ∈ Q is such that there is some p′ ∈ Q′ for which

p ⊆ p′. For example, the question of what is making that loud noise q-entails the question of whether

cicadas are making that loud noise, because a complete answer to the former entails a complete

answer to the latter.124 As another example, take the question who is the murderer as it arises

in the context of the board game Clue, which q-entails the question of whether Professor Plum is

the murderer. Informally, Q entails Q′ whenever completely answering Q′ would at least partially

answer Q. Relations of q-entailment are also of relevance to inquiry; to answer a difficult question,

it is often useful to first try and answer the questions that it q-entails.

123Hintikka’s (1981, 1999, 2007) work on his interrogative model of inquiry, which describes inquiry as an essentially
questioning activity (e.g. a question-and-answer game between an inquirer and nature) is a leading example of this
perspective. In some places (e.g. 2007, pp.24-28), Hintikka explicitly characterizes questions in terms of the attitude
of desiring to know their answers. Within inquiry, then, Hintikka’s view is that a question is determined by a pair,
consisting of a presupposition and a desideratum, with the latter being the state of knowledge that the agent posing
the question thereby desires to be in.
124Recall that a complete answer to a question rules out all possible answers incompatible with it.
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With this notion of q-entailment between questions in place, one can then offer a formal treat-

ment of questioning attitudes that is the natural parallel of the earlier Hintikka-style treatment of

propositional attitudes. By analogy with UA, which associates a set of possible worlds with each

propositional attitude the agent has, we can associate a set of propositions with each questioning

attitude an agent has. This set of propositions corresponds to the conjunction of all the questions

(i.e. the union of all partitions) the agent is wondering about/entertaining/considering. This is

much the same as some set of possible worlds corresponding to the conjunction of all proposi-

tions (i.e.the intersection of all the sets of possible worlds) to which an agent bears a propositional

attitude.125

Hence, just as bearing a propositional attitude towards some proposition was interpreted on the

unstructured account as that proposition’s being true in every member of some select set of possible

worlds (e.g. the epistemically possible ones), bearing a questioning attitude towards some question

can be interpreted as that question’s being answered (or resolved) by all members of a select set of

propositions, e.g. those such that, if the agent were to know them, what she is wondering about,

considering, or entertaining would be resolved.

For a given agent, s, we can call these propositions that would resolve her inquiries s’s in-

quiry relevant propositions, and denote the set of them Is for convenience. In effect, Is is one big

question/partition, i.e. the one that, if completely answered, would resolve every question that s

is wondering about. Given this set up, a first pass at an analysis of questioning attitude reports

might go something like this (here I focus on wondering as my chief example, but I assume similar

analyses apply to other questioning attitudes, e.g. entertaining, considering etc):

Unstructured Wondering (UW)

An agent, s, wonders Q iff every member of Is entails a complete answer to Q126

UW is the counterpart of UA for questioning attitudes, and amounts to the claim that one wonders

Q just if whatever one is wondering about could be answered by something that would also answer

125This is the approach taken to questioning attitudes in Ciardelli and Roelofsen (2015) and van Benthem and
Minicǎ (2012)
126For wondering, it might also be important to include that the agent does not knowQ, where this means that

there is no complete answer to Q that s knows. Whether and in what sense one can wonder about what one knows is
an interesting issue (See Archer 2018). Ciardelli and Roelofsen (2015. pp. 1659-1660) build an ignorance component
into their analysis of wondering. But for simplicity I ignore this complication as it will not bear significantly upon
my arguments.
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Q. Because this analysis directly parallels the UA analysis of attitudinal content, its patent circu-

larity is to be expected. For example, just as one believes p on the unstructured account whenever

p is true in every world consistent with what one believes, one wonders Q on this account whenever

Q is answered by every proposition that completely answers what one wonders about.127

But now we have a problem. Putting UW together with the notion of q-entailment, we have

the following consequence:

Wondering and q-entailment

An agent, s, wonders Q iff Is q-entails Q

Return to the William III counterexample to attitudinal closure. The question-sensitive explanation

of why he believed that England can avoid war without thereby believing that England can avoid

nuclear war was that these propositions constitute answers to distinct questions, one about war,

the other about nuclear war, and while William III was in a position to wonder about whether

England can avoid war it seems fair to say that he simply lacked the concepts required to consider,

entertain, or wonder whether England avoid nuclear war.

But another question, one that, prima facie, it seems William III could have wondered about,

is: which kinds of war can England avoid? Here it seems plausible to imagine him wondering about

the avoidance of land or naval wars, for example, or wars fought on domestic or foreign territory.

Thus he might have wondered whether England can avoid a land war on the continent. And yet, on

the current definition of question entailment, the question which kinds of war can England avoid,

q-entails the question whether England can avoid nuclear war. In other words, any proposition

that constitutes a complete answer to the former entails a proposition that constitutes a complete

answer to the latter.

The problem currently before us is that an unstructured analysis of questioning attitude reports

like UW, built by analogy with UA, implies that if an agent, s, wonders Q, then s wonders Q′,

for any Q′ such that Q′ is q-entailed by Q. 128 Assuming that a similar analysis is given for other

127Cf. Ciardelli and Roelofsen (2015, pp.1648-60) for similar analyses of entertaining and wondering.
128The proof of this is immediate given the analysis of wonder reports, UW, and the definition of q-entailment.

Suppose s wonders Q, where Q q-entails Q′. Then it follows from UW that any proposition that constitutes a
complete answer to what s wonders about also constitutes a complete answer to Q. But, since Q q-entails Q′, it
follows that any proposition that constitutes a complete answer to Q also constitutes a complete answer to Q′. Thus
it follows from UW that s wonders Q′.
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questioning attitudes (e.g. considering, entertaining and so on129) we will end up with the following:

Questioning Attitude Closure (QAC)

If an agent, s, bears a questioning attitude A to Q, then s bears A to Q′, for any Q′

such that Q′ is q-entailed by Q.

In other words, a theory of questioning attitudes developed by analogy with the unstructured

possible-worlds account of propositional attitudes, one on which their contents are coarse-grained

partition-like entities, results in the closure of these attitudes under q-entailment.130

But, just as AC is a problem for the traditional possible worlds account of propositional atti-

tudes, I think QAC is a problem for the parallel coarse grained treatment of questioning attitudes,

in which case it is also a problem for epistemologists aiming to understand the role these attitudes

play in inquiry. It is an odd result indeed to suggest that William III, in the eighteenth century, was

wondering about nuclear war. More generally, it is also an odd result for a theory of questioning

attitudes to suggest that anyone wondering, considering, or entertaining Q (whatever their con-

ceptual repertoire) is thereby wondering, considering, or entertaining every q-entailment of Q. This

is because a question’s q-entailments (its ‘coarsenings’ or ‘subquestions’) are not wondered about,

considered, or entertained trivially as a consequence of wondering, considering, or entertaining Q.

Anyone who has played the game Twenty Questions, in which one aims to answer the question

of what person, place, or thing one’s opponent is thinking of, knows that it is a non-trivial exercise

to wonder about the many ‘yes-no’ subquestions that eventually allow one to narrow in on the

correct answer. Arguably, a great deal of inquiry just is the strategic and temporally extended

‘divide-and-conquer’ work involved in coming to wonder about, consider, or entertain easier and

‘smaller’ questions whose complete answers take one closer to answering one’s initial ‘big’ question.

Hence, QAC, which trivializes all of this non-trivial work, must be false. And so, an unstructured

account of questioning attitudes like UW, which leads to a result like QAC, seems like it too will

have to be revised, much as we had to revise UA for propositional attitudes.

Notably, some question-sensitive accounts of propositional attitudes are already susceptible to

a related closure worry. This arises due to a commitment in these accounts to a question restricted

129Ciardelli and Roelofsen 2015(p. 1654) propose an unstructured analysis of this sort for entertaining a question.
130Indeed, it is enough that the account of questions at work in question-sensitive epistemology be coarse-grained (as

is assumed by Schaffer (2004,2006), Yalcin (2018), Ciardelli and Roelofsen (2015), and Hoek (forth.)), the restriction
to partitions specifically, rather than sets of overlapping unstructured propositions, isn’t essential.
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version of closure:

Restricted Attitudinal Closure (RAC)

If an agent s bears A to ⟨p,Q⟩, where p truth-conditionally entails p′ and Q q-entails

Q′, then s bears A to ⟨p′, Q′⟩131

William III again provides a counterexample to RAC: as an answer to the question which kinds

of war can England avoid he believes that England can avoid any kind of war. But he does not

believe that England can avoid nuclear war, despite this apparently being an answer to the very

same question. However, proponents of question sensitivity have a plausible response to this sort

of counterexample. They can argue that the question William III is actually wondering about, and

thus the question to which his propositional attitudes are in fact sensitive, is not the unrestricted

constituent question which kinds of war can England avoid, but rather the restricted version of

this question: which kinds of war (e.g. land, naval, domestic, foreign, brief, protracted, ...) can

England? 132

That is, the questions to which William III’s attitudes are in fact sensitive are those whose

answers are restricted to the concepts he in fact possesses.133 Since he lacks the concept NUCLEAR

WAR, his propositional attitudes are not sensitive to the unrestricted question: which kinds of war

with France can England avoid? Furthermore, this domain-restricting of questions to those sets of

answers the agent has the concepts to entertain might also serve in response to QAC.

Here the thought is that just as an agent’s question sensitive beliefs are not necessarily sensitive

to every q-entailed question, her questioning attitudes themselves may not be sensitive to every q-

entailed question. An agent who wonders, considers, or entertains Q, where Q q-entails Q′ need not

wonder, consider, or entertain Q′ when she lacks the concepts required to do so. This seems quite

intuitive. When one lacks the concept of nuclear war, one’s cognitive state, whether a propositional

or questioning attitude simply isn’t defined on questions of nuclear war.

Nevertheless, the problems posed by QAC are not limited to those of conceptual poverty. What

131cf. Yalcin’s 2018 (p.19) ‘closure under visible consequence’ and Hoek’s 2019 (p.16) ‘closure under parthood’.
Hawke (2016, pp. 2778-81) proposes restrictions on closure based on subject matters determined by atomic predi-
cations occurring within sentences. But I think this approach to subject matters can be re-interpreted in terms of
question-based restrictions too, albeit on an slightly more syntactic approach to questions.
132More abstractly, thinking of concepts as sets of entities to which they apply, and letting CW denote the intersection

of William’s ‘war concepts’ (e.g. NAVAL WAR) he is wondering a question of the form: for which values of x ∈ CW is
x a war that England can avoid?
133See Yalcin ibid p. 12
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examples of inquiry like Twenty Questions show, is that inquiry, like deduction, is a non trivial

task even when the inquirer possesses all of the concepts required to succeed. It requires effort to

wonder about, consider, or entertain the q-entailed questions that allow one to further the goals of

one’s inquiries. And, for non-ideal agents, it is common enough to fail to wonder about, consider,

or entertain the q-entailments that advance one’s inquiries – as Hoek (forth.) puts it: a good

question can be hard to find. This sort of failure is also shown in cases like the following (adapted

from Stalnaker 1984):

Absent Minded Detective

A detective has been investigating a murder at the manor, spending her time wondering

who the murderer is. After some time she narrows in on the butler as a key suspect.

Accordingly, she begins to wonder whether the butler is the murderer. However, while

wondering this, she overlooks the chauffeur, whom she had only briefly considered at the

outset of her investigation. Thus, because she is not wondering whether the chauffeur is

the murderer she fails to realize that the evidence points to him even more convincingly

than it points to the butler.

Here we have a scenario in which an agent wondering Q (who is the murderer) isn’t also wondering

one of Q ’s q-entailments (whether the chauffeur is the murderer ) despite clearly having the concepts

required to do so. Contrary to this, QAC implies that the detective is wondering whether the

chauffeur did it. A puzzle for question sensitivity as a response to QAC is that it’s not clear why

we should think that the agent’s questioning attitudes aren’t sensitive to the question of whether

the chauffeur is the murderer.

Intuitively, while wondering who the murderer is the detective is disposed in some way or other

to respond to evidence pointing to the guilt of the chauffeur (for example she might revise her beliefs

or modify her inquiry if the possibility of the chauffeur were explicitly brought to her attention).

It’s just that she isn’t disposed to do this in precisely the same way that she is disposed to respond

to evidence bearing on the butler (she is already paying attention to him).134 Consequently, this

situation suggests a conflicted picture: on the one hand the detective’s questioning attitudes are

sensitive to the question of whether the chauffeur is the murderer, but on the other hand they

134Yalcin ibid. (p. 13) also notes this fact about the detective, but leaves it unexplored as to the precise sense in
which the detective’s cognitive state is sensitive to the overlooked question.
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aren’t.

As per QS in the last section, there is a clear way in which the detective is in a position

to wonder, consider, or entertain whether the chauffeur is the murderer – i.e. she possesses the

necessary concepts and has even been recently aware of the chauffeur as a suspect. Thus, her

propositional attitudes are sensitive to this question in at least some way. It’s just that, despite

this sensitivity, the detective simply doesn’t wonder about, consider, or entertain this question.

Thus, even modulo her concepts, the detective’s questioning attitudes are not trivially closed under

q-entailment.

I think that examples like the absent minded detective bring us to the crux of the problem

with developing an account of questioning attitudes in an unstructured setting. Even allowing for

questions within the agent’s conceptual remit, and controlling for questions that are q-entailed by

those she is already wondering about, considering, or entertaining, it simply doesn’t follow that her

questioning attitudes are closed under q-entailment. Moreover, it isn’t clear how question-sensitivity

can help.

With propositional attitudes, the intuitive appeal of question sensitivity derives from the fact

that the contents of these attitudes can be understood as answers to questions. Thus propositional

attitudes are indirectly about or directed at questions. AC is then blocked because we can dis-

tinguish answers to questions based on the distinctness of the questions themselves. But given an

unstructured approach to questions, this distinctness is partially lost; that is what the existence of

logical relations among questions (like q-entailment) implies. Thus, on an unstructured approach

to questioning attitudes – i.e. attitudes that are directly about or directed at questions – it is not

clear how an appeal to question sensitivity allows us to avoid QAC.

One way of appreciating the problem is to note that, if the absent minded detective’s inquiry led

her to believe that the butler is the murderer, we can then explain why she doesn’t thereby believe

that the chauffeur isn’t the murderer by saying that she simply didn’t consider the chauffeur. In

other words, she didn’t consider the question of whether the chauffeur is the murderer.135 In effect,

we explain a failure of propositional attitude closure by citing a failure of questioning attitude

closure. I take it that this is the natural move on the question sensitive account of propositional

135Stalnaker and Yalcin both explicitly present the absent minded detective as failing to consider the chauffeur in
this way. I take it we can read this as a failure to consider, entertain, or wonder about the question of whether the
chauffeur is the murderer. I.e. as a failure to close one’s questioning attitudes under q-entailment.
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attitudes. But surely we cannot explain failures of questioning attitude closure in the same way.

It would be blatantly circular to say that an agent fails to wonder about, consider, or entertain

the q-entailments of what she wonders about, considers, or entertains simply because she isn’t

wondering about, considering, or entertaining those questions.

4.4 Taking stock

We have seen how a question sensitive account of propositional attitudes, as an upgrade to UA,

offers some promising inroads towards a response to the problem of attitudinal closure as stated

in AC. But, given the existence of questioning attitudes, we can see that the problem of closure

is in fact more general than AC; the problem recurs for questioning attitudes as well, resulting in

QAC.136

One way to go at this juncture is to argue that questioning attitudes must have even more

finely structured contents than those presupposed by the question sensitive approach explored

here.137 Adding domain restrictions to the contents of questioning attitudes – as motivated by the

conceptual limitations of the agent, e.g. William III – is one way of adding more structure. But

can we motivate even further structure, e.g. whatever is required to account for the absent minded

detective case, without effectively leaving the unstructured setting for attitudinal content?

Leaving the unstructured setting, at least for questions, can also be motivated by considering

questions whose answers are necessary truths, as in problems like the following (inspired by an

example from Stout (2010)): someone learning arithmetic might master addition before subtraction.

Thus, during the learning process, she might know the true answer to the question: what is five

plus three? That is, she might know that the answer is that five plus three is eight. However, still

struggling with subtraction, she might not know the answer to the question: what plus three is

eight? 138 But the proposition that five plus three is eight is true in all possible worlds, and any

proposition of the form x plus three is eight where x is not three is true in no possible worlds.

Thus the questions what is five plus three and what plus three is eight correspond to the same

136And if there are content-bearing attitudes in addition to propositional and questioning attitudes, it may very
well recur for those attitudes too, assuming that their contents have a logic of their own as questions do.
137i.e. those presupposed in the approaches favoured by Schaffer (2005), Yalcin (2018), and Hoek (forth.)
138More formally: she might know the answer to the question: for which x is it the case that 5+3=x, without

knowing the answer to:for which x is it the case that x+3=8.
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partition, i.e. (where W is logical space) they correspond to the trivial partition {W}.139 Thus,

on an unstructured approach to questions, and contrary to assumption, if the learner knows an

answer to the first question, she must also know an answer to the second, since they are the same

question.140 But this simple arithmetical example is only one such case. The point is that whenever

the answer to a given question Q is supposed to be true in all possible worlds, inquiry into Q is

trivialized. With unstructured questions, if one knows what 3+5 is then, for any necessary truth,

p, one knows whether p, as these are the same question.

Evidently, in the face of closure problems like QAC, a more structured approach to questions is

needed if we are to understand the role questioning attitudes play in inquiry.141 And such structured

accounts of questions do exist.142 They can involve explicit inclusions of concepts in our semantics

for questions, or they might even involve structure derived from the syntactic constituents of the

interrogative sentences by means of which questions are expressed.

However, if the upshot of taking a question sensitive approach to propositional attitudes is that

we end up deferring the explanatory burden of rejecting AC to that of rejecting QAC, resulting in

the temptation to introduce structured contents for questioning attitudes in response to QAC, then

it might look like we should have just introduced more highly structured contents for propositional

attitudes in the first place.

Alternatively, we might say that there is something peculiar about questioning attitudes in

particular that makes them ill-suited to analysis in an unstructured setting. As I have argued

already, attitudes like wondering, considering, and entertaining are best understood as occurrent

attitudes, whereas those of believing, knowing, and desiring can be fruitfully understood as being

sometimes merely dispositional. If this is true, then maybe this distinction can help us substantiate a

principled separation of structured and unstructured contents for our questioning and propositional

attitudes.143

139Indeed, arguably all logical and mathematical questions correspond to this partition.
140Formally, in the apparatus of answers as ordered pairs of coarse-grained propositions and partitions, she knows

the answer ⟨W, {W}⟩.
141Friedman (2013, pp. 167-168) also suggests a more structured account on the basis of what she calls ‘the possibility

of radical ignorance in inquiry’. This is a putative scenario in which an agent who is unaware of any possible answer
to a question can nevertheless wonder about, consider, or entertain that question. Personally, I am skeptical about
the possibility of such total answer ignorance, in the sense of an inability to imaginatively generate any possible
answer to the questions one wonders about. But this is not the place to explore that skepticism.
142See, for example, Krifka (2001). Though perhaps an account of questions similar to Hawke’s (2016) ‘state

description’ approach to subject matters might also be promising.
143Drawing the distinction this way puts pressure on treating curiosity, i.e. the desire to know, as a questioning
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4.5 Onward

Given that the distinction between occurrent and non-occurrent is roughly equivalent to the dis-

tinction between explicit and implicit, work on the logic of explicit attitudes is obviously relevant

to the task of specifying the content of questioning attitudes like wondering, given that these are

inherently occurrent. Faced with the problems incurred by an unstructured approach to these con-

tents, the challenge is to specify what someone wondering Q at a given time is explicitly considering

or attending to given that they may not be attending to the full content of Q at that time. In the

case of polar questions, like whether the chauffeur is the murderer, it might seem plausible that

an agent wondering this is attending to its entire content in a way that doesn’t typically hold for

constituent questions. That is, in the sense that both alternative answers are explicitly represented

in such a way that the phenomena of overlooking possibilities, recall failure, and absent-mindedness

do not impede the agent’s ability to access these answers in the ongoing task of belief revision that

wondering involves.

But what is this explicit attitudinal content? That is, how should we best understand the kind

of information that a wonderer needs to be explicitly aware of, that her ongoing thoughts need

to be sensitive to, at a given time in order to count as wondering some question at that time?

This chapter has broached these issues but merely gestured at the difficulties they produce. The

next chapter takes up these challenges in more detail by addressing what I call the “double life” of

questions, i.e. the dual role they play with respect to a wondering agent’s thoughts and attitudes.

attitude, as opposed to one that is at most partly constitutive of a questioning attitude.
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5 Attention and the Double Life of Questions

At this point, we have reached the view that wondering should be thought of as an essentially

occurrent questioning attitude. Chapter 3 argued that wondering Q is constitutively incompatible

with occurrently believing any complete answer to Q. But, as chapter 2 argued, wondering Q

consists not only of an occurrent desire to improve one’s epistemic position on Q but also an

attentional component, whereby the wondering agent attends to Q in some way that is characteristic

of wondering. But we have said little enough about what this attentional component of wondering

actually amounts to.

In the wake of the previous chapter, where coarse-grained accounts of attitudinal content for

wondering were shown to run into the closure problem, fleshing out this attentional component of

wondering becomes more pressing. As I will argue here, this is because the non-closure of wondering

under question entailment can be explained by the selective or limiting role played by attention:

in short, our attentional states determine and constrain the course of our wondering because (i)

they supply the explicit inquisitive contents of wondering that aren’t closed under q-entailment

and (ii) they may change from moment to moment – the explicit content can vary even as the

question being wondered remains the same. Attention thus plays a constitutive role in wondering

insofar as it accounts for the inherently changing character of wondering and specifies what parts

of the wondered question – which of its q-entailments – an agent is explicitly considering at a given

moment.

Furthermore, in exploring the regulative normativity of wondering in the next chapter – i.e. in

determining what kinds of regulative norms wondering is subject to as an attitude at the heart of

rational inquiry – this attentional component will again be center stage. Thus, attention is not

only at the heart of what wondering is, it is also crucial to the question of how we ought to wonder

and how we may wonder. Since wondering is the attitudinal ingredient in inquiry, getting clearer

about its regulative normativity will help further our understanding of inquiry in general. Thus,

building on the work of others who have made progress in this domain, as well as on the picture

of wondering I have developed in previous chapters, I will sketch some regulative norms that tell

us something about what it is to wonder well. A crucial assumption in this part of the project will

be the existence of a species of rationality pertaining specifically to our questioning attitudes, an
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inquisitive rationality concerning the modification of beliefs and attentional states with respect to a

given question. Before that, however, we need to get clearer about the nature of attention, its role

in determining the activity of wondering, and, in particular, what it tells us about how questions

feature in that activity.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: In section 1, I extrapolate from the conclusions of

the previous chapter to outline a fuller and more structured picture of what it means to wonder Q.

This account requires coordinating both the desiderative and attentional components of wondering

on the content question Q. As we will see, however, closure doesn’t fully go away, though it does

become less problematic. In response to it, room is needed for both the traditional unstructured

notion of question content and a more fine-grained notion to account for what is going on when an

agent wonders Q. I argue that the hybrid (desire + attention) picture of wondering that I develop

can meet these demands.

5.1 A motivating puzzle

In the last chapter it became clear that an agent wondering Q need not be attending to any

particular q-entailment of Q. For example an agent wondering who the murderer is need not be

attending to, e.g., whether the chauffeur is the murderer. More precisely, where ?xφ denotes the

constituent question which x is such that φ, and ?φ(a) denotes the corresponding polar question

whether a is such that φ, we do not in general accept the following

Constituent to Polar (CP)

If S is wondering ?xφ, then, for any a, S is wondering ?φ(a)

We reject CP for reasons discussed in the previous chapter, namely because of the intuitive unac-

ceptability of inferences like these:

Alice is wondering where Bob is.

̸∴ Alice is wondering whether Bob is next door.

Morse is wondering who the murderer is.

̸∴ Morse is wondering whether the butler is the murderer.
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But we often seem to accept the converse principle, that if an agent is wondering a polar question

they are wondering a corresponding constituent question:

Polar to Constituent (PC)

For any a, if S is wondering ?φ(a), then S is wondering ?xφ

Thus inferences like the following often seem good:

Alice is wondering whether Bob is next door.

∴ Alice is wondering where Bob is.

Morse is wondering whether the butler is the murderer.

∴ Morse is wondering who the murderer is.

Nevertheless, while the acceptability of inferences like these can be explained by appealing to PC,

we cannot explain all polar-to-constituent inferences that it might seem to validate. PC seems like

an intuitively plausible explanation of these good inference patterns only because it highlights one

individual term as prominent in the initial polar question – the ‘a’ in ?φ(a).144 But it might be that

we are querying other terms that occur in φ too. Thus, when we know Alice is wondering whether

Bob is next door, it might be a mistake to infer that Alice is wondering where Bob is rather than

that she is wondering who is next door. Or suppose Alice is wondering whether Bob likes Camilla,

then it might by a mistake to infer that Alice is wondering who Bob likes rather than wondering

who likes Camilla? More generally, when we know only that S is wondering whether φ, we do not

yet know which term occurring in φ should be isolated as the queried variable in the corresponding

constituent question that we infer S is wondering.

Intuitively, someone who is wondering where Bob is is doing something quite different to someone

wondering who is next door. The former is wondering about a question whose complete answers

are propositions like: Bob is next door, Bob is at the office, Bob is at the liquor store etc. The later

is wondering about a question whose complete answers are propositions like: only Bob next door,

144It thereby prompts us to think of the highlighted term as the focused term of the interrogative expressing the
question. For more on focus as it serves to distinguish questions with overlapping sets of possible answers see Krifka
(2001)
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Bob and Camilla and nobody else is next door, Camilla and Diego and nobody else is next door

etc. The evidence that is relevant to determining the truth values of these two kinds of proposition

is different. Thus, an agent wondering who is next door will be responsive to different kinds of

evidence and will actively attend to different kinds of possibilities as part of wondering them. So

it would be a mistake to accept PC uncritically as a guide to inferences about wondering.

Fortunately, I think that the hybrid account of wondering I propose can account for these data

points, both the general invalidity of CP and the pattern of PC-style inferences that we in fact

should accept. Fundamentally the idea is that if S is wondering Q, where Q q-entails R, then S

is wondering R if and only if S is attending to R while wondering Q. Whereas if S is wondering

Q where R q-entails Q, then S is wondering R if and only if S occurrently wants to know R. For

example, given that Alice is wondering where Bob is, it follows that Alice is wondering whether Bob

is next door just if she is attending to that question while wondering where Bob is. And if Alice is

wondering whether Bob is next door, it follows that she is wondering where Bob is (rather than,

e.g., who is next door) just if she occurrently wants to know (or improve her epistemic position on)

where Bob is.

The two central components of my account of wondering come into play here. Attention explains

why an agent wondering Q need not be wondering any given q-entailment. Epistemic desires (like

wanting to know) explain why an agent wondering Q also counts as wondering the questions that

q-entail Q. In particular, an agent wondering Q is not wondering every logically stronger question

R. For example, take the conjunctive question who is next door and what time did they arrive?

This question has complete answers like Bob and Camilla and no one else are next door and they

both arrived at 19:00. Clearly any answer to this conjunctive question will entail an answer to the

question of who is next door, thus the conjunctive question q-entails the question of who is next

door. And yet, clearly, if Alice is wondering who is next door, she needn’t be wondering who is

next door and what time they arrived. I explain this by saying that although Alice wants to know

who is next door, she lacks any similar desire to know what time they arrived.

Recall the analysis of wondering, given at the end of chapter 2:
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Wondering and Attending (WA)

For any agent a and any question, Q, a wonders Q during [t1, ...tn] iff (i) a occurrently

desires to know Q during [t1, ...tn] and (ii) a attends to Q throughout [t1, ...tn].

As noted in chapter 2, WA lacks any statement of how (i) and (ii) relate to one another, omitting

the fact that the wonderer attends to Q because she occurrently wants to know Q. If we accept that

S wonders Q if S wants to know Q and attends to some q-entailment of Q, this omission becomes

particularly problematic. Consider the following scenario:

Party Next Door

Alice’s neighbors have invited her and Bob to a party next door. The party started an

hour ago but Bob hasn’t come home yet – he’s surprisingly late – and so Alice doesn’t

know whether he will make it. Furthermore, Alice isn’t yet sure who else is going to

the party, and would like to know this before deciding whether to drop in herself. So,

she decides to go to an upstairs window to get a better look at the cars parked in front

of the neighbors’ house, hoping she can work out who’s there. But, while making her

short trip upstairs, Alice wonders where Bob is. In particular, she explicitly considers

whether Bob is already next door.

While Alice is going upstairs and wondering whether Bob is next door, I am committed to saying

that she has (at least) two epistemic desires that are occurrent. One is the desire to know where

Bob is. This desire is manifesting explicitly considering/attending to. The other is the desire to

know who is next door. This is manifesting in her going to an upstairs window to get a better look

at the neighbor’s house.

Thus, while going upstairs, Alice wants to know who is next door and is explicitly attending to

a q-entailment of this question (whether Bob is next door). But while making her short journey,

Alice is not wondering who is next door, she is wondering where Bob is. She occurrently wants

to know who is next door, yes, but she’s attending to a different question, one that happens to

have an answer in common with the question of who is next door. What this means is that it

does not suffice for wondering Q that an agent occurrently wants to know Q and attends to some

q-entailment of Q. WA doesn’t commit us to this, however, as it requires an agent to be attending

to the same question she wants to know the answer to and not merely to some q-entailment of it.
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An agent’s epistemic desires determine what she is wondering insofar as these desires specify

the inquisitive dispositions an agent has – what possibilities she will attend to and what evidence

she is receptive to – as well as the point at which her wondering will cease, all else being equal,

i.e. its “natural stopping point” or goal. But an agent’s attentional state determines what she is

wondering too insofar as an agent who is not attending to Q is not wondering Q. However, given

that it is sometimes correct to reason in accordance with PC – inferring that an agent wondering a

polar question is wondering a corresponding constituent question – we need to say more than what

is given in WA to capture what’s going on in our intuitive wonder-attributions. In particular, we

need to know more about what it means for an agent to be attending to a question and what it

means for her to do so because she wants to know that question’s answer. In exploring attention

in this way, we will also see what implications it for the distinctive role that questions play in

wondering.

5.2 Attention and the structure of questions

The study of attention as a sui generis cognitive phenomenon of interest to epistemology has been

relatively scant. Typically, philosophical work has focused on attention as a perceptual phenomenon

of interest to the philosopher of mind, without explicit emphasis on its epistemology, i.e. its

role in the formation of beliefs or acquisition of knowledge (Mole 2017). Thus, the questions

typically addressed in philosophical work on attention concern the best ways to model attention as

a perceptual phenomenon rather than as a content-directed attitude.145

Since my primary interest is the role that attention plays in wondering, I consider a variety of

principles of wondering that relate it to attention. To facilitate this (though this is also plausible

on independent grounds), I will take an agent’s attentional state at a given moment to be defined

on a question.146 Furthermore, as an initial clarification, I think it is worth briefly discussing

how attention as I will understand it relates to awareness, which has been studied much more

in epistemologically pertinent areas of logic and formal semantics (see e.g. Fagin and Halpern

145There are notable exceptions, see de Jager 2009, Ciardelli et al. 2014, and Bledin and Rawlins 2020
146Fritz and Lederman (2015) explicitly treat attention as a questioning attitude in the sense that what we attend

to are question. Similar approaches have been made by by Ciardelli et al 2014 and Bledin and Rawlins 2020, which
involve defining attention on Lewisian subject matters (Lewis 1988a,b). However, these subject matters are modeled
as partitions of logical space and, as Lewis notes, they can thus also be thought of as questions, as in Groenendijk
and Sokhof 1984.
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1988; Fritz and Lederman 2015). As de Jager (2009) notes, attention and awareness are sometimes

treated as interchangeable even though being aware arguably connotes a passive state versus the

active (and potentially effort-involving) state of attending.147 Partly for this reason I interpret the

additional component of wondering as attention rather than awareness, given that wondering itself

is a kind of activity and thus, to some extent at least, subject to volitional control.

In formal epistemology, work on awareness has been motivated in part by a desire to make sense

of explicit knowledge or belief.148. This, in turn, has been motivated by a desire to make sense of

how or to what degree an agent’s beliefs and knowledge are closed under entailment, conjunction,

and believed/known implication. A prevailing paradigm in the literature on awareness in formal

epistemology is to treat awareness as a kind of filter that separates merely implicitly believed/known

contents from those that are believed/known explicitly. Thus, while a non-ideal epistemic agent

might implicitly believe or know what is entailed by her beliefs and knowledge, a lack of awareness

may mean that she fails to believe or know these consequences explicitly. This, in turn, can

explain her relevant dispositions, e.g. her disposition to withhold immediate assent to articulated

consequences of her beliefs and knowledge.

Modulo her awareness, then, a cognitively non-ideal agent can be subject to rational constraints

on belief and knowledge. For example, it may be a requirement of rationality that an agent who

believes p and believes that p implies q while being aware of all these beliefs also believes q (or

else that she revises her belief in p or her belief in the implication of q by p). In some instances,

the filtering role of awareness is couched in terms of an agent’s being aware of formulas. That is,

awareness is sometimes treated as being defined on syntactic entities, like the sentences or formulae

of a language 149

One problem with treating awareness in a syntactic fashion as a response to problems of attitu-

dinal closure is that it can be fairly unexplanatory. One doesn’t want to end up merely stipulating

which formulas count as believed or known given that others are believed or known in an ad hoc

way, entering the intended contents of an attitudinal state “by hand” as it were. Instead, we

should aim to derive an account of which logico-semantic relations an attitude is closed under from

147Fritz and Lederman ibid. also treat these as two notions as interchangeable, both with each other and with
entertainment, in the sense of ‘entertaining an idea’.
148e.g. as in Levesque 1984, an influence on Fagin and Halpern’s classic 1988 paper.
149See Fagin and Halpern ibid. pp. 52-57
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some more general and independently motivated account of the attitude itself.150 My approach to

attention will thus differ from some of the extant approaches to awareness.

As described by Mole (ibid.) attention has two central characteristics: it is directed and selective.

The former characteristic indicates that attentional states have some sort of content, whether

perceptual or semantic or some mixture of both. The latter characteristic indicates that the contents

of attention are limited, that an agent attending to something is thereby not attending to something

else. In its role in wondering, I treat attention as directed at a question, where an agent attending

to some question is thereby not attending to some other questions:

Recalling the case of the absent minded detective from the last chapter, part of the reason why

this example demonstrates the non-triviality of inquiry is that it takes effort to attend to and thus

wonder about the relevant possibilities that allow the detective to further her investigation. While

wondering who the murderer is, the absent minded detective overlooks or ignores the possibility

that the murderer is the chauffeur. In other words, she does not attend to this possibility, despite

the fact that the question of who the murderer is q-entails the question of whether the murderer is

the chauffeur.

Given the role that I assign to attention in wondering, it must therefore be possible for an

agent to attend to a given question without also attending to the questions it q-entails. (In terms

of Lewisian subject matters, it must be possible for an agent who is attending to a given subject

matter to fail to attend to some of the parts of that subject matter.151) An agent attending to the

question of who the murderer is need not be attending to the question whether the chauffeur is the

murderer.. Put differently, an agent attending to the subject matter of who the murderer is need

not be attending to the subject matter of whether the chauffeur is the murderer, even though the

latter subject matter is part of the former.152

Because of the limitations imposed by the selective nature of attention, wondering itself is a non-

trivial activity. Indeed, it is often the case that wondering Q is largely an exercise in modulating

150Of course, awareness doesn’t have to be treated syntactically. One can change the underlying theory of the
relevant logico-semantic relations (e.g. of validity, or of q-entailment) to find a less demanding version of closure.
Alternatively, one can give a semantic account on which an agent is aware of any ψ that is semantically equivalent
with some φ. Both of these approaches have their drawbacks, however. See Fagin et al (1995, ch. 9) for an overview.
151Thus my approach crucially requires dropping the idealizing assumptions about attention to subject matters

made in Bledin and Rawlins (2020, p.26) and Fritz and Lederman (2015, p.17)
152One Lewisian subject matter, M1, is said to be a part of another, M2 ,just when any way for the world to be

wrt M1 is a way for the world to be wrt M2, but not necessarily conversely.
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how one attends to Q in a way that accords with the dynamic and piecemeal nature of wondering.

Often, and perhaps typically, we wonder Q seriatim, attending to its q-entailments individually

and not all at once. But what sorts of contents must attention have then in order to explain this

piecemeal access to the content of the questions being wondered?

When Q is a constituent question like who is the murderer, some of its parts or q-entailments

are the corresponding polar questions of the form whether x is the murderer, where x ranges over

some set of entities. Thus, given the selectivity of attention, for no particular value of x will it

be the case that an in attending to who the murderer is an agent thereby counts as attending to

whether x is the murderer. An agent attending to the former need not be attending to the latter.

Generally, then, we want to account for the following fact:

Non-Specificity

An agent attending to Q need not be attending to any particular q-entailment of Q

However, Non-Specificity does not entail that an agent can attend to Q without attending to at

least some q-entailment of Q, it’s just that no particular entailment of Q need be attended to in

order to count as wondering Q.

What does this tell us about the content of the attitude of attention as it occurs in wondering?

Clearly, while wondering Q, an agent attends to and wonders some of Q ’s q-entailments but not

others – attention is selective. And there is no particular q-entailment of which this must hold.

In the detective’s investigation, there is no particular suspect such that the detective is wondering

who the murderer is only if they are wondering whether this particular suspect is the murderer.

Again, this is quite compatible with saying that in wondering who the murderer is, the detective

must be wondering about some suspect or other. Indeed, something like the following principle

seems to have a lot going for it:

Coarsening

If S is wondering Q, there is some q-entailment, R, of Q, such that S is attending to

R.153

153Note that non-Specificity is independent of the possibility of radical answer ignorance (Friedman 2013) discussed
in chapter 2, in which an agent bears a questioning attitude, like wondering, to a question but lacks any knowledge
of what an answer might be. However this is not the case for Coarsening. For reasons of conceptual poverty, an
agent wondering how the cosmos originated might be unable to attend to any complete answer to this question, but
Coarsening requires that they can attend to at least some of its q-entailments, and thus to some of its partial answers.
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Since every question q-entails itself, Coarsening follows trivially from the requirement in WA that

an agent is wondering Q only if she is attending to Q. Typically, an agent wondering Q will at

some point attend to some non-trivial coarsening as part of her wondering. Often this happens

piecemeal over an interval of time, where an agent starts of by attending to Q but not to some

q-entailment, R, and then subsequently attends to R as her wondering progresses. As we will see

shortly, however, even Coarsening might be unnecessary as a postulate for wondering.

Given the dynamic aspects of attention that are salient here, adequately capturing what the

contents of attention are like when an agent wonders demands that we explore the temporally

extended character of wondering in greater detail. Since wondering is an essentially occurrent

attitude – indeed since it is a kind of temporally extended activity – attitude reports of the form S

wonders Q should be evaluated relative to times. One wonders during a period of time. In other

words, reports like “S is wondering Q” are true only with respect to some such duration. Therefore,

it makes sense to work with ordered sets of times, or durations. Where a duration is a sequence of

of times, the idea is that an agent wondering Q is attending to Q at each time in the duration she

is wondering Q :

Temporality

An agent S wonders Q only if there is some duration, ∆, such that S attends to Q throughout

∆.154

Given Temporality, we can think of wondering Q as partly consisting of a sequence of attentional

states, each of which is appropriately related to or defined on the wondered question Q. An agent

who is wondering Q during ∆ goes through various attentional states whose contents are – in some

yet to be determined sense – relevant to her question. Thus, the detective wondering who the

murderer is during a certain period of time might first attend to the question of whether the butler

is the murderer and then later attend to whether the gardener is the murderer and so on through

various other q-entailed questions as the activity of wondering unfolds.

But wondering who the murderer is will often involve much more than this, i.e. much more

than attending to strict q-entailments. An agent wondering Q might attend to questions that

aren’t q-entailed by Q at all. For example, before finding out who any of the possible murder

154Intuitively, S attends to Q throughout ∆ just if for each t in ∪∆, S attends to Q at t.
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suspects are, the detective might attend to questions whose answers simply narrow down the range

of possibilities. For example, she might attend to the question of when the murder took place, or

what the motive of the murderer was. If she attends to such questions because she wants to know

who the murderer is, then we need to be able to account for them in the possible attentional states

involved in wondering who the murderer is.

In a given epistemic context (i.e. relative to what the detective knows about the situation at a

given time) q-entailed questions like whether the butler did it might be ignored in favour of questions

that are not strictly q-entailed by who the murderer is but only contextually q-entailed by it. For

example the question of whether the butler is the murderer will likely depend on the question of

what the motive was, in the sense that answers to the latter can take one closer to answering the

former, even though strictly speaking, there is no relation of q-entailment here. These contextually

determined dependencies among questions are instances of contextual q-entailments, i.e. of q-

entailment relative to a set of background assumptions (or relative to a theory). 155 Insofar as

context can determine what is or isn’t relevant to answering a question, then, these contextually

dependent questions will need to be included among questions that an agent might attend to as a

part of wondering her main question. We can account for these more remote questions by appealing

to the notion of connectedness, which generalized the notion of q-entailment.156

Connectedness

Questions Q and R are connected iff there is some q ∈ Q and some r ∈ R such that

q ∩ r = ∅

In other words, two questions are connected just if some answer to one of them is incompatible

with some answer to the other. For example, suppose that the detective knows that the butler has

an alibi that can locate him away from the scene of the crime at midnight, then the question of

when the murder took place will be connected with the question of who the murderer is : a possible

answer to the former (the murder took place at midnight) is incompatible with a possible answer to

the latter (the butler is the murderer). A satisfactory story about the role of attention in wondering

will thus need to accommodate connected questions as well as those that are q-entailed.

155See Ciardelli 2018 for a more rigorous exploration of these sorts of contextual dependencies among questions.
156See Lewis 1988b
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5.3 Conceptualization and Indirect Attention

Up to now, I have discussed attention as having questions as its contents, where these are taken to

be partitions of logical space, thus allowing us to retain notions like q-entailment and connectedness

as definable relations among an agents attentional states. Given Non-Specificity, we do not require

that attentional states are closed under q-entailment (or coarsening of partitions). Inter alia,

this blocks the conclusion that attending to who the murderer is implies attending to whether the

chauffeur is the murderer. Furthermore, in cases beyond mere absent mindedness (in which, for

example, an agent lacks the concepts required to attend to some of the possible answers to her

question) we should also expect that some q-entailments cannot be attended to. Hearkening back

to a previous example, William III, doesn’t wonder whether he can avoid nuclear war, in part

because the question of nuclear was is one he cannot attend to, despite wondering about what

kinds of wars he can avoid.

In other words, because of conceptual limitations, an agent can wonder about some questions

without being able to attend to all of the possible questions q-entailed by it. What this means is

that the content of some attentional states will involve possibilities that the agent cannot attend

to. A satisfactory account of wondering thus needs to say something about how the conceptual

limitations an agent’s attentional state is subject to at a given time factors in to how she wonders.

Additionally, given the temporality and dynamism of wondering – its status as a temporally

extended process or activity that involves changes in attentional state – the questions an agent is

attending to at a given moment will change as her wondering proceeds. Generally, then, we need

to account for two kinds of attentional limitations that arise while the agent is wondering: how she

might fail attend to relevant possibilities that she cannot conceptualize, and how she might fail to

attend to relevant possibilities at a given time, even though she can conceptualize them.

Clearly, one way to go here is to think of an agent who is wondering Q as attending to Q

relative to two different parameters: (i) a time at which she is attending to Q in some way, and (ii)

a particular way of conceptualizing Q. Roughly , a wondering agent’s fluctuating attentional state

will change from one time to another during while she wonders and will do so within limits set by

her particular way of conceptualizing her question.

A conceptualization of a question is a way of distinguishing among its possible answers. For
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example, the detective wondering who the murderer is might distinguish between the possibility

of the murderer being the butler versus the possibility of the murderer being someone other than

the butler. Or she might distinguish between the possibility of the murderer being male versus not

being male, and so on. Alternatively, she might distinguish between the possible answers in non-

binary terms. For example, if her knowledge of the situation implies that only some suspects can

have certain motives, she might wonder what the motive was, wherein she distinguishes between

possibilities like the motive was revenge, the motive was concealment, the motive was to frame

someone else, the motive was money etc. Given appropriate background information, then, one

way for an agent to conceptualize the question of who the murderer is is as the question of what

the motive was.

Thus, where Q is a question and S is an agent, a conceptualization of Q for S is is some R that

is connected to Q given S ’s background information:

Question Conceptualization

A conceptualization of Q for S is a partition R, such that, given S ’s background infor-

mation, R is connected to Q.

Intuitively, a conceptualization of a question, Q, is a way of attending to Q. More specifically, it is a

way of grouping Q ’s possible answers together into a set of non-overlapping collections. Naturally,

we can think of conceptualization as the application of a concept. For example, the grouping of

the possible answers to the question who is the murderer into the bipartition

{[the murderer is male], [¬ the murderer is male]}

corresponds to the application of the concept of MALE to the answer space. An agent who is

wondering who the murderer is might therefore be attending only to a particular conceptualization

of this question, e.g. whether the murderer is male. In principle, however, any question that is

connected with the question being wondered can count as a conceptualization.

The simplest conceptualizations of a question, Q, will be those that bipartition the space of

possible answers, corresponding to a polar question that is q-entailed by Q. However, when Q is a

constituent question it strikes me as uncommon to wonder Q relative to only one conceptualization

of Q. Presumably, an agent will typically attend to a question by means of multiple concepts, e.g.
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by combining their conceptualizations of the question, which can result in many possible groupings

of its possible answers. For example, letting M abbreviate the murderer is male and T abbreviate

the murderer is tall the detective might wonder who the murderer is relative to both of the following

conceptualizations

a. {[M ], [¬M ]}

b. {[T ], [¬T ]}

The effect of this is that the agent attends to the question whose answers are (i) the murderer is

both male and tall (ii) the murderer is not male but is tall (iii) the murderer is male but not tall,

and (iv) the murderer is neither male nor tall – i.e. to the question what is the sex and height of

the murderer. Attending to the question of who the murderer is via these conceptualizations is

thus to group its possible answers into four collections, corresponding to the application of the two

concepts MALE and TALL . We can call the result of attending to Q via multiple conceptualizations

a composite conceptualization of Q, i.e. a partition whose (2n) cells are the pairwise intersection of

each of the agent’s (n) non-composite/bipartite conceptualizations of Q :

Question Conceptualization (Generalized)

A composite conceptualization of Q for S is a partition {π1, ...πn} (2 ≤ n) such that for each

i, πi ̸= ∅, and, given S ’s background information, ∃s ∈ Q(∃πi(s ∩ πi = ∅))

As a limiting case, every constituent question with more than two possible complete answers will

count as a composite conceptualization of itself, but typically, when examining the role of concepts

in wondering, this limit case will be ignored. Furthermore, it will sometimes be convenient to

abbreviate talk of conceptualizations of Q using the notation CS(Q), which denotes some possible

composite conceptualization of Q for S and is more convenient to write than ‘R, where R is

connected to Q given S ’s background information.’

At this point, we can begin to capture more detail in what is involved in an agent’s wondering

Q during a period of time ∆. As noted, a plausible requirement is that an agent wondering Q

during ∆ must attend to Q relative to some (composite) conceptualization of Q, CS(Q), at some

time t in ∆, where the agent possesses all of the concepts required to compose CS(Q). Thinking

of conceptualizations of Q for S as those questions that are (contextually) connected to Q, and for
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which the agent possess all the required concepts, we can associate with every agent wondering Q

a set of questions {X ⊂ 2W : ∃CS(Q)(X = CS(Q))}. Each of these questions is then a possible

object of the agent’s attentional state at some time in ∆. Crucially, however, each of them can only

play this role in wondering if the agent possesses the relevant concepts from which these questions

are composed.

Concept-Relativity of Attention

An agent S attends to Q during ∆ only if there is some CS(Q), and some t in ∆ such that

S attends to CS(Q) at t.

The intended effect of including these conceptual and temporal restrictions is to allow for a better

representation of the gradual and conceptually limited activity that wondering involves. At no point

while wondering who the murderer is need the detective be attending to whether the chauffeur is

the murderer. And at no point while wondering what kinds of war England can avoid does William

III wonder whether England can avoid nuclear war. Thus, while the content of the attitude of

wondering remains a question qua partition, the attentional states involved in wondering unfold

gradually (changing from time to time) and are restricted to the concepts available to the agent. A

non-ideal agent wondering Q is attending to Q at some time t via some (but certainly not every)

possible conceptualization of Q.

On this picture, wondering Q during ∆ implies attending to some conceptualization of Q at

some time in ∆. An agent’s attentional state at a time is thus far only a partition, with no

additional requirements about whether attending to one partition at a time implies attending to

another. In the Party Next Door case, we saw that an agent’s occurrently wanting to know Q at

t while attending to some conceptualization of Q at t does not suffice for wondering Q. Neither

does it suffice for attending to Q. That is, we cannot infer from S ’s occurrently wanting to know

Q and S ’s attending to some CS(Q) that S attends to Q. In Party Next Door, Alice is attending

to a conceptualization of where Bob is via the question whether Bob is next door. And, given

Alice’s background information, this latter question counts as a conceptualization for her of who is

next door. But while she is going upstairs to get a better view of her neighbor’s house, Alice isn’t

attending to the question of who is next door, rather she is attending to the questions of whether

Bob is next door and of where Bob is. There is, in other words, a connection between Alice’s
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attending and her occurrent epistemic desires that needs to be captured. Furthermore, an agent

wondering a question whose complete answers are beyond his conceptual remit will not attend to

this question in the same way that he attends to his conceptualizations of it. Aristotle wondering

how the cosmos originated attends to this question, but not in the same way that he attends to

the conceptualization of whether the cosmos originated in from the actions of an unmoved mover.

This suggests that our notion of attention as it occurs in wondering needs to be refined. The way

in which S attends to CS(Q) may differ from the way in which S attends to Q, even if the reason

she attends to CS(Q) is that she wants to improve her epistemic position on Q.

To better address this subtlety, we can introduce a notion of indirect attention, to distinguish

between the question S wants to improve on and the conceptualization of this question that she is

attending to:

Indirect Attention (IA)

S is indirectly attending to Q at t if S is attending to some CS(Q) at t because she

wants to improve her epistemic position on Q.157

IA is motivated by cases in which an agent is wondering Q at t but either lacks the concepts

required to fully attend to Q (e.g. because she is unable to conceive of some possible Q-answers)

or else is selectively attending only to some CS(Q). Thus, when Morse is wondering whether the

butler is the murderer, he is directly attending to whether the butler did it and indirectly attending

to who the murderer is. But again, he is neither directly nor indirectly attending to whether the

chauffeur is the murderer.

Since attending to CS(Q) is a special case of indirectly attending to C(Q), we can also state IA

as a kind of closure condition on indirect attention in wondering:

Indirect Attentional Closure (IAC)

If S is indirectly attending to CS(Q) at t because S occurently wants to improve her

epistemic position on Q at t, then S is indirectly attending to Q at t.

What this means is that an agent who is attending to Q via some conceptualization will also count

as attending to Q itself as long as the reason she is attending to the conceptualization of Q is that

157Thus directly attending to Q is just a special case of indirectly attending to Q.
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she wants improve her epistemic position on Q. Without this connection between her attentional

state and her occurrent desires for epistemic improvement, this kind of closure principle would be

implausible. For example, for Alice, the question where is Bob is a possible conceptualization of

the conjunctive question where is Bob and what did he have for breakfast. But since Alice isn’t

attending to this possible conceptualization because she wants to know where Bob is and what he

had for breakfast, she doesn’t count as indirectly attending to this conjunctive question. And this

is intuitive. Because, although knowing an answer to the conjunctive question would guarantee

knowing where Bob is, Alice’s beliefs and attitudes while wondering whether Bob is next door

aren’t sensitive to evidence about what he had for breakfast in the way they are to evidence about

where he is. Directly attending to whether Bob is next door, Alice’s thoughts selectively target

the question of where Bob is, albeit indirectly. She is poised to imagine scenarios that partially

answer this question, to retrieve, receive, and assess evidence bearing upon it. In the same way,

though, Alice’s thoughts and dispositions do not selectively target the question of what Bob had

for breakfast. She doesn’t even indirectly attend to this.

Unfortunately, remaining in the unstructured setting in our treatment of the content of at-

tentional states – even given conceptual and temporal restrictions – still leaves us with lingering

problems of hyperintensionality. For example, it is an artifact of the possible worlds approach

that questions with necessarily true answers (i.e. those whose true answers are true in all possible

worlds) all correspond to the same partition, i.e. {W}. Because of this, a priori inquiry, as in

deductive and and mathematical reasoning, remain puzzling on any similarly unstructured model

of attentional content. Nevertheless, there is good reason to retain unstructured contents in our

account of wondering despite this present shortcoming.

Before moving to discuss the residual need for unstructured content, however, another aspect of

the temporally inflected nature of wondering deserves elaboration. This is the idea that wondering,

as a process, is continuous, i.e. that interruptions in the attentional activity that partly constitutes

wondering count as interruptions in wondering itself. This was alluded to earlier, in Temporality,

in terms of the idea of attending to a question throughout a period of time. To be more explicit, I

am taking wondering to be continuous, in the sense that if an agent is wondering Q throughout ∆,

then there is no time in ∆ at which the agent is not attending to Q. Cashing this out in terms of

concept-relativity, this means that wondering Q during a given interval requires attending to some
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CS(Q) at each point in the interval:

Continuity of Attention (CA)

S wonders Q during ∆ only if for every t in ∆ there is some conceptualization of Q, C(Q),

such that S attends to C(Q) at t.

Thus, wondering Q during a given length of time requires attending to some conceptualization of Q

at every moment throughout: interruptions in the associated attentional states mean interruptions

in wondering. Given AC, it follows from CA that S wonders Q during ∆ only if S attends to Q at

each time in ∆. Intuitively, continuity is intended to capture the fact that wondering is an ongoing

mental activity that can be interrupted (or paused) even if the the wondering agent still wants to

know the answer to the question she is wondering about. Indeed, as argued in chapter 2, the desire

to know may remain occurrent at t even if one is no longer wondering at t.

To recap: in this chapter I have so far formulated two necessary conditions on wondering:

Temporality and Continuity of Attention. Temporality relativizes wondering to durations, ordered

sets of times. Continuity of Attention requires that the attending that goes on in wondering remains

uninterrupted on pain of the cessation of wondering. I have also proposed two necessary conditions

on attention that are motivated by the intuitive role it plays in wondering: Concept-relativity

requires that an agent attends Q only via some conceptualization, CS(Q), without requiring that

CS(Q) = Q. IAC implies that an agent who indirectly attends to some CS(Q) at a given time

because she wants to know Q at that time thereby counts as indirectly attending to Q itself. This

can explain why it is sometimes appropriate to reason in accordance with PC – if the agent wants

to know the answer to a constituent question and because of this wonders some polar question, it

follows that she is also wondering the constituent question.

Though individually necessary, these attentional conditions on wondering are neither individu-

ally nor jointly sufficient. This is because an agent can attend to conceptualizations of Q throughout

a period of time, and do so because she wants to know Q, without this exercise in attention amount-

ing to wondering Q. For example, an agent may simply be reflecting on Q while knowing (or at

least believing) that she already knows the answer to Q, as when one believes some complete pQ

but wishes to rehearse or recall one’s belief about Q. When one is simply recalling which answer

one believes to Q – say because one doesn’t want to forget it later – one might attend to Q for
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a moment while retrieving the answer without this kind of attention counting as wondering Q.

more subtle approach should be able to distinguish between attending because one wants to know

(e.g. one wants to retain the knowledge) and attending because one wants to know and thinks one

doesn’t know (i.e. one wants to get the knowledge).

As I argued in chapter 2, an occurrent desire to know Q is a necessary condition for wondering

Q, but it isn’t sufficient. Similarly, as per Party Next Door, a mere combination of an occurrent

desire to know Q and a simultaneous period of attending to Q isn’t sufficient for wondering Q

either. What matters for addressing these subtleties is that the occurrent desire prompting the

exercise in attention is one that the agent does not believe to be satisfied, and that the goal of the

attentional exercise – the reason it is happening – is to satisfy it. Wondering then is an activity

that consists in a connection between our attentional states and our occurrent epistemic desires,

much as the activity of searching consists in a connection between our bodily behaviour and our

occurrent desire to find what it is we’re searching for.

Consequently, even given the plausibility of the constraints on wondering I have outlined here,

it remains a challenge to articulate a sufficient condition, and thus spell out more fully the specific

connections between epistemic desires to improve on Q and attending to Q that wondering consists

in. In the next part of this section, I focus on how the demands and limitations of inquiry seem

to support conflicting sorts of intuition about this. In particular, I discuss the need for a dual

notion of question-content that supports both of these sorts of intuition, suggesting that it is from

this ‘hybrid perspective’ on question content that we may hope to command a better view of how

desiring and attending combine to produce wondering.

For now, though, we can temporarily prescind from these complications and accept the following

as a working hypothesis:

Wondering 1 (W1)

S wonders Q during ∆ iff for each t in ∆, S occurently wants to improve on Q at t and

S attends to some CS(Q) at t.

This analysis has two key parts, one desiderative and the other attentional. Since every question

will count as a conceptualization of itself, the conceptualizations being relativized to the agent is

important. An agent wondering Q during ∆ might be only indirectly attending to Q at t via some
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(non-trivial) conceptualization of Q, e.g. because she lacks the concepts required to directly attend

to Q itself. Or she may be only indirectly attending to Q at t because she is selectively attending to

some particular CS(Q), progressing her inquiry in a piecemeal fashion concordant with her limited

ability to attend to Q in its entirety.

5.4 The residual need for unstructured contents

As per Concept-Relativity and Temporality, the content of the attitude of wondering is structured

by an agent’s concepts and by the particular conceptualization of the question she is attending

to at a particular time. The function of these constraints is to better account for the limited and

piecemeal way in which wondering takes place: due to conceptual limitations an agent cannot attend

to all possible answers to the questions she is wondering about. And due to processing limitations,

an agent cannot simultaneously attend to all possible answers that she can conceptualize.

An important common element in these distinct limitations is that each one limits the concep-

tualizations that an agent wondering Q attends to at a given time, t. Here I wish to argue that

the similarities between these different kinds of limitation also informs an important conception of

what the contents of the attitude of wondering are. To fix an example, let Q be the question what

is the smallest country on Earth, and let Ex abbreviate x is the smallest country on Earth. We can

then identify Q with the following partition of logical space158

Q = {S ⊆ W : ∀w, v ∈ W((w ∈ S ∧ v ∈ S) ↔ ∀x(JExKw = JExKv)}

In other words, the question that the agent is wondering is the following partition:

{{w : E(Luxembourg) in w}, {w : E(Cyprus) in w},

{w : E(Andorra) in w}, {E(SanMarino) in w}, ...}

But in the case where the agent has never learned of the existence of, say, San Marino, it seems

puzzling to attribute this attitudinal content to her. And yet, this inclusion is strongly suggested

by the fact that an agent who wonders Q thereby desires to improve on Q. Recall from chapter 2

that S desires to improve her epistemic position on Q means that S desires for it to be the case

158For convenience, I suppress here any explicit reference to a language and a model, and thus to a domain of
quantification for ‘∀x’.
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that there is some (at least partial) answer to Q which is such that she knows or believes it. In

other words, in each possible scenario consistent with what S desires, there is some answer to Q

such that S knows or believes that answer in that scenario.159 But this just means that there are as

many different possible ways of satisfying S ’s desire as there are different possible partial answers

to Q. In a world in which Andorra is the smallest country, S ’s desire is satisfied just when she more

about this possibility. In a world in which it’s San Marino, her desire is satisfied when she knows

more about that possibility. And this holds even if she has never heard of these countries.

It is plausible then that the content of a desire to know or to improve on Q involves all sorts of

possibilities that agents never explicitly learn about, i.e. possibilities corresponding to what might

be or might have been the case. Indeed, some possibilities that genuinely are part of the content

of the agent’s desire may seem to be tacitly or explicitly excluded by the agent’s own conceptual

limitation, as when someone wondering what the smallest country on earth is overlooks or excludes

Vatican City as a possibility on account of not realizing that some cities are countries. Thus,

if one’s concept of a country doesn’t include possibilities like Vatican City, then this won’t be a

possibility one attends to while wondering what the smallest country is relative to any of one’s

conceptualizations of that question. And yet, the proposition that Vatican City is the smallest

country on earth is what someone wondering what the smallest country on earth is actually wants

to know more about. Arguably then, for someone who hasn’t learned that Vatican City is a

country, learning what the smallest country is requires some sort of conceptual change, i.e. a

re-conceptualization of the question she is wondering about.

The need for conceptual change in inquiry is something I will take more or less for granted.

But there are intuitions supporting it. What conceptual change in inquiry means for a theory of

wondering can be brought out more carefully by revisiting examples like this one from chapter 2:

Aristotle’s Wonder

Suppose Aristotle knows that the cosmos originated with a first cause. Thus he knows

something about the question what is the origin of the cosmos, i.e. he knows a partial

answer to this question. But Aristotle isn’t satisfied with this partial answer. He believes

there’s more work to do in fleshing out exactly what he knows. Thus he wonders what

the nature of the first cause was. Intuitively, in wondering about this, Aristotle is trying

159Note that this allows that the known answer might be a different answer in different possible scenarios.
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to extend his knowledge of the same question– what is the origin of the cosmos – which

is something he knows a little, but not a lot, about.

As with William III’s wondering about the kinds of war he can avoid, Aristotle’s Wonder suggests

that the contents of questioning attitudes are not straightforwardly determined by the conceptual

limitations of the agent. If a time-traveling cosmologist were to visit Aristotle and explain the Big

Bang, it seems fairly intuitive that this cosmologist would be further satisfying Aristotle’s extant

curiosity, i.e. that the time-traveler would be providing an answer to what Aristotle was already

wondering about (i.e. the question of what the nature of the first cause is). And yet the answer

that the first cause was the Big Bang isn’t a possible answer that Aristotle was in a position to

directly attend to, since he wasn’t conceptually equipped to do so. So what explains the intuition

that this answers what he is wondering about? In other words, given that the Big Bang seems to

be no part of what Aristotle is explicitly thinking about or directly attending to, what explains the

judgment that what he is wondering about is something whose answers include possibilities like the

Big Bang? A satisfactory theory of wondering should be able to answer this question.

Considerations such as the Aristotle’s Wonder suggest that ordinary language reports like S

wonders Q are potentially ambiguous, i.e. that on the one hand they report that the agent attends

to some possible answers to her question – those she has the time and concepts to explicitly consider

and directly attend to – and on the other hand that there are possible answers to her question that

she does not and cannot attend to. When the wondering agent is lacking the relevant concepts,

the possible answers not attended to at any given moment will include those that are not included

in any of the agent’s conceptualizations of the question. When no relevant concepts are missing,

however, an agent may still fail to attend to some conceptualizations of her question at a given

moment whenever doing so takes time and effort.

Thus there is room for a kind of ambiguity in wondering reports. The report Alice is wondering

what the smallest country on earth is might be true at a time, t, even if at t there are some con-

ceptualizations of this question that Alice is not directly attending to. So, when Alice is wondering

this question at t, it follows that there is a question on which she wants to improve her epistemic

position at t, though this question has many possible answers that she will not or cannot attend

to at t. And it follows that there is some conceptualization of this question to which Alice does
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attend at t ; namely some conceptualization for which she possesses the required concepts, and so

some possible answers she attends to at t.

Consequently, when it comes to the attitude of wondering, questions appear to lead a double

life: simultaneously within and beyond the conceptually limited attentional state of the wonderer,

accounting respectively for the apparent subjective and objective roles that questions play in in-

quiry. An agent wondering Q must have some grasp of what question Q is. This is to be found in

her conceptualization of Q. Yet it is also permitted that what question Q is, i.e. what its possible

answers are, need not be entirely transparent or available to her attentional state at any given

moment. How then can we account for this duplicity? Here, I think it is at least plausible that, on

the hybrid picture of wondering I have been developing, the desiderative element of the attitude –

the desire to know or to improve – can be taken at any given time t to track possible answers to Q

that differ from those the agent is directly attending to at t.

To see how this might be motivated more organically, consider an easier question, one whose

possible answers have all been accounted for in the way the question is explicitly denoted, e.g.

the question which country among Luxembourg, Andorra, and San Marino is the smallest?. When

wondering this question, there is some duration throughout which the agent attends to some con-

ceptualization of this question, and we may assume that she has all concepts required to attend to

each possible complete answer. For example, at some time t she may attend to whether Luxem-

bourg is the smallest, and thereafter – at some subsequent t′ – attend to, say, whether Luxembourg

is smaller than Andorra etc, which can provide a partial answer to her question. Clearly, the three

possible complete answers to the question are all within the conceptual repertoire of the agent,

and yet there will be times at which she is not attending to all three simultaneously, as when she

focuses on evaluating the size of Luxembourg and temporarily ignores San Marino.

When an agent is wondering Q during ∆ and so is attending to some conceptualization of Q

but not others at some t ∈ ∆, we do not conclude from the fact that not all possible answers to Q

are being attended to at t that the agent is not wondering Q at t. In general, when one is engaged

in some activity that has different components, we do not deny that one is engaged in this activity

at some time t simply because one is not attending to all components of the activity at t. One

can count as successfully playing chess, for example, even at moments when one is ignoring some

possible moves. This is just to say that the content of an agent’s wondering attitude at a given
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time is not exhausted by the content of an her attentional state at that time.

Furthermore, there seems to be a clear sense in which an agent who is attending at t to some

conceptualization of Q, C1(Q), as part the activity of wondering Q during ∆, is at the same time

disposed to attend to other conceptualizations of Q at other times in ∆. We might specify these

dispositions to attend to a new conceptualizations of Q, by saying that if such-and-such were to

obtain at t′ then the agent would attend to Cn(Q) at t′. Thus when Alice is wondering which country

among Luxembourg, Andorra, and San Marino is the smallest, attending only to Luxembourg at t,

she is nevertheless disposed to attend to San Marino as part of this act of wondering. For example,

if one were to prompt her: ‘what about San Marino?’, she would then attend to some corresponding

way of conceptualizing the question, e.g. whether San Marino is smaller than Andorra.

Thus, even for questions the agent is able to fully conceptualize and attend to there is a mismatch

between what question she is wondering during ∆ and what she is attending to at any given time

in ∆. These dispositions to attend to new possibilities at other times are naturally accommodated

withing the desiderative component of wondering. Though at t Alice is not attending to whether

San Marino is the smallest, she does desire at t to know more about this question, indeed she is

committed to this as a consequence of wanting to know the answer to the overarching question

that defines her inquiry, i.e. which country among Luxembourg, Andorra, and San Marino is the

smallest. It seems clear then, that we do need to interpret S wonders Q in line with the the two-part

analysis in W1:

(W1) S wonders Q during ∆ iff for each t in ∆, S occurently wants to improve on Q

at t and S attends to some CS(Q) at t.

In W1, wondering Q only requires that the full content of Q (the partition Q′) is part of the content

of the agent’s desiderative state and not necessarily her attentional state. The full question, qua

partition, is something she wishes to know more about even though she may not be in a position

to conceptualize and attend to all possible answers at any given time. Just as we have no difficulty

in saying that, since Alice is disposed to attend to San Marino being the smallest country, this

possibility is part of the content of her desire to know the answer to the question which country

among Luxembourg, Andorra, and San Marino is the smallest, I think we should also be prepared

to accept that when an inquirer is disposed to attend to some conceptualization of a question at
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some point while wondering the question, the answers attended to via that conceptualization are

also included in the content of her desire to know more about the question.

Thus, if Aristotle wants to know how the cosmos originated then, whatever his conceptual

limitations, the possibility that the cosmos originated with the Big Bang is part of the content of

his desire. If it is true that the cosmos could have originated with the Big Bang, then someone who

wants to know how the cosmos originated ipso facto wants to know whether the cosmos originated

with the Big Bang, though he may be incapable of realizing this at any given time. This is just to

say that our desires can be opaque to us:

Desiderative Opacity

S can desire that p at t while being unable to directly attend to {p,¬p} at t160

For example, an agent who wants to know Q at t but cannot conceptualize all of Q ’s possible

answers need not be able to directly attend to whether she knows any particular answer to Q

to t. Corresponding to this, the contents of the attitude of wondering are both closed, in the

sense of being closed under relations of q-entailment, and open, in the sense of being conceptually

articulated and subject to conceptual revision. Given the desiderative component, wondering Q

during ∆ implies wanting to improve on Q′ throughout ∆, for each Q′ q-entailed by Q. But, given

the attentive component, wondering Q during ∆ only requires attending to some q-entailments of

Q at some times in ∆ but not necessarily at others.

Given the forgoing, we can associate with each wondering agent at any given time in ∆ two

different sets of possibilities, one for each possible complete answer to her question and one for each

possible answer to an available conceptualization of her question. Hence an agent who is wondering

Q is engaged in a task of trying to select an element from a space of alternative possibilities as

the answer to believe. Her tools for doing so include the various ways in which she can group

these possible complete answers together, i.e. her conceptualizations of the question. What a

conceptualization affords the wonderer then is a way of organizing and structuring her inquiry, her

search for the correct answer, by facilitating the process of attending to possibilities in a piecemeal

‘divide and conquer’ way. The normativity at work in this activity – i.e. what counts as a rational

or irrational way of conducting the search – is thus partly concerned with how the agent makes

160Cf. Drucker (2019), who defends on related grounds the thesis that an agent’s desires may be opaque to her.
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use of the conceptualizations available to her, and thus concerns what possibilities she attends to

throughout the duration in which she is wondering Q. I call this kind of rationality inquisitive

rationality.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

To summarize the results of this chapter, the question an agent is wondering is accounted for in two

ways. De Re the question is determined by the agent’s epistemic desires, i.e. the set of propositions

that, were she to come to know or believe one of them, she’d cease the attentional activity that

constitutes her wondering – as per chapter 3, occurrent belief ends inquiry. But there is also

the matter of how the agent attends to this question at a given time. Thus, what she counts as

wondering “de dicto” is determined by her conceptual resources and the temporal restrictions she

is subject to. At any given time, t, the content of an agent’s wondering will be a pair ⟨Q,CS(Q)⟩,

with Q being the question she wants to improve on and CS(Q) being what she directly attends

to. Furthermore, to preserve the acceptability of inferences appealing to PC, we need a notion of

indirect attention. An agent wondering whether the butler is the murderer is wondering who the

murderer is insofar as (i) who the murderer is is the question she wants to improve on and (ii) this

desire for epistemic improvement is why she is (directly) attending to whether the butler did it (a

conceptualization of who the murderer is).

Wondering Q thus consists in undergoing a sequence of mental states that have these explicit

and implicit (indirect) attentional contents. These two sorts of content – the question and its

conceptualization – show the double life that questions lead in our wondering. On the one hand,

they are the stable contents of potentially opaque epistemic desires, remaining fixed throughout our

wondering and determining the end states or goals that constitutes wondering a a kind of inquiry

governing attitude. On the other hand, they are the fluctuating contents of the attentional states

comprising the activity of wondering, changing from moment to moment and constrained by an

agent’s conceptual limitations. By focusing on wondering in this later guise, it is natural to then

ask whether some ways of attending to Q are better than others given that one wants to know (or

improve on) Q. Accounting for the regulative norms at work in wondering is thus a salient task for

anyone hoping to to understand its role in rational inquiry. As such, this topic will occupy us in

the next and final chapter.
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6 Inquisitive Rationality

In this chapter I consider more explicitly the normative dimensions of wondering understood as a

question-directed attitude consisting of a desiderative state that both tracks one’s knowledge/beliefs

and guides a continuous exercise in attending to different questions throughout a period of time.

Crucially, in this framework it is possible to ask, with some degree of exactness, how a wondering

agent’s attentional state should evolve and develop, i.e. about what regulative normative con-

straints on wondering there are. These norms articulate a kind of rationality we can call inquisitive

rationality, and tell us something about which questions an agent wondering Q may and ought to

attend to for the purposes of improving her epistemic position on Q.

6.1 Inquisitive rationality: a brief survey of related work

Arguably, the philosophical project of articulating and explicating norms that govern rational

inquiry is almost as old as philosophy itself. Indeed, Hintikka (2004) argues that we find evidence

in Aristotle’s Topics of a question-centered conception of logic and inquiry, according to which logic

studies entailment relations among answers to previously posed questions. In this short overview,

I will confine my attention to the work of three authors, Hintikka, Harman, and (more recently)

Friedman, and to the relevance of their work to the project of explicating the notion of inquisitive

rationality in the account of wondering I have developed here.

6.2 Hintikka

In several works Hintikka (1989, 1991,1999,2007) developed a framework for describing inquiry he

called the ‘Interrogative Model of Inquiry’ (IMI). The work that supports and complements the

more formal development of this project has focused on a variety of topics related to the role

of questions and questioning in epistemology, but in its most precise form, the IMI is a formal

representation of deductive inquiry. What is useful for my purposes is to consider the various rules

and strategic insights Hintikka explores, as possible suggestions for the kinds of regulative norms

that govern the attitude of wondering.

In the IMI, inquiry is construed as a kind of game, in which the aim is to establish a conclusion

from a given set of premises. However, unlike pure deduction, the player can add to her knowledge
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(her premises) while playing. She does this by addressing questions to an “oracle” – an answer

source about which we can make various assumptions (e.g. assumptions about the reliability and

truthfulness of the oracle, the kinds of questions she can or cannot answer, or about the “cost” of

asking questions). On one particular idealization, which Hintikka calls ‘pure inquiry’, the inquirer

can ask as many questions as she likes of the oracle and the oracle always answers truthfully. The

only condition imposed on asking questions is that (i) the inquirer has the requisite concepts to

explicitly pose the question and (ii) the presuppositions of the question (if any) have already been

established at some prior stage of the game.

Thus there are two kinds of ‘move’ in deductive inquiry: deductive moves, ie. making deductive

inferences, and interrogative movies, i.e. asking questions.161 Along with these kinds of moves,

Hintikka also distinguishes between two kinds of rules that apply to each: definitory rules and

strategic rules. The former are ‘rules which define and describe how to play the game correctly’

(1991: 33) and are permissive in the sense that they tell us what moves are allowed, i.e. what count

as legal moves at any given stage of the inquiry. The latter are ‘rules which give insight into how to

play the game successfully and well’ (ibid) and are concerned with what one ought to do in order

to optimize play. Naturally, these rules can be seen as analogous to the constitutive and regulative

norms discussed by Searle. The definitory rules tell us what occurrences count as part of inquiry

while the strategic ones tell us about how inquiries may differ from one another performatively, e.g.

by being more or less better suited to achieving the goals of inquiry.

Significantly, regarding strategic rules for interrogative moves (i.e. strategies telling us which

questions to ask when) Hintikka tells us that

It is not possible to give completely general mechanical rules for making the best inter-

rogative moves in inquiry. There are two different aims: to guide inquiry to a desired

conclusion and to guide it in such a way as to make the conclusion as reliable as possible.

For the first aim the crucial advice concerns discovering which existentially quantified

statement ... to use first as a presupposition of a “wh-” question. ... For the second

aim the crucial advice involves evaluating answers and answerers. (1999: 435)

161If it helps to visualize this, imagine two adjacent lists. On the left list is a formal proof preceding from one’s
premises (Hintikka typically uses analytic/semantic tableaux) while on the right are the questions one asks at various
stages in this proof. The representation of this is essentially a bookkeeping device for what has been proved at any
given point and for what questions can be legitimately asked.
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Intuitively, a constituent (wh-) question like who is the murderer presupposes that there is

a murderer. Each existentially quantified statement, ∃x(Fx) licences asking the corresponding

question, ?x(Fx). Strategy enters the picture when we have to choose, among the existentially

quantified statements that we have already established, which ones to use as the presuppositions

for the next wh-question to ask. If Morse is trying to solve a murder and knows, among other

things, that someone of above average height was seen leaving the crime scene before the discovery

of the body, then he might ask who was the person of above average height seen leaving the crime

scene?

By itself, Hintikka’s emphasis that the strategic task consists in determining which wh-questions

to ask tells us very little. How are we supposed to deal with the vast assortment of contextually-

dependent factors that go into asking the right question in such a situation? Who saw this person

leaving? Is that witness reliable? What else do we know about who the likely culprit is? And how

does that evidence relate to the possibility that the culprit was this tall person?

On interrogative strategy, I do not believe Hintikka ever made it to the point of giving a

particularly comprehensive game-theoretic model of inquiry. As van Benthem noted, the game-

theoretical metaphors that Hintikka used in his work on logic, semantics, and inquiry were mostly

just ‘didactic wrapping’ rather than an essential component of his contributions on the subject.162

Instead, his work is better understood as providing some theoretical underpinnings for a formal

account of inquiry, advancing our understanding of epistemic logic and relations of dependence and

independence among quantifiers and among operators representing an agent’s knowledge.

Nevertheless, one aspect of Hintikka’s corpus that I think is of particular relevance to the task of

articulating the inquisitive normativity found in wondering is his work on the ’a priori’ element in

inquiry.163 Hintikka provides an interesting way for thinking precisely about the kind of knowledge

an agent has about the questions she is wondering. Consider the following sort of knowledge report:

S knows who the murderer is.

Hintikka notes that there is a possible reading of this attribution that we should avoid interpreting

as follows:

162This comes out clearly in van Benthem (2006) and Hintikka’s reply (also 2006).
163See in particular chapter 5 of Hintikka (2007)
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(KW) ∃x(S knows that x is the murderer)

KW means that there is someone who, in every scenario compatible with what S knows, is the

murderer. This is tantamount to saying that S ’s knowledge succeeds in identifying this person

across all epistemically possible scenarios. In other words, KW means that S knows which specific

individual is the murderer, perhaps being able to name or rigidly designate them somehow. But an-

other meaning of ‘S knows who the murderer is’ doesn’t imply this individual-specifying knowledge

that rigidly pinpoints who the murderer is. Instead, S might simply know what it means to be the

murderer. In this sense, S knows that the murderer is someone who committed an act of violence,

who had some sort of interaction with the victim, who intentionally and wrongfully brought about

their death with by sdome means and with some motive etc. ‘I know who the murderer is’, S might

say, ‘some violent criminal!’ In other words, there is a kind of knowledge-wh that is something like

the analytic or semantic knowledge of the concepts or terms involved in the wh-clause.

As another example, someone who knows that an uncle is the male sibling of one’s parents

might say ’I know who your uncle is; he’s your mother or father’s brother.’ For Hintikka this

kind of analytic, trivial-seeming knowledge is in fact essential for understanding an important kind

of knowledge-wh, namely, knowing which questions one is asking. This kind of knowledge is, to

Hintikka, a conceptual capacity for determining the meaning of a question. Accordingly, he claims

that S ’s knowing who the murderer is, in the sense of knowing what it means to be a murderer, is

best represented as the higher-order knowledge involved in knowing the intension of a predicate:

(KW+) ∃F (S knows that ∀x(x is the murderer iff Fx ))

In other words, there is some property or attribute that, in every scenario compatible with what S

knows, someone is the murderer just if they have that property or attribute. Equivalently, S knows

the meaning or intension of the predicate ‘x is a murderer’.

One way of making use of this kind of knowledge-wh is thus as a representation of an agent’s

ability to conceptualize her question. As we saw in chapter 4 and explored in chapter 5, when

an agent is wondering Q she may or may not have the concepts required to attend to all possible

ways of answering Q. That is, she may not be able to distinguish between certain possibilities

which can either completely or partially answer Q. An agent who doesn’t know the intension of

the predicates that express her question will not be in a position to entertain all possible partial
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answers to that question. A pertinent issue for inquisitive rationality then, is what an agent’s

analytic or conceptual knowledge implies for the normative status of their wondering. If S doesn’t

know the intension of her question then, if she nevertheless wants to know its answer, she may

be exempt from any requirement to attend to the possibilities that are outside of her conceptual

repertoire. Alternatively, if acquiring new concepts is possible for her, she may be required to do so

as part of a successful strategy of wondering. That being said, as potentially useful as it is to make

precise the notion of intensional knowledge so as to clarify what it means to know the question one

is wondering about, without addressing whether the knowledge at issue is explicit and occurrent

or merely implicit and dispositional, it will remain of limited value in addressing the problems of

closure as they pertain to the wondering of logically non-ideal agents.

6.3 Harman

Harman’s (1986) work on principles of explicit belief formation and revision is also important

for making progress on the notion of inquisitive rationality and the normativity of wondering.

Some considerations that are particularly relevant include clutter avoidance, interest relativity, and

coherence. Clutter avoidance is the requirement to avoid explicitly forming trivial beliefs that are

of no use or relevance to one’s plans or intentions. Arguably, this is just a special case of the

more general principle of interest-relativity requiring that one revise one’s beliefs only in ways that

match one’s interests or goals. Coherence, for Harman, comes in two relevant varieties, positive

and negative. Positive coherence requires agents to form and revise their beliefs in ways that

promote explanatory relations among them, while negative coherence requires that agents avoid

having inconsistent beliefs. Again, for Harman, these requirements will also be limited by interest

relativity. The cognitive costs of maintaining consistency and increasing explanatory coherence

may exceed the benefits these doxastic virtues afford us.

Nevertheless, Harman’s constraints, though intended to apply only to explicit belief have prima

facie plausible analogues for attending to questions. For example, clutter avoidance suggests that

one avoid directly attending to “interrogative trivialities”. For example, someone wondering and

attending to the question of what time it is, should avoid attending to q-entailments of this question,

such as whether time exists or whether there is a world. Similarly, negative coherence suggests that

an agent wondering Q should avoid attending to questions whose presuppositions are inconsistent
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with Q. For example, the question where is Bob arguably presupposes that Bob is alive, in which

case someone wondering where Bob is should avoid attending to the question of when Bob died.

Turning to positive coherence, things get more interesting. An agent might be well advised

to attend to questions whose answers will explain several previously unconnected beliefs she has.

When wondering Q, it might therefore be better to attend to Q via some CS(Q) whose answers

will also entail or explain some other beliefs one has, rather than via some C∗
S(Q) that lacks this

property. But again, all of this will be constrained by what the agent’s goals and interests are.

When Morse is wondering who the murderer is, he might attend to this via the conceptualization

of who reported the murder rather than via whether the murderer is tall. Answers to the former

question might explain other things Morse knows about the case, e.g. when the murder is thought

to have happened, what the crime scene was like when it was first discovered, and who knew the

victim. But it might also be the case that Morse’s evidence will lead him to the right answer sooner

if he instead attends to whether the murderer is tall. For example, if the strongest piece of evidence

available is a large shoe print at the scene of the crime, then pursuing the hypothesis that the

murderer is tall – attending to that question – might be more likely to resolve the case sooner and

more easily. More straightforwardly, if Morse attended to the “Big Question”, i.e. what is the case,

this would mean attending to a question whose complete answers would maximize explanatory

coherence among his beliefs. But, when conducting his investigation, it would be quite contrary to

the satisfaction of Morse’s goals (not to mention his cognitive abilities) if he attended to the Big

Question. But the same point will apply for all sorts of questions that q-entail who the murderer

is, i.e. any question, Q, where Morse has beliefs about Q and any answer to Q entails an answer

to who the murderer is.

Consequently, I think the chief value in Harman’s constraints as they apply to attentional states

in wondering is that they articulate some ways that attentional states might be evaluated as better

or worse given the wonderer’s goals and interests. But the relativization to these interests is key. As

with Hintikka’s work, until we have a clearer sense of how an agent’s goals and interests rationally

constrain her attention while wondering, these principles about clutter avoidance and coherence

don’t yet offer too many clues about what it is to wonder well.
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6.3.1 Friedman

Friedman (2019, 2020, forth.), echoing Harman, notes an apparent tension between permissive

epistemic norms and ‘zetetic’ (i.e. inquisitive) norms. A key example of this is between epistemic

norms permitting the making of judgements on the basis of good evidence and zetetic norms

requiring one to avoid making judgements that are irrelevant to one’s current inquisitive goals.

Intuitively, there is a sense in which an agent whose evidence very strongly supports p is permitted

to form the belief that p. Equally, an agent who has the goal of answering some Q to which p is

irrelevant, and thus inquires into Q, is required, as a matter of instrumental rationality, to take the

necessary means to her ends. In the case of inquiring into Q, this will involve focusing on Q to the

exclusion of other questions and the forming new irrelevant beliefs.

I remain undecided about the precise extent to which these sorts of norms are actually in tension,

however. We are accustomed by now to thinking of modalities like permission and obligation as

we do other modalities, i.e. as a kind of restricted quantifier. To say that one is permitted on

the basis of one’s evidence, E, to form the belief that p might be just to say that every relevant

scenario in which E obtains is one in which p obtains, or reaches some threshold of likelihood or

explanatoriness. However we cash out the notion of evidential support, the relevant modality seems

like it will simply correspond to some relation between one’s evidence and the proposition p. In

contrast, the impermissibility of forming a belief that p given a commitment to some practical goal,

G, is just a matter of every relevant scenario in which one’s goal is G being one in which explicitly

forming the belief that p diminishes the likelihood of G or otherwise undermines its fulfillment. In

one way, the tension here seems just to be that between competing goals.

Considering just one’s evidence, one may be rationally permitted or justified in forming a

certain belief. But considering one’s practical inquisitive goals, and allowing that these goals may

take priority over the “goal” of just forming new justified beliefs willy-nilly, one might no longer be

rationally permitted to form those new beliefs. Once one distinguishes, as Harman does, between

relations of implication, eivdential support, confirmation etc on the one hand, and activities of

inferring and judging on the other, and once one recognizes that the latter may be practically

rational without matching the former in any strict way, it’s hard to see exactly what the problem

is. I think that the best way to appreciate Friedman’s work on zetetic epistemology (i.e. the
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epistemology of inquiry), is thus as a further exploration of this difference, i.e. of how practical

norms of inquisitive rationality that apply to non-ideal agents differ from those that only speak

to relations of implication, justification, and support between one’s evidence and propositions one

hasn’t yet come to explicitly believe.

6.3.2 A methodological refrain

Clearly, there is much work to be done in articulating the kinds of regulative norms that wondering

might be subject to. Following the brief overviews in the last section, one could be excused for

thinking that the regulative normativity of wondering resolves in the last analysis to a species of

practical normativity that is sensitive to all and any practical interests or goals that an agent might

have. From that perspective, the ambition of giving a general “theory” of inquisitive rationality

might seem hopelessly unattainable. The indefinitely complex, unclear, and seemingly messy as-

sortment of factors involved in determining what is practically rational for an inquiring agent might

suggest that the entire project is wrongheaded ab initio.

Nonetheless, as I discussed at the end of my opening chapter, it can be illuminating to consider

what holds for idealizations of the various attitudes and cognitive phenomena of interest to episte-

mologists. We are non-ideal agents, after all, and so our inquiries should be piecemeal, artificially

isolating aspects of the phenomena we wish to understand so as to make at least some progress.

This is no less the case when our topic of our inquiry is inquiry itself.

The progress I have made so far consists in recognizing some of the complexities and subtleties

involved in wondering, and, in particular, isolating its necessarily occurrent and active nature as an

attitude involving the distinct components of epistemic desires and changing attentional states. To

continue this project by investigating the regulative normativity of wondering in similarly idealized

terms can also be illuminating. Given that we accept that the possibilities of wondering well and

wondering poorly, or the possibility of performative rationality and irrationality in inquiry, the

question of what makes difference between the two seems quite reasonable.
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6.4 Inquisitive norms in wondering

The attitude of wondering disposes an agent to attend to certain questions rather than others.

However as wondering progresses, the agent’s attentional state changes. Practically speaking, these

changes will often be due to the usual exogenous factors of the agent’s environment, i.e. what she

observes, the new evidence she happens to receive, what the world happens to be like etc. But

partly these changes will also be determined by the agent’s internal state, i.e. the content of the

questions she is attending to or has attended to as well as what her epistemic desires are.

Of central importance for determining regulative norms for wondering is that we account for its

active and dynamic nature. As per the previous chapter, this involves accounting for the temporally

extended character of wondering. Since an agent who wonders Q is properly described as wondering

Q the norms that apply to her mental states are not merely instantaneous (i.e. constraining her

at a given instant) but also sequential. That is, such norms must say something about how a

wondering agent’s attentional state unfolds or develops over time, e.g. about which questions and

conceptualizations of questions she attends to when and in what order. Thus, as a first step, we

can distinguish between instantaneous and sequential inquisitive norms:

Instantaneous Norms

There are norms for wondering constraining the mental state of any agent who wonders some

question Q at a time t. To the extent that an agent’s mental state violates these norms at t

she is not fully rational at t.

Sequential Norms

There are norms for wondering constraining the mental state of any agent who is wondering

some question or questions Q1, ..., Qn during a period of time ∆ (=< t1, ..., tm >). To the

extent that an agent violates these norms during ∆ she is not wondering rationally during ∆

6.5 Quantitative and qualitative norms

A further normative distinction should also be observed. This is the distinction between norms

tracking the quantitative demands of a question and those tracking the qualitative demands of a

question.
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6.5.1 Quantitative norms

Beginning with the quantitative demands, note that wondering any question incurs a quantity of

cognitive effort, the very least of which involves what Yalcin (2018) refers to as an encoding cost.

(This idea is also echoed by Hoek (forth.) “a big question is hard to ask”). Roughly, every question

carries a certain “information potential” corresponding to the quantity of information (measurable

in numbers of bits) required to completely answer the question (see Yalcin ibid., 2011).

To see this, note that the partition of logical space corresponding to a question is formally

quite similar to the idea of an information source in Shannon’s (1948) mathematical theory of

communication. Building on Hartley (1928), Shannon in effect reduced the quantitative theory of

information to a branch of probability theory. An information source is like a probability space,

where probabilities are associated with members of the sample/outcome space and then assigned

appropriately to an event algebra on that space.

Typically a sample space is thought of as the set of all (maximally specific) possible outcomes

of some experiment. Suppose, then, that the experiment is that a coin is tossed twice in a row.

Then the sample space is {HH,HT, TH, TT}. Since the set of all maximally specific events is a

partition of the sample space it is the formal analogue of a maximally specific question about the

experiment, e.g. what was the exact outcome of the experiment.

In the case where each maximally specific event in the event space (each singleton element

of the space) receives the same probability, the information of the entire space is given by the

Hartley function H = log2(n) where n is the number of such maximally specific events. In terms of

questions, when there are n possible complete answers to the question what was the exact outcome

of the experiment, it will take log2(n) propositions (i.e. the complete answers to log2(n) polar

questions with equiprobable answers) to fully answer the question what was the exact outcome of

the experiment.164

Thus, when the answers to questions are equiprobable, the information potential (in number

of bits) of a question with n possible complete answers is log2(n). Paraphrasing Yalcin (2018)

this number can be taken to represent “a constraint on a model of the form of representation” of

an attentional state, i.e. the state of mind of a wondering agent at a given instant. But, more

164Thus, as CS Peirce remarked about the game Twenty Questions: “with twenty well placed questions a skilled
inquirer could distinguish between over a million [1,048,576] possibilities”
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importantly, it provides us with a quantitative theory of how “big” a question is for a wondering

agent. If Q and R respectively have n and m possible complete answers, where n > m and each

answer is just as likely as any other for the agent, then Q is - in a purely quantitative sense - harder

to attend to and thus more difficult to wonder about for that agent.

Having a quantitative conception of how difficult a question is to wonder about will be important

for specifying regulative norms for wondering. At a glance, this quantitative conception accounts

for why the “divide-and-conquer” strategy of Twenty Questions is in general a good way to go

about answering a constituent question. It’s easier to sequentially attend to and answer a series of

low-cost questions than to attend to and answer a high cost question all at once. Moreover, once

we allow for questions whose answers are not equiprobable (incorporating the full Shannon entropy

conception of information as the negative log of the probability of the answer) we can begin to

account for permissible or strategic deviations from this straightforward divide-and-conquer, polar-

question strategy.

As an informal example, suppose Q is the question who is the murderer and that the only

suspects are Green, Plum, Mustard, White, Scarlet, and Peacock. Then, assuming someone is

indeed the murderer, the corresponding partition is the set of all singleton subsets of the set of

these suspects. Let R then be the question who among the men is the murderer, with possible

answers being Green, Plum, Mustard, and none of the above. Finally let S be the polar question

is Scarlet the murderer.

All else being equal, we should expect it to be easier to attend to S than to attend to R. If

each candidate is equally likely to be the murderer then the relative easiness of S versus R matches

the information potential associated with these questions. However, if the agent’s only evidence

about the case suggests that the murderer is a man, then this will make some of the answers to

Q more likely than others. The effect is that the encoding/cognitive cost of wondering S (whether

Ms. Scarlet is the murderer ) will be higher than that of wondering R. Intuitively this makes sense:

if we think of the yes answer to S as having to accord with the apparently conflicting evidence that

the murderer is a man, then it will take more cognitive effort to wonder S, as one of S ’s only two

possible complete answers (the affirmative answer) requires much more motivation and imagination

given that the evidence points to a man. In other words, because it is more likely that the murderer

is a man, it’s harder to genuinely wonder whether the murderer is a woman.
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In general, when Q and R are constituent questions such that R is q-entailed by Q, then, if

a greater proportion of the complete answers to R are more probable than the same proportion

of complete answers to Q, there will be some polar question S that is also q-entailed by Q such

that it will be more strategic to attend to R as a way of trying to answer Q than to attend to

S.165. Naturally then, since the agent’s subjective probabilities (her credences) are relevant to

determining the costs associated with the questions she wonders, regulative wonder norms will

have to incorporate some form of decision theory.166 For now though, we can reasonably expect

that wondering will be subject to instantaneous quantitative norms roughly along the following

lines:

Instantaneous Cost Minimization

An wondering agent’s attentional state at a time t should minimize informational cost.

Thus, supposing we have two agents, S1 and S2, who have the same evidence at t and who are

wondering who the murderer is. Suppose also that their attentional and belief states up to t have

been the same. Then, modulo their interests and goals, if at the informational cost of the question

S1 is attending to at t is higher than that of the question S2 is attending to at t, S2 is wondering

better than S1 at t, i.e. S1 is less inquisitively rational than S2 at t.

Sequentially, things are more interesting. An agent who is wondering Q during ∆ will be

attending to some question R at some t in ∆. Given just this information, and supposing that the

agent doesn’t come to believe some complete pQ immediately after attending to R, what can we

say about which subsequent questions the agent should attend to? Well, modulo any new evidence

that the agent knows to be available (e.g. a reliable oracle who can answer any question the agent

wants) she should in general prefer to attend to a question that minimizes informational cost in

the sense defined above.

Sequential Cost Minimization

If S is wondering Q, and therefore attends to some CS(Q) at t, then if S doesn’t come to

believe some complete pQ, the next C∗
S(Q) S attends to should minimize informational

cost.

165As per the Clue example, Q can be who among the Clue characters is the murderer, R can be who among the
men is the murderer, and S can be whether Scarlet is the murderer
166van Rooij (2003) and Hoek (2022) are good places to start.
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For example, suppose Morse is wondering who the murderer is. His evidence supports the

conclusion that the perpetrator is a man, and so he initially attends to the question of who among

Green, Plum, and Mustard is the murderer. While attending to this he discovers that Plum and

Green had no discernible motive but that Mustard did. In other words, his evidence makes the

answer that Mustard is the murderer more probable than either Plum being the murderer or Green

being the murderer. Thus, given no new evidence, the informational cost associated with whether

Mustard is the murderer will be less for Morse than that associated with whether Plum is the

murderer and whether Green is the murderer. Again this is intuitive, if one has more evidence to

suggest that Mustard is the murderer, then it will be easier to attend to whether he is the murderer

than to attend to whether some other suspect is the murderer.

On this way of thinking, it is easier, in the quantitative sense, to wonder about a question one

has more evidence about. Prima facie, this might seem puzzling. At the limit, this would suggest

that it is easiest to wonder Q when one has maximally informative evidence about it, i.e. evidence

sufficient to completely answer Q. But if an agent has revised her beliefs in conformity with this

evidence, thus occurrently believing some complete pQ, wondering Q will be impossible for her, not

easy. This puzzle can addressed by recalling that what an agent is doing when she is wondering is

attending to questions she doesn’t know the answers to. And attending to a question one has some

information about is plausibly easier than attending to a question one knows comparatively little

about.

6.5.2 Qualitative norms

Quantity isn’t everything, of course, and without qualitative norms concerning the specific content

of the questions a rational agent attends to while wondering, wondering itself will remain mysterious

as a goal directed activity subject its own particular sort of normativity. Here, in particular, we need

to address the way in which the logical properties of (and relations among) questions rationally

constrain the ways in which an agent wonders. For convenience, I will adopt the mereological

terminology applied to questions by Lewis (1988b).167 The properties at issue parthood, overlap,

and connection.

167See also, Hoek (2022, forth.) All of the properties discussed here in mereological terms can be paraphrased back
into the slightly more cumbersome language of ‘q-entailment’ adopted in previous chapters.)
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Parthood

R is part of Q iff every A ∈ Q is such that there is a B ∈ R such that A ⊆ B.

Overlap

Q and R overlap iff there is some S such that S is part of Q and S is part of R

Connection

Q and R are connected iff there is some A ⊆ Q and some B ⊆ R such that ∪A ∩ ∪B = ∅

Instantaneous regulative norms for rational wondering will tell us about the relevant logical prop-

erties of the questions a wonderer is attending to at a given time. Moreover, they will have to

respect the observations of chapters 4 and 5, pertaining to the non-closure of questioning attitudes

under relations like q-entailment. That is, the following permissive conditions should be taken to

hold for attention in wondering:

1. If R is a part of Q, a rational agent who is wondering Q at t need not attend to R at t.

2. For any Q and any distinct R if there is some S such that S is a part of Q and S is a part

of R, a rational agent who is wondering Q at t need not attend to R at t.

3. For any Q and any distinct R, if Q and R are connected, a rational agent who is wondering

Q at t need not attend to R at t.

Respectively, conditions 1-3 tell us that closure under parthood, overlap, and connection are not

instantaneous regulative norms for wondering. 1 is supported by examples like the absent-minded

detective in chapter 4 demonstrating the failure of q-entailment. 3 is supported by the William III

not attending to whether he can avoid nuclear war while wondering whether he can avoid war. For

2, note that an agent who is wondering at t what happened in 14th century Europe obviously does

not thereby wonder what happened in 15th century Europe even though both of these questions

overlap on the question what is the longest war in European history168.

Thus, by themselves, these logical properties of questions do not tell us what other questions a

rational agent must be attending to at t given that she is wondering Q at t. Rather what I think

they do is provide some insight into how the agent’s attentional state at t is disposed or likely to

168The Hundred Year War lasted from roughly the middle of the 14th to the middle of the 15th century.
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develop. The static properties of wondering, i.e. the individual attentional states, are pertinent to

inquisitive rationality primarily because of how they constrain and determine the dynamics of the

agent’s wondering. To that the end, our goal in articulating the regulative normativity of wondering

should be to determine a collection of sequential qualitative norms for attention.

6.6 Sequential Qualitative Norms

To reiterate, the activity of wondering is best understood as involving an unfolding sequence of

attentional states, each of which corresponds to a possible way of conceptualizing the wondered

question, and thus to a possible way of advancing one’s inquiry. Our goal is thus to say what

rational constraints there are on the attentional sequences an agent might go through. As an

example, suppose at time t Alice is wondering where the cat went. We now face a simply stated but

demanding question: for the sake of progressing her inquiry, what question ought Alice to wonder

next? That is, which conceptualization of her question should she attend to next?

To gain some intuitive clarity here, imagine interacting with Alice as she is wondering her

question. We can imagine different ways in which Alice might report on her inner mental activity.

A conversation might go like this:

At t1

S: Alice, what are you doing?

A: I’m wondering where the cat went.

At t2

S: Alice, what are you doing now?

A1: I’m still wondering where the cat went.

A2: Now I’m wondering whether the cat went up the tree.

In the followup that occurs at t2, Alice could respond either as she does in A1 or as she does in A2,

and it seems that both responses true and felicitous as reports on her state of mind at that time.

This is significant as the question of where the cat went is not the same as the question of whether

the cat went up the tree. And yet, saying at a given time that one is wondering the former when

what one is currently attending to is the latter is acceptable.
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To me, examples like this suggest a couple of things. First, they support the claim in the previous

chapter that an agent who wants to know (or improve on) Q and who is therefore attending to

some CS(Q) is still attending to Q, albeit perhaps only indirectly. If you begin by wondering Q

and continue by wondering some R that is part of Q, then you are directing your attention in a

perfectly acceptable way, all else being equal. ‘All else being equal’ here means, inter alia, that one

hasn’t already ruled out all but one complete answer to R (e.g. that the cat is not up the tree),

that one has some way of attending to R (e.g. that one has the concept of a tree, knows that cat’s

can climb trees etc.), and that one’s evidence guarantees that the informational cost of attending

to R is as low as possible.

Secondly, since one still counts as attending to Q, the example supports the idea that if one is

wondering R for the sake of find out Q, say, because R is part of Q, then one is still well-described

as wondering Q, even though one is no longer directly attending to it. Generally, if one is wondering

some R such that R is a part of Q and there is at least one A ∈ R such that A ∈ Q then it seems

normal enough to say that one is also wondering Q. This apparently acceptable “double-wondering”

of different questions, R and Q, requires clarification. I believe we can clarify it by observing the

following fact:

Double Wondering

If S wonders R at t and there is a Q such that R is a part of Q, then there is a duration ∆

such that t ∈ ∪∆ and S is wondering Q during ∆.

For example, if an agent is wondering some polar question at t that is part of some constituent

question, then if at least one complete answer to the polar question is also a complete answer to

the constituent question, then t is a time-slice of a duration in which the agent is wondering the

constituent question.

Double Wondering partly accounts for why wondering a question like whether the cat is in the

tree is typically taken to imply wondering a question like where the cat is. In conjunction with

the necessary condition on wondering that S wonders Q only if S wants to improve her epistemic

position on Q, Double Wondering can account for this fully. The agent’s epistemic desires determine,

for example, which question she wants to know the answer to while wondering. So if we know that

S wants to know Q, then Double Wondering explains why we conclude that from S ’s wondering
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CS(Q) at t that S also counts as wondering Q at t.

6.6.1 The Wondering Protocol

Beginning with her question of where the cat is, it makes sense for Alice to subsequently attend

to whether the cat is in l for some location, l. If she fails to form any new beliefs about this new

question, she will naturally move on by attending to some other quesition that bears on where the

cat is. This suggests the following sequential qualitative norm for attention:

W1. If a rational agent wonders Q at tn then at tn+1 either (i) she believes some complete

answer to Q and so stops wondering Q or (ii) she believes some merely partial answer to Q

or (iii) she attends to some R that is connected to Q.

The two disjuncts in W1 then lead to regulative norms which further elaborate on W1:

W2. If a rational agent wonders Q at tn and then, at tn+1, believes some merely partial

answer AQ to Q, then at tn+2 she attends to R, where R = {s ∈ Q : s ⊆ AQ}.

W3. If a rational agent wonders Q at tn and at tn+1 does not believe any partial answer to

Q but instead attends to some R that is connected to Q then at tn+2 either (i) she believes

some complete answer to R and so stops wondering R or (ii) she believes some merely partial

answer to R or (iii) she attends to some S ( ̸= R) that is connected to Q.

These norms require some comment. W1 constrains a rational agent who is wondering Q either to

come to believe some complete answer to Q and stop wondering Q, or to come to believe a partial

answer to Q, or else pursue Q further by attending to some new question that is connected to it.

Initially, when wondering where the cat is, Alice attends to this question itself, i.e. to where the

cat is. Subsequently, to count as still rationally wondering this question, Alice must either believe

a complete or a partial answer to Q (e.g. the cat is up the tree, or the cat is somewhere in the

forest) or else attend to a new connected question (e.g. whether the cat in the forest).

In the circumstance where Alice first attends to where the cat is and then forms the belief the

cat is up the tree, we can take it that this answers her question completely and so she simply stops

wondering where the cat is. But if she merely comes to believe some partial answer, like the cat is

somewhere in the forest, W2 tells us that in order to still count as rationally wondering where the
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cat is Alice must now attend to the question of where in the forest the cat is, which is, of course, a

refinement of where the cat is (i.e. it is the question that results from subtracting from where the

cat is all those possible answers that are incompatible with the cat’s being in the forest).

W3 seems more elaborate still, but in fact it is simply the requirement that the agent’s atten-

tional state loops back to go through the same changes indicated in W1 and W2. Thus, suppose

Alice is wondering where the cat is, that she comes to believe no (even partial) answer to this,

and so attends to the connected question of where cats like to hide (connected, we can, assume

because some of its answers are incompatible with the cat’s being in certain places). Then, W3

says that she must, again, either come to believe a complete answer to where cats like to hide, or

come to believe a partial answer to this, or again move on to attending to some new question that

is connected to where the cat is.

The thought is that wondering a question rationally involves transitioning through a series of

qualitatively definable attentional states. First the agent attends to the question, then either she

gets some answer or not. If she does, then the answer is either merely partial or else it’s complete.

If the answer is complete, then she stops wondering the question. If the answer is merely partial,

then she attends to (and begins wondering) a new question, where the new question refines the

first question, distinguishing only the remaining possibilities. This procedure is then repeated.

However, if the agent does not get any (even partial) answer to her initial question, then she

must attend to some connected question as a strategy for doing so. This connected question will

then either be answered or not. Either way further subdivisions must follow until an answer is

reached, else the agent simply stops wondering.

The way I’m phrasing things now, the agent begins with a constituent question (a partition

with more than two cells). If this needs to be subdivided, then it can of course be be done with a

series of polar questions (à la Twenty Questions). Alternatively, the subdivision can also be done

with a sequence of more refined constituent questions. In line with quantitative norms discussed

earlier, which strategy ought to be pursued here will also depend on the agent’s evidence (i.e. her

credences/subjective probabilities).

But what if the agent begins with a polar question, as when William III wonders whether war

can be avoided? Here the procedure is the same. Assuming that he initially does not come to believe

a complete answer, William III’s next best move is to wonder a connected question, e.g. whether
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a land war can be avoided.169 By doing this he stands a chance of at least improving his epistemic

position on the initial question. Thus, when no answers are forthcoming for one’s question, the

rational wonderer will attempt to divide and conquer. That is, she will attempt to make smaller

gains when larger gains are not obtainable. And she will do so in a way that minimizes cognitive

costs in line with her evidence.

For the sake of completeness, a remaining task would be to combine the qualitative sequential

norms in the wondering protocol W1-W3 with the quantitative sequential norms discussed previ-

ously. Additionally, we need to account for permissible deviations from the wondering protocol

that arise from conceptual poverty. In other words, when an agent has exhausted her conceptual

repertoire for answering some question, Q, and so is unable to formulate and attend to any new

questions in line with W1-W3, we have to account for what the ‘next best move’ is in wondering

Q. This takes us to another challenge that looms large over any account of inquisitive rationality:

the problem of conceptual revision.

6.7 Conceptual Revision

At what point in wondering Q should a rational agent step back from the protocol outlined above

and consider whether she should reframe the way in which she is thinking about Q? After attending

to more and more connected questions without making any progress, an agent might think that

the available evidence simply isn’t sufficient to answer her question. In that situation, inquisitive

rationality might simply require a suspension of judgment on Q.170. But suspending judgment is

not the same as wondering. The challenge here is rather to say what kind of cognitive activity

might take the place of wondering Q when one is failing to make progress in wondering Q.

Naturally, an agent who wants to know Q but finds she is getting nowhere in wondering Q,

might wonder whether the way she is conceptualizing Q is at fault. That is, she might think

that there are possible answers to Q that she has never considered and currently cannot attend

to. Hence, there might be a move in wondering Q which we could call the “form new concept”

move, where the agent must discover or construct hitherto unconceptualized possibilities as a way

of progressing.

169We do not need to separately consider the case where he comes to believe some partial answer since, for polar
questions, all partial answers are complete answers.
170cf. Friedman (2013a)
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Crucially, the account of wondering I have developed here precludes thinking of reconceptual-

izing a question as a way of wondering it. On my account, an agent wonders Q only if she attends

to some CS(Q). Consequently, having found that all of her conceptualizations of Q are leading

nowhere, she must find a way of thinking about Q without attending to it via any CS(Q). How on

earth can she do that?

It is here that I think the desiderative element in wondering comes into its own. Recall from

chapters 2 and 5 that one motivation for this desiderative component was to account for the fact

that an agent can wonder a question even when she lacks the concepts necessary to attend to some

of its possible answers. The example that helped to illustrate this was Aristotle’s Wonder, in which

Aristotle wonders how the cosmos originated, despite lacking the concepts of modern cosmology

necessary to attend to some of the possible answers. In line with this, I concluded that the mental

state of an agent can succeed in being “about” certain possibilities even when the agent cannot

explicitly attend to those possibilities.

In the case of epistemic desires, like wanting to know, the opacity to the agent of the contents

of her desires fits well with thinking of desires in dispositional terms.171 An agent who desires to

know Q has a disposition to bring it about that she knows Q. In other words, she is disposed to act

in certain ways that are relevant to knowing Q. Crucially, though, at any given moment an agent

who has this desire need not know what specific actions she is thereby disposed to perform. Often,

it will be the circumstances themselves, the ones that trigger the dispositions to manifest in her

actions, that will tell her this.

But sometimes it is unnecessary to actually be in these disposition-triggering circumstances to

find out what our dispositions are. Sometimes we can find this out simply by imagining various

circumstances. When we do this, as when we experience the circumstances in actuality, we apply

our old concepts in new ways, noticing their shortcomings when they fail to apply as neatly as they

do in more familiar circumstances.

The inquiry-supporting role played by imagining or experiencing new circumstances thus con-

sists in their triggering our dispositions in new ways. For example, if, per impossibile, a cosmologist

from the 21st century were to time travel to the Hellenic world of the 4th century B.C.E. and

talk with Aristotle, Aristotle would learn more about the dispositions that constitute his epistemic

171As in Stalnaker (1984, p.15)
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desires. Specifically, he would learn about possible answers to his cosmological questions that he

(implicitly) wanted to know all along without having ever been in a position explicitly consider

them.

What the time-travelling cosmologist is doing for Aristotle, is bringing to his attention various

possibilities and distinctions that are obscured by the concepts the Stagirite has been using thus

far. And this is presumably similar to what happens in general when we apply old concepts to

new and unforeseen circumstances. The challenge is to make sense of how the kind of conceptual

revision this produces could occur deliberately as part of a strategy for wondering.

This problem cuts to the heart of the epistemology of inquiry, addressing directly the issues

that arise in the context of discovery wherein an inquirer comes up with entirely new questions and

hypotheses that advance the course of her investigations. Naturally, it is quite beyond the scope of

this project to give a full account of the nature of conceptual revision. However, for the purposes of

articulating the regulative normativity of wondering, there are a few schematic observations worth

making. In particular, when we imagine concrete cases of conceptual revision, they often seem to

involve a tendency to analyse or ‘break down’ the concepts that seem relevant to answering the

unyielding question that prompts the revision.

For example, consider the following well-known riddle

The Hunter

A hunter walks one mile south, one mile east, and then one mile north. He ends up

back where he started and sees a bear. What color is the bear?

Here, although it seems utterly irrelevant, asking the color of the bear is a vital clue. This is because

the facts we are given about the hunter’s journey tell us not only that his journey is taking place

on the surface of a sphere, but that his starting point and end point are the north pole. Hence the

bear is a polar bear, and so it is white. But suppose one poses this riddle to someone who has only

ever thought of the earth as flat and who determines cardinal directions merely by reference to the

movements of the sun and the positions of the stars. Presumably, the flat-Earther will have trouble

answering the riddle. To him, going one mile in the direction opposite Polaris, followed by one

mile towards the position of the rising sun, followed by one mile back towards Polaris again cannot

possibly return you to your starting point. He is conceptualizing the journey as taking place on a
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Euclidean plane.

Clearly, it would be a monumental task to specify the cognitive activity that produces the

revolution in geometrical and geographical concepts needed for for the flat-Earther to answer this

question. But, as a mere idealization, we can think of it like this: first the flat-Earther tries and

fails to find evidence among what he explicitly knows that is sufficient to answering the question.

Probably, his wondering will cycle through the Wondering Protocol indefinitely many times, reach-

ing to ever more remote and tenuously connected questions. If he is patient (or stubborn) enough,

though, he might start to wonder whether he is thinking about the scenario all wrong. That is, he

might start to wonder whether the way he is conceptualizing the question is somehow misleading

him. So what can he do?

Intuitively, the flat-Earther might focus on specific concepts that seem centrally involved in the

question, e.g. concepts about journeys, motion, cardinal directions, perhaps even bears. Eventually,

his persistent failure will prompt him to think of the problem more abstractly or more basically, for

example in terms of how someone making what seem to be two turns at right angles could possibly

end up back where they started. In other words, he starts to abstract, isolate, and attend to the

more basic concepts that are involved in the riddle. In doing so, we can say that the flat-Earther is

decomposing the concepts by means of which he is attending to the question. He is breaking them

up and examining how they might be made to combine in the way that the riddle demands.

Unsurprisingly, this way of picturing things leans heavily into a kind of conceptual atomism, on

which our concepts are taken to be composed of various simpler or more basic concepts that can

be combined and recombined to form new concepts.172 Assuming that some version of conceptual

atomism can be at least partially serviceable in understanding how to wonder rationally, we can

at least say something slightly more precise about the role of conceptual revision in the regulative

normativity of wondering.

At some point in following the Wondering Protocol W1-W3, it will be rational for an agent who

has exhausted all available evidence to consider reconceptualizing her question. Saying anything

general and informative about exactly when this will be is beyond this project. But for some

agent, S, and some question Q, if S is wondering Q, then at some point, S will be required to

stop attending to Q via any CS(Q) that she possesses. When this happens, the rational way for

172See Fodor (1998) and Millikan (2000) for classic statements and explorations of this view.
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S to continue pursuing the goal of knowing (or improving on) Q will be to form a new concept

C∗
S(Q). In line with the conceptual atomist approach, one way of doing this will be to decompose

the concepts in CS(Q) into its constituents concepts. Thus, the flat-Earther might decompose his

concept of JOURNEY FROM NORTH TO SOUTH into the concepts of LINE and PLANE If he has a

flash of brilliance, he might then decompose his concept of PLANE into the concepts of SURFACE

and FLAT. From there it then becomes possible to generate new concepts, e.g. by recombining

SURFACE with NOT FLAT. An adequate account of inquisitive rationality should be able to build

on this tentative and impressionistic picture of conceptual revision. In doing so, it will have to

spell out more clearly the specific regulative norms that apply to wondering such that a possibly

rational change in a wonderer’s attentional state will involve attending to her own concepts, i.e. to

the concepts she is using to attend to the question she is wondering.

6.8 Concluding Remarks

In this final chapter, I have identified two dimensions to the regulative normativity that plausibly

constrains rational wondering. These are the dimensions pertaining to instantaneous versus sequen-

tial norms and to quantitative versus qualitative norms, both governing the kinds of questions an

agent is permitted or required to attend to while wondering her question. In exploring these kinds

of norms and how they interact, two key conclusions are that an agent should minimize the infor-

mational cost associated with the questions she attends to and that her attentional states should

follow the protocol laid out in W1-W3. A worthwhile next step would be to explore and test the

results of explicitly combining Sequential Cost Minimization with the qualitative sequential norms

in the Wondering Protocol.

Finally, any epistemology of wondering worth its salt will eventually have to say something

about conceptual revision as a possibly rational move that a wonderer can make. By reflecting on

how a rational agent might attempt to answer confounding riddles like The Hunter, we can hope

at the very least to offer a rational reconstruction of this process. And whatever the most plausible

story of this turns out to be, I think there is at least some prima facie appeal to thinking in the

broadly atomistic terms that allow us to describe conceptual revision as involving decomposition

and recombination of more basic concepts. In treating conceptual revision as a possible component

of rational wondering, and thus something that is apt for normative assessment, that project will
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take us closer to the final frontiers of contemporary epistemology. And, to the extent that it is

successful, it will help lay to rest the mistaken notion that the epistemologist and philosopher of

science have nothing interesting to say about the context of discovery.
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